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INTRODUCTION

This monograph has been adapted from the report of a field
survey which was conducted at the instance of the Economic Commission for Africa. by a special Consultant, Mr. Leonard Barnes,' in
the East African countries of Tanzania, Uganda. Kenya. Malawi.
Zambia and Rhodesia. in 1964. It is presented here as the fourth in the
ECA series of publications under the generic title of "Social Welfare
Services in Africa". These studies and publications have been undertaken in response to Economic Commission for Africa resolution 88 (V)
of 1963.
For his study of the six selected countries - all of which have
been viewed as representing a cultural and ecological unit in the
Africa region - the Consultant set out to explore and examine. on
the spot, the peculiar features of rapid social change and adjustment
resulting from the quick political transformation in that sub-region:
how these have evolved, the problems and tensions which have followed the change-over from colonial administration to national sovereignty, and the various efforts of the individual national governments,
both to achieve satisfactory readjustments and to transform their economies and social systems.
With the dawn of the present decade. the process of "decolonization" on the African continent has undergone a tremendous quickening of pace; and we have witnessed how, during this short period
(from 1960 to mid 1965), no less than twenty-eight African colonial
territories have been ushered, one after another in very rapid succession, into nationhood and full self-determination, In the East Africa
sub-region upon which our present study is focussed, all (except one)
of the countries have attained their independence during this period,
within an even shorter time-span of three years.
One of the significant studies, previously undertaken by the
Secretariat of ECA, was in response to Resolution 26 (III), adopted
by the Commission at its Third Session. which requested the Executive
Secretary to undertake "sub-regional studies of the economic and
social consequences of racial discriminatory practices on the mobilization of all available resources for the balanced economic development
of the territories within the geographical scope of the Commission."
In consequence of this Resolution. the Secretariat of ECA conducted,
in 1961-62, a field study which covered seven countries in Southern,
Central and Eastern sub-regions of Africa.? The study dealt with those
countries having multi-racial societies in which the local European
community, although in the minority everywhere. was the dominant
political. economic and administrative group. maintaining very strong
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economic and political ties with metropolitan powers and supported
by legislatures which had explicit or implicit racial discriminatory bias.
That study showed: that there was dear and deliberate racial
discrimination in the distribution and ownership of land which were
supported by statutes and general government policies; that, discriminatory practices obtained in urban areas, where there were "severe
racial restrictions regarding residence and business property ownership,
invariably in favour of the ruling racial group"; that, in the field of
labour. "numerous discriminatory laws and practices" existed "to regulate the geographical and occupational mobility of labour and to
bolster the privileged position of distinct racial groups"; and that it
was in the field of education and training, more than in any other area,
that "discriminatory practices find their roots and sustaining force."
Among the major adverse consequences of racial discriminatory
practices in the areas studied, the following were clearly identified:
(a) Failure to use human resources fully or efficiently, as a result
of racial discrimination in education and training, employment and remuneration;
(b) high production costs entailed by payment of inflated wages in
sectors of the economy where job competition is artificially
eliminated by racially restrictive trade union practices and
officially-supported job reservations to protect the ruling
racial group; failure to respond to normal forces of supply
and demand; reliance on imported skilled labour while at the
same time neglecting the training of local manpower;
(c) waste of land resources, and concentration of masses of the
population in overpopulated or impoverished areas, while uncultivated tracts of land lie idle and reserved for the dominant
ruling European group. as in South Africa; conversely. overprotection of land rights for Africans. tending in turn to prevent the entry of private non-African capital and the economic
exploitation of such resources by non-Africans under appropriate government control;
(d) combined crippling effects of restrictive labour and land
policies on the geographical mobility of labour; perpetuation
of migratory, unskilled inefficient labour;
(e) separate racial development. which tends to perpetuate dual
economies - disintegrated economies in which the subsistence
sector is predominantly African and the monetary sector predominantly European;
(f) limiting effects on levels of production of discriminatory
policies with regard to property ownership. credit policies,
extension services and marketing facilities;
(g) waste of resources involved in administering the instruments
of discrimination. particularly in the form of duplication of
services and fixed capital;
(h) large disparities in income accruing to different racial groups,
and the resulting wide gaps in standards of living.
-2-

(i) narrow internal markets resulting significantly from the small

purchasing power of the mass of the population, which in
turn is associated with an inequitable distribution of national
income within the complex of the racially restrictive policies
and practices.
It was against the background of this rather sombre foreboding
of pre-independence days, that the six countries in East Africa were
again visited in 1964 - this time, by an independent Consultant,
Mr. Leonard Barnes. engaged by the secretariat of the ECA.
While each of the new Governments in the sub-region may be
confronted with problems peculiar to its own country, it is indeed to be
expected that, within the very wide field of political, economic and
social changes that have followed in the wake of Independence and
"decolonization", certain comon features would emerge and stand out
prominently. Apart from the generally recognizable transformation in
the character of leadership, the common task of building viable economies, the rapid Africanization of the public and other national
services, the democratization of the educational systems and the strengthening of the local African administrative institutions, there is the
particular common feature of urgent adjustments to be made in the
race and ethnic relations, before a permanent order of reconstruction
can be duly established. The tensions and conflicts arising out of
economic and social relationships between racial and ethnic groups,
particularly where there are large European, Asian and other settler
groups, have in some of the countries of the sub-region presented some
of the most difficult problems of adjustment during these early stages
of nation-building.
When societies change, the problems they face tend also to change,
and the way in which they cope with their social problems and welfare
Services also change; and this study of the six East African countries
provides a very vivid background to a contemporary African situation
in which social welfare services in Africa can and should function
within the context of rapid social change. A proper understanding of
the nature of social evolution in the area (which this study should
convey) together with its attendant conflicts and tensions, and harsh
and detrimental effects upon the lives of large sections of the communities, should lead to an appreciation of the role which social
policies should play in the necessary process of adjustment. For in this
kind of situation, as indeed in all others in which the problem looks
even less formidable, social adjustment must, if at all possible, precede
the great task of economic and social reconstruction.
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PART ONE
Trends in Social Receastraetien in East Africa

I. DESEGREGATION

Throughout East Africa. the very task that Independence. or the
approach to Independence. presents to African political leadership is
the removal of the colour bar in all its forms.
The colour bar, in colonial days, was more firmly entrenched in
the statute and, in practice, more extensively applied in some countries
of the sub-region that in others; but in none of them was it unknown.
Even in mainland Tanzania which, as the Trust Territory of Tanganyika. did not admit legal discrimination on grounds of race, discriminatory customs none-the-less crept in from across the borders. The
operation of the colour bar was described, in detail, in an earlier
Report to the Economic Commission for Africa published in 1963.'
Its modes were varied; and they affected many situations, including
land ownership and use, place of residence and of business, employment, access to public amenities and facilities, education. housing.
health and social services generally.
So objectionable and crippling were the disabilities thus imposed
on non-Europeans, and so inappropriate the structure of race relations imposed upon them. that the General Assembly of the United
Nations, on 15 December 1960, adopted Resolution 1536 (XV) which
recommended "the cancelling of all laws and regulations which tend
to encourage or saction, directly or indirectly, discriminatory policies
and practices based on racial considerations", and urged the discouragement of such practices by all other means possible.
The Resolution gave timely re-inforcement to a movement which
had started two or three years before in a number of African territories. but was still at the stage of a protest campaign. In Northern
Rhodesia.? for example, the first real breakthrough on the social front
had occurred only previously with the passage, on 1 September 1960.
of a law that opened hotels. cafes, bars. cinemas, etc.. to all races.
Thenceforward, helped by United Nations support, the crumbling of
the race-barriers went on at an accelerated pace. and even began to
manifest itself here and there in Southern Rhodesia.' In one aspect,
the whole process was part of the break-up of the Central African
Federation. the last fortress, north of the Limpopo. of the segregation
principle.
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The attainment of Independence furnishes the occasion for a final,
all-out, frontal attack. In Kenya, whose method springs from motives
and attitudes common to all African nationalist movements in that
sub-region. the attack was incorporated in the text of the Independence
Order-in-Council itself. From the moment of its coming into force,
in December 1963, the Order makes all citizens of the country equal
before the law and specifically protects all persons from discrimination
on the grounds of race. It requires that "no law shall make any provision that is discriminatory either of itself or in its effect"; and that
"no persons shall be treated in a discriminatory manner by any person
acting by virtue of any written law or in the performance of the functions of any public office or any public authority."
Discrimination is defined as "affording different treatment to different persons attributable wholly or mainly to their respective description by race, tribe, place of origin or residence, or other local
connexion, political opinions, colour or creed whereby persons of one
such description are subjected to disabilities or restrictions to which
persons of another such description are not made subject or are
accorded privileges or advantages which are not accorded to persons
of another such description".
Once-familiar types of racial segregation are banned, today, by
the provision that "no person shall be treated in a discriminatory
manner in respect of access to shops, hotels, lodging houses, public
restaurants, eating houses. beer halls or places of public entertainment
or in respect of access to places of public resort maintained wholly
or partly out of public funds or dedicated to the use of the general
public",
These measures constitute a revolution of major importance. They
are a necessary, though not a sufficient, condition for the establishment of that non-racial society presumed by the terms of the Kenya
Constitution. and which the new African Governments throughout the
sub-region have declared to be their objective. In some vital matters,
they have become immediately effective. Whether a person can exercise the Parliamentary franchise, stand for election to Parliament,
own land, hold office in the public service and freely enjoy the public
amenities available in his country, now depends not on his racial description, but on his status as a citizen.
This. however, is not to say that all causes of friction between
the races, or all impulses of favouritism which each race entertains
towards its own members. have been or can be abolished by a stroke
of the lawmaker's pen. Attitudes ingrained in all races through long
years of colonial rule will need time and conscious tolerance and
sincere mutual aid before they can be changed into spontaneous fellowfeeling. The point can be illustrated from the Kenya Civil Service,
substantive appointment to which, under the new Constitution. is open
only to Kenya citizens. The new Constitution creates Kenya citizenship
for the first time, and confers it on every person born in Kenya who
was previously a British subject or a British protected person, provided
also that one of his parents was Kenya-born.
-5-

A considerable proportion of Asians and Europeans do not fall
within that category. while almost all Africans do. Such Asians and
Europeans therefore become ineligible for substantive appointment to
the civil service, unless they take out citizenship. The law provides that
they may do this by applying for registration as a citizen within two
years of Independence, that is, by December 12. 1965. The option is
open to them if they were born in Kenya or if. having been born
elsewhere. they have resided in Kenya for five years out of an eightyear period.
The discrimination here is between citizens and non-citizens, not
between members of different races. Moreover, the restriction of civil
service posts to citizens is by no means peculiar to Kenya. It is common in many countries all over the world; but. in a number of
individual cases in Kenya the two lines of cleavage happen to coincide,
and the restriction is felt as if it were on racial grounds. This is a
problem of the transition, which will in any case settle itself before
the end of 1965; since any Asian or European affected could settle
it for himself, at once, by opting for Kenya citizenship. before the
date. Those who delay consider that they have good reasons for caution
and ought not to suffer if they avail themselves of the full latitude
the law allows. The African view. on the other hand. tends to be
that if opportunities slip through the fingers of the hesitant, that is
a price he must expect to pay for not making up his mind promptly.
Asians and Europeans looking to first appointment in the Government service are not the only ones to feel the effects of this situation.
Others who were already members of the service before Kenya
citizenship was created. may also be touched by it when promotion is
in question. The Government may be reluctant to promote officers
who, on their side, seem reluctant to identify themselves with the new
country and who may be required to leave the service in due course,
if they fail to opt for citizenship. The upshot is that preference may
have to be given to Africans who would not, on grounds of merit.
be regarded as the strongest possible candidates. Here again, trouble
in this precise form cannot continue beyond 1965; but meanwhile,
it evokes uneasiness and a sense of grievance in some members of
the minority racial groups.
The fact, then, that the composition of Kenya's citizen body has
not yet been definitely settled can and does work out to the temporary
benefit of Africans, where the public service is concerned; and this
for reasons which it would not be just to call racially discriminatory.
In other sectors. such education and the hospital services. the bias is
the other way. The non-racial policy and outlook of the new Kenya
has had little power yet over long-standing disabilities.
All schools are now open to all races, as they were not in the
colonial system. There is no doubt and no reservation about the
policy; but ease of entry into schools is not the same for every race.
For example, in the secondary boarding schools of Nairobi in March
1964. there were a number of unfilled places. European pupils had
left, but their places had not been taken by African pupils, since
-
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African parents could not afford the fees. The fees strike African
parents as high - mainly on account of teachers' salaries. The average
salary for teachers in this particular category of school is £ 1,200 p.a.,
and most of the teachers are Europeans. In African primary schools,
where teachers are mainly African, the average salary is £ 350 - £ 400.
Here discrimination works through income, much as in the public
service it works through citizenship. In neither case is it formally or
even intentionally racial. But it finds an expression which appears
to be racial to those whom it excludes. One way of solving the difficulty would be to reduce fees to a point within reach of the African
parents' purse, and to make up the difference to the schools by GOYernment grants-in-aid. For the present, however, the Government takes
the view that it is preferable to use the money for building new secondary schools."
A similar point is exemplified by the hospital services. Hospital
segregation has been abolished. Anybody can now be treated in any
hospital regardless of race. Nevertheless the income factor entails that
the racial distribution of in-patients in the various hospitals remains
much what it was before desegregation was decreed.
In Kenya, hospital treatment has never been and is not free. Some
hospitals charge more than others. Asians and Europeans have long
had contributory schemes for hospital treatment relief in which
membership was not always voluntary. Africans hitherto have had no
such schemes.
Government policy is to extend this type of insurance to cover
all races, and to make the system as simple and inexpensive as possible.
It will not, however. be easy to devise a scheme that is free from
anomalies, partly because of income differences which are still closely
correlated with race, and partly because of the differing social customs
among the races. When the Leader of Government Business in the
Senate moved the second reading of a bill to extend to African medical
insurance facilities previously enjoyed by Asians and Europeans, a
later speaker in the debate complained that in terms of the Bill, as
drafted, only one wife of a contributing polygamist and her children
would be entitled to benefits.
The other countries of the sub-region (Rhodesia always excepted)
have taken steps which, though not formally the same as Kenya's,
produce very similar results so that, north of the Zambesi, the legal
dismantling of the system of racial discrimination is now substantially
complete. The brief indications given above show both how far social
life has moved from the old restrictionism, and how much racial (or
race-linked) inequality persists that cannot be shifted, except by structural alterations in the social fabric. Such alterations are already
very much in hand.

-l

Tanganyika, Tanzania, which reached Independence two years earlier than
Kenya, has worked out a satisfactory scheme of racial integration of schools
(see Chapter I of Part Two: Country Case Studies).
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All witnesses concur that the new colour scheme used for the
interior decoration of the social order is a notable improvement on
the old. The observer finds it hard to persuade himself that anything
so crude and tasteless as the old ever really existed. There are, indeed,
still pockets - parts of the Kenya highlands. for example, or of the
copper belt, or of Rhodesia - where race relations remain poor
because too many people are trying to hold them to the old pattern.
But these are exceptions. The rule is that Africans manifest a new
pride and dignity, Asians are more open and less aloof. Europeans
manage without their swaggering disdain.
The inter-racial comedy of manners is being played on an altogether higher plane of mutual respect and consideration. Today, by
merely listening to the tone of a European voice, it is almost impossible to tell whether an African or an Asian or another European is
being addressed. The snarl is no longer there. There was a time when
a semblance of servility was expected in the mode of address of
Africans to the higher casts. Today, neither the deference of the one
nor the condescension or the other is looked for or supplied.
A feature of the change is that, although they would have been
called unthinkable ten years ago, and although they often had to be
fought for in a somewhat riotous fashion, their actual coming and
their working-out in practice have been almost entirely smooth and
peaceful. The prophets of ruin have been much confounded! The most
common feeling among all races at the collapse of those entrenched
barriers has been one of release and relief.
What has happened is not simply that a number of deplorable
mannerisms have been abandoned. Each race has actually undergone
a modification in its basic attitude toward the others. This is not to
say that prickliness has. by some quick-acting magic, been turned into
pliancy and bonhomie all round; but a wide hole has been tom in the
great cultural blockage that colonialism built.
It used to be observed, not long ago, that nowhere in East Africa
might an African ever share a cultural experience with an Asian
or a European. Certainly most Europeans and many Asians would
have thought it a social disaster if they had been called upon to attempt
such sharing. Today, all races are beginning to set up norman human
communications between one another. and to find both reception and
transmission enjoyable as well as interesting. No doubt this new mutual
accessibility is connected in many subtle ways with the emergence of
African countries into political independence. But. whereas the quality
of welcome given to Independence differs greatly from one race to
another. all races are at one on the importance and desirability of the
new freedom of social communication.

In Dar-es-Salam, in June 1964, an amateur dramatic society. which
had begun its life as exclusively European in parentage and inspiration, celebrated Shakespeare's four-hundredth anniversary by offering
a production of one of his plays. The cast included members of all
races, and the performances were widely attended by members of all
races. An African player must have entered into Shakespeare's mind,
-8-

in rendering the grief and resentment of a sea-captain who (mistakenly)
believed himself betrayed by a friend to whom he had given his devotion.
There is in Nairobi a large municipal housing estate which was
built soon after the war on the principle. customary at that time, of
racial segregation. It was intended for Europeans in the middle-income
group, and the houses were for letting, at rentals of £ 12 - £ 15 a month.
As Africans began to enter into political power in Kenya, the estate
was thrown open to all races. Since then. "integration". or the infiltration of Asian and African tenants, among the European. has been
going forward rather rapidly with no more friction among neighbours
than would be likely on a single-race estate. The clinics and nursery
schools are used equally by all three races. Children's birthday parties
have become inter-racial occasions, to which children (and parents)
of any racial description are invited, and in which they all gladly take
part.
Devotees of Association Football have been prominent among the
pioneers of racial desegregation in Zambia. For ten years, from 1950.
these enthusiasts (some of them European members of the Police Force)
fought the Northern Rhodesia Football Association, which operated a
straight colour bar and banned the registration of non-European
players. In 1960, a National Football League was formed on a strictly
non-racial basis; and. since then, all representative sides have been
selected on merit as players regardless of race. Few such sides now
take the field without a compliment of five or more African players.
In the stands spectators regardless of race pay the same gate-money,
and all places are open to all races. In consequence. not only are
gates much bigger, but standards of play are also much improved. A
new stadium is being built to seat 20.000 and to accommodate soccer
and all other sports on non-racial terms.
Two things are implied in these examples. One. that the element
of reciprocity has for the first time been introduced into race relations.
at both personal and group levels; and the messages passing between
members of different races are no longer a mere one-way traffic. moving down a line of authority. Orders, of course, still come from above;
but, now, information, appeals and suggestions also rise up from below,
and the higher levels are able and willing to take delivery of them.
Secondly, the element of randomness is being progressively eliminated from both types of message. They are becoming more finished
products. more worthy expressions, of the minds that transmit them.
At the delivery point. the quality of reception is better attuned and
more discriminating. The text of the messages exchanged is thus psychically more developed. and charged with richer meaning. Since all
transmitters are dependent on receivers, and vice versa. for rendering
meaningful whatever message is intended to be disseminated, receiver
and transmitter alike are learning how to reduce distortion, interference. and meaningless "noise" by a continuous process of cross-checking and self-correction. The foundations are being laid for the growth
of that warm and fluent mutuality, both of knowledge and of feeling.
which is the mark of unimpeded communication.
-9-

Communication is a necessary aspect of co-operation. People can
co-operate only in so far as they can agree. and since they can agree
only in so far as they can accurately communicate. communication
holds the key both to constructive work and to social health. It is a
good omen that we should be able to note at the outset, as a prevailing
feature of the new Africa. an astonishing improvement in human communication of this kind. however true it may be that new group-ten,
sions of a non-racial order are springing up at the same time.

II.

RECTIFICATION

Now that political power has been won. and most of the legal and
conventional forms of racial discrimination have been swept away, the
new African Governments turn to the task of increasing employment
and diminishing unemployment, with the strategic aim of equalizing
living standards between town and country, and of bridging the gulf
that separates rich from poor. A vital part of this process is seen as
the Africanization of the many key sectors in the public service and
the economy which have hitherto been the exclusive preserves of
Europeans and Asians. Some indication of the standing of Africans in
the economy sector, for example, can be given by the fact that in
Kenya they still comprise 90 per cent of the employed and still receive
less than 50 per cent of the wages.
It is easy to argue that Africanization is itself a form of racial
discrimination; and it is true that it does involve disabling nonAfricans for the advantage of Africans. African Governments, however,
have always presented it as a process of righting historic wrongs by
which Africans were more grieviously hit than any other race. This
re-weighting of the scales in order to restore a just balance that others
had previously upset has been termed rectification. The disabilities
under which Africans have laboured for the last fifty years were so
crippling that non-Africans have, on the whole, accepted rectification
as fair and proper.

Africanization and Localization.'
The intention of African Governments is that rectification should
be a preliminary phase in a long-term proces of displacing expatriates
from positions of policy-making and high-level control. The prototype
form of rectification. which is simple Africanization, is quickly to be
succeeded by "localization", in which the more or less arbitrary preference at first acorded to Africans gives way to a system where
citizens of all races are eligible for all jobs on a basis of properly
assessed competence and suitability. In this second phase, racial de-

I
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scription ceases to be a criterion. and the criterion of citizenship takes
its place: all citizens of whatever race are given equal treatment in
regard to appointment and promotion in the public service, and indeed
in the private sector also, so far as official policy can influence practice
there. The non-preferred coincide with the non-citizens. that is. resident
expatriates (in practice, mainly Europeans) and local-born persons who
are neither automatically qualified for citizenship in terms of the
Constitution. nor have chosen to take out naturalization papers (in
practice, mainly Asians).

TABLE 1
Examples of Africanization in higher-grade occupations
Zambia

Kenya

1963

1960

.--

Administrative:
African
Non-African
Professional:
African
Non-African
Executive:
African
Non-African
Technical:
African
Non-African
Source:

1960

1963

- - - -._-_._--

14
400

169
263

329

32
1,206

144
1.107

329

4
341

171
1,490

372
1,325

34
408

130
404

72

297
1,406

12

457

498

466

1,539

2

23
343

l . Kenya Government. Directorate of Personnel.

2. Zambia Government. Chief Establishment Officer.

Government spokesmen tend to emphasize that the phase of localization has already been reached. Asians within or close to Government
circles readily concur. Asians of other groups declare that they can
see few signs that the phase of rectification is yet over. It is a fact that.
while Governments would generally be happy to switch to localization.
their party organizations are inclined to keep up heavy pressure for
continued Africanization. But Governments and parties alike are agreed
that localization should not only be set in motion soon, but should
actually be completed in fifteen years, at the longest. Beyond 1980,
both are resolved. there shall be no more dependence on expatriate
experts. There can be little doubt that. from now on. in building the
new social order whose plans are on the drawing-board. Africans will
have to make full use of the trained manpower embodied in the Asian
population.
-11-
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An example of the rate at which Africanization is progressing
in some countries is given in Table 1. In theory, it would be an
easy matter to make projections in order to predict the date by which
the process would complete itself. But the real question is not the
simple one of how quickly certain changes can be made; it is the
more complex one of determining the optimum rate and the most
appropriate manner of making them.
Neither Africanization , nor localization. nor yet the attainment of
self-sufficiency in high-level manpower, can be properly planned as
mere phases in a programme of displacing expatriates. African Governments cannot avoid constant pre-occupation with three points of
policy, of which each is vital to their survival as Government but whose
several claims are not easy to compose harmoniously. Governments
must have a comprehensive plan for social and economic development.
They must have means of carrying the plan out effectively at the
optimum pace. The carrying out of the plan must not prejudice, and
must if possible favour, the long-term aim of dismantling the racial
pyramid.
Thus, it soon becomes apparent that the true method of rectifying
the employment situation bequeathed by the colonial system is no
mere insertion of local citizens into niches previously occupied by
Europeans, nor is the true objective simply to keep the old pieces of
administrative machinery working in the old way. but manned now
by staff of a different race. The problems raised by rectification are
in fact insoluble as long as they are considered just in terms of changes
of personnel within an unchanging administrative apparatus. The
machine itself has to be adapted, in radical ways, both to the calibre
of local-citizen manpower available for staffing it and to the whole
spirit and purpose of the new African Government that controls it.
The size and shape of a particular job in a particular sector at a
particular time are usually semi-accidental by-products of custom and
convention. There is never anything sacred about them. They are
there to be modified in any way which the current situation indicates
as desirable, by people whose minds are flexible enough to perceive
the modifications neded. If this is true of particular jobs, it is truer
still of the shape and size of an administrative machine as a whole.
There is a Herculean labour to be done in overhauling, rationalizing
and simplifying the apparatus of Government in every territory.
In the context of today, the primary weakness of the structure is
that no part of it has come into existence with the convenience and
aptitudes of Africans in mind. It is overgrown with a profusion of red
tape and otiose complexities, not only within and between departments,
but also in relations between central government and local authorities,
especially in the sphere of finance and accounts. There exists a dark
forest of obstructive irrationalities which. though in obscure ways
gratifying to the colonial civil servants who first invented them, are
meaningless and disheartening to Africans who live closer to earth.
-12 -

In the nature of the case, no adequate overhaul can ever be undertaken from inside the machine. The need apears to be for special study
by a team of experts from without. who would be detached enough
in outlook and penetrating enough in insight to find answers to two
basic questions:
(a) What. in conditions where staff at all levels are predominently
African, is the simplest and most stranghtforward way of
reaching responsible decisions at the various levels at which
decisions are best taken? (A responsible decision is one in the
framing of which everyone entitled to voice or vote has been
given a proper opportunity to use it).
(b) How can quick and unimpeded communication be guaranteed
up and down the line of authority, and laterally between departments at any given level, without risk to due discipline,
as between one level and another or to over-all control from
the top?
These questions and their answers are of far-reaching significance
for the future of administration in Africa.

The Private Sector
Turning to the private sector, where political pressures are harder
to drive home, it soon becomes clear that Africanization is an even
trickier business than it is in the civil service. So far. there has been
little increase in the vertical mobility of Africans in the labour market
at large. In the business world their career prospects remain very much
what they have always been. They are still acutely aware that making
headway is a question of crashing through horizontal race-barriers,
that good performance on the job cuts little ice. and that political
influence plus formal educational attainments are the only keys that
open the door to preferment.
African official circles are apt to become restive in consequence.

local and overseas firms are warmly urged to recruit and train Africans at higher technical and managerial levels. Chambers of Commerce
are exhorted to abandon their racial character in practice as well as
on paper. In Parliament, there are complaints of organized opposition
from business men of other races who hamper the entry of Africans
into the executive ranks of industry and trade. The Government may
be challenged from the floor of the House to enable Africans to share
or take over the majority of non-African businesses within two years.?
At the present stage, the official view seems to be that the promotion of new small-scale light industries, owned and managed by Africans, offers a greater promise than African infiltration into enterprises owned by Asians and Europeans. The kind of products involved
are transistor radios, battery-operated record players, plastic products.

2

See, for example, a speech in Parliament in Nairobi by Jonathan Masinde,
(KADU) Member for Lurambi, on 10 March 1964.
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blotting paper. ironmongery, bakeries. saw mills. sisal decortication,
stockfeed, dry cleaning. and so on. In most countries of the subregion, the number of such concerns is constantly being added to.
The situation illustrates well how growth on racial lines appears to be
enforced by the traditional structure of business.
All this, however, represents only a small part of the intent of
African Governments. Their Development Plans call for more massive
industrial investment most of which will, it is hoped. come from
private enterprise. In the Tanzanian plan for Tanganyika, for example.
private enterprise is expected to conribute £ 116 million out of a total
investment of £ 246 million. The corresponding figures in the case of
Kenya are £ 188 million out of £ 317 million.
It follows that the nerves of the private investor, who is easily
excitable at a whisper of African socialism, have to be carefully
soothed. He must be assured that he will be able to make a profit.
and that he will be allowed to export it if he wishes. He must be
given tax incentives and if necessary tariff protection. The ill-omened
term nationalisation must be uttered with caution, "This", says President Nyerere, "is one of those matters about which we must start
with the world as we find it" - a pronouncement whose key-word may
well be "start". And it is perfectly true that, for the time being, nationalization of industry does not enter into the plans of African Governments simply out of consideration for the private investor. Other
equally important considerations are the realization that local industry
is not on the whole such that its nationalization would be rewarding,
and partly because Governments are in no position to run industry
satisfactorily while discharging their other tasks. At the same time,
these considerations do not necessarily apply to the land.
There will, then, be no curb on private enterprise. But private
enterprise, if ridden bare-back with halter only, will still be ridden.
It will have to operate within the framework of the Development Plan
and subject to the Plan's over-all requirements. It will not be allowed
to enfeeble the people's control of their Government or the Government's control of the economy. In every case. the Government will
examine the balance of advantage to the people. "We shall look at
the total cost. and at the benefit by way of increased employment
opportunities, increase of local wealth. Government revenue, and so on.
We shall accept or reject offers on that basis alone".'
The private investor is expected, on his side. to suit his enterprise to the new Africa by encouraging Africans to play their part in
it, both as owners and as high-level managers. He is expected to reinvest. locally, a reasonable share of his local profits. He is expected
to view African development as a partnership between Governments
dedicated to progress and a private sector willing to respond to the
mutual benefit of all concerned.

3

Address on the Five Year Development Plan for Tanganyika by President
Nyerere, 12 May, 1964.
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The Development Plans, in short. delineate those areas of the
economy in which private enterprise is welcomed. those in which
Governments will insist on a measure of participation. whether through
statutory Development Corporation or in some other way, and those
where public ownership is deemed to be essential. The private enterprise that gets a welcome will thus be one whose fangs have been
drawn. Moreover, it will be counterbalanced by a varied and extensive
system of producers' and consumers' co-operative societies and state
corporations. methodically fostered by the State, and relied on by the
State as a main means of keeping within sensible limits the gap between high incomes and low. Again. the trade unions. weak at present
and not well organized but destined everywhere to become a powerful
public force, may also take part in business enterprise in their own
fields. In many places they are already closely tied to Government
and party.
Political and economically the public service and the private sector
are of course of prime importance. But from the standpoint of the
population as a whole they are of only marginal significance. Perhaps
5 per cent of the population occupy places within the structure of
politics, administration and business. It is in Rhodesia alone that
the proportion is higher than this.' Sociologically. even if every step
in rectification, so far mentioned, were to prove successful, nothing
more would have happened than the creation of a tiny nee-bourgeoisie
autochthon within the citizen body of the region. There is no prospect
yet that any Development Plan can raise these middle-class elements
beyond the 5 per cent level. Indeed, the question rather is whether
the towns, Plan or no Plan, will be able to absorb their share of the
total population increase. If they cannot, the middle class. while its
absolute numbers may rise somewhat, will come to represent a decreasing proportion of the whole.
The position in Rhodesia. for example. suggests that things may
well work out in this way. There, if the urban African population were
to become fully urbanized in the sense that each adult male had all
his dependents living with him in town, the African population of the
seven main towns (now 426,000) would rise to 800.000. In assessing the
total strain on the towns' absorptive capacity, allowance would also
have to be made for natural increase and additional migration of
adult males from the rural areas.'
Problem of Unemployment

In all tropical Africa, the population is approximately 130 millions. of whom 9 millions (again 5 per cent) are working in paid

4
5

The proportion of the total African population living in the seven main
towns rose from 8.1 per cent to 14.6 per cent between 1946 and 1961.
CAL Myburgh : The Main Demographic Trends in Southern Rhodesia
(Central Statistical Office, Salisbury. Unpublished momerandum, dated April,
1962).
~
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employment. Since the average population growth-rate is between 3
and 31- per cent per year, a further 9 million pairs of hands (a potential labour force equal to the total labour force currently employed)
enters the field about every 18 months. The East and Central African
sub-region is just as completely beset by this problem as any part of
the continent. However, massive industrial development turns out to
be under the Development Plans. it is beyond all bounds of possibility
that the economies of the sub-region should provide paid employment
for more than a small fraction of this number. Rhodesia has already
found that, in the five years 1957·1962, the proportion of its total
African population working in the money economy declined by 2.5
per cent. These were years in the course of which the gross domestic
product rose by 19 per cent.
The unabsorbed balance of the population increase is fated to be
thrust into the oubliette of subsistence agriculture, and there to undergo
a process of social and psychological deterioration which will threaten
the foundations of the regime and the conservation of the habitat. The
conclusion can only be that the basic measure of rectification called
for, the measure whose absence must ruin all the rest, is the social
and economic reconstruction of the tribal districts. and the rehabilitation of the 95 per cent of the population who live in them. All planning decisions are bound to start from the datum that the employment problem cannot be solved by expansion of the present money
economy alone, and that increase in African employment is not necessarily matched by decrease in African unemployment.
Indeed, the present tendency is for total African employment to
dwindle and for African unemployment and under-employment to
spread. This reflects yet another of colonialism's racial biases. It is
the fact that, even today, the incidence of the latter demoralizing
scourge is virtually exclusive to Africans. Unemployment is probably
the second most lethal of all disabilities of the Africans, and it is
closely bound up with the first - their own reproductive capacity.
Analysis shows that. even if all employment oportunities were exclusively offered to Africans. there would still, given the present
pyramidal pattern of society, be African unemployment of a type that
grows with population increase.
The new African Governments will be hard put to it to achieve the
Africanization, or rather localization, of employment that they rightly
require; but, in due course. they will achieve it. It will be a much
harder matter to eliminate African unemployment. For this is no question of sharing a given guantum of unemployment in due proportion
with Asians and Europeans. It is a question of modifying the economy
so that unemployment shall no longer be a characteristic of it. There
is a real risk of painful disenchantment if and when it is discovered
that growing localization in the public service and in private enterprise is accompanied by growing unemployment among Africans at the
base of the pyramid. Though all African Governments are clear that
the tackling of the unemployment problem must be given very high
priority. none seems anything like as clear about how the tackling
should best be done.
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Certain factors apear to be eomon to all the countries surveyed:
(a) A peak of employment was reached and passed four or more
years ago.
(b) Since then. employment figures have fallen somewhat heavily
year by year.
(c) The whole of the fall has been at the expense of Africans.
(d) Total African wages have risen in spite, or because, of the
drop in employment.
(e) Gross Domestic Product per head has risen.
It may seem something of a mystery that, in the presence of a
steadily increasing Gross Domestic Product, income generated in some
basic sector of the economy, such as copper mining in the case of
Zambia. do not in fact stimulate other sectors to develop in such a
way as to provide a rising level of employment. Undoubtedly part of
the answer to this question is furnished by the predominantly foreign
ownership of idustry. This always means that net profits and royalties
flow out of Africa to develop employment in the countries of their
destination instead of in the countries of their origin. In the case of
Zambia, so long as Federation" lasted, tax revenues also were drained
away to Southern Rhodesia, much as profits and royalties were (and
are) channelled overseas.
Factors, such as these, have done much to limit the capacity of
the sub-region to absorb the available force in productive work.
Powerless to keep pace even with the natural growth of the settled
urban population. it has little hope of coping with the ceaseless influx
from the rural areas as well. So long as present conditions and trends
continue, the economy will be condemned to stand impotently by.
watching the rise of a permanent class of urban poor without marketable skills or experience or by measurable employability.
It is also the case that the actual incidence of unemployment is.
in most places, more severe than the drop in aggregate employment
would suggest. There are several reasons for this.
In the first place. because they see the labour market contracting,
Africans with jobs stay in them longer than they used to; with the
result that available employment is spread over fewer people. African
labourers in the past have often chosen to work for part of the year
only, and to pass their pob on to a temporary replacement for the
remainder. Today. it is borne in on them that. if they continue to do
this. they may not get their job back again. Hence the fall in engagement opportunities is much heavier than the fall in employment levels."

6
7

The Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,
Reported engagements (adult males) in wage-paying industries in Kenya show
the following decline:
Year
Number
Per Cent

1960
237,251
100
1961
159,233
67.1
1962
132,300
55.7
Source: Memo of manpower Branch, Ministry of Labour and Social Services,
Nairobi, 1 November 1963.
-
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The trend towards a more stable and therefore less numerous labour
force will continue. since it suits both employers and those workers
who happen to be in jobs.
Next. there is the rural influx. This may have a variety of components. There are always the young men in search of adventure who
are jet-propelled away from the stagnation of tribal life. In some
countries. where the consolidation of fragmented African small holdings
has been undertaken on a considerable scale, groups of landless men
and their families are brought into existence who have little choice
but to draft to the towns looking for work. Again. in the many areas
where the land is traditionally worked by women, there is a high
proportion of land-holders who leave the care of their holding to
someone else. generally their wives, and seek to augment their income
by picking up paid work in the nearest town. This type of absenteeism
naturally tends to be most marked near the main centres of wage-earning employment. It was estimated in Kenya in 1961 that some 200,000
landholders in this category. underemployed on their own holdings.
were employed or were seeking employment in the wage-earning sector
of the economy.
Finally. there are the school-Ieavers. To illustrate once more from
Kenya. the number of recruits by industry to replace deaths and
retirements is about 20,000 a year, of whom 2,000 - 3,000 will have
skilled jobs open to them. School-leavers total about 80.000 a year,
of whom about 8,000 come from secondary schools. Thus. school output may be taken as roughly four times as large as industrial intake.
While these estimates do not take into account the many schoolleavers who are needed by other sectors of the economy, it nevertheless
ignores all the juvenile work-seekers who have had no schooling or
who have dropped out of school.
On the one hand, there is dwindling employment opportunities:
but, on the other, there is to be found an African population already
hard hit by unemployment in the order of eight-and-a-half millions.
half of which is under 16 years of age, and which is expected to have
increased by a further two-and-a-half millions by the time the present
15-year-olds are 21. Such is Kenya's dilemma which, though more
perplexing than those of some other countries. sharply illustrates the
predicament of East and Central Africa as a whole. It is worth repeating that the condition is a chronic one. and is likely to deteriorate so
long as the pyramid remains untouched. Indeed, it perpetuates the
pyramidal structure by constantly renewing and widening the base.
The condition is not, of course, peculiar to Eastern and Central
Africa. In one degree or another, it is common to all underdeveloped
countries. Basically. it arises from a vicious circle within which two
sets of factors are inextricably intermixed. On the one hand. there is
the relatively excessive human numbers. with a lower level of social
skills for internal communication and co-operation. while on the other
hand. there is the untutored and undeveloped character of the local
habitat; and the want of diversity in the means of earning a human
living is characteristic. To draw an analogy from the disintegration of
family life, the society of many ex-colonies resembles one gigantic
broken home.
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It is evident that the problem of escaping from this vicious circle,
although it has important economic aspects, is not primarily an economic problem at all. It is a problem of ecology - of the balanced,
interdependent and organic management of human and natural resources. And its solution must proceed on ecological principles. The
clues are to be looked for in African education, in the re-designing of
African land use. and in the control of African numbers to prevent
their upseting the plans of land use and education. Wise economic
planning can be an invaluable aid in bringing about a new higherlevel equilibrium between these three factors, but only to the extent
that it agrees to serve as the handmaid of ecology, and accepts to be
bound by the requirements of conservation and organic growth of the
human and natural resources with which it is dealing.

III. THE RACIAL PYRAMID
The Structure

If desegregation and rectification are the first two points of attack
by self-governing Africans in East Africa, the racial pyramid is the
third.
Some indication of what this term connotes is given by the
figures for average earnings of Africans and non-Africans in Table 2.
They show that it is still common for non-Africans to be earning
more than ten times as much as Africans. But income is far from being
the only social variable which is correlated with race in this way.
When consideration turns to variables such as social class, educational
level. life expectancy at birth, occupation and residential location, the
same race-linkage and the same pyramidal arrangement of the racial
groups always appear.
Clustered, therefore, at the peak in every town, and dotted about
it in many country districts, Europeans still exhibit, if they no longer
flaunt, their vastly higher standards of living in housing, private transport, education and medical care. They still hold the best paid jobs
in the professions, industry, commerce, banking and, even now, in
many of the most senior posts in the public services, including the
railways and the police. They own nearly all the financial wealth.
though some Asians too are strong on ownership. Whatever may have
happened in the sphere of politics. and in spite of the emergence of a
scatter of Africans at and near the top of the public sector. the economic and social power of Europeans, with their grip on the commanding heights of the private sector, has not yet been seriously
touched.

The pyramid's broad, flat, undifferentiated base still consists of
millions of Africans living lives stunted by poverty and deepest ignorance, by malnutrition and poor environmental hygiene. by a harsh
and undomesticated habitat, by epidemic and parasitic disease. by
-
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Employmeat! and earnings by race, 1960-63
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Employment in agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining, quarrying, manufacturing, construction, electricity, water, sanitary services, commerce,
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2 The figures included are only for Tanganyika (comparable figures for Zanzibar not available).
3 Employment figures for Zambia, Rhodesia & Malawi in 1963 refer to end of Sept. 1963 figures rather than monthly average, as for previous periods.
SOURCES:
KFNYA Statistical Abstract 1964, Economics & Statistics Div., Ministry of Finance & Economic Planning, Gov. of Kenya, pages 111 & 112.
UGANDA - Statistical Abstract 1963 & 1964, Stat. Div, Ministry of Planning & Develop. Uganda Gov., 1963 pp. 99-100; 1964 pp. 92, 98-100.
TANZANIA - Statistical Abstract 1962 & 1963, Central Stat. Bureau, Dar-es-Salaam. Printed in 1963(64. 1962 p. 147~ 1963 pp. 153, 155, 157.
ZAMBIA - Monthly Digest of Statistics, Central Statistical Office, Lusaka, April 1965, pp. 4-5.
RHODESIA Monthly Digest of Statistics, Central Statistical Office, Salisbury, May 1965, pp, 8-9.
MALAWl Quarterly Digest of Statistics, Ministry of Finance, Zomba, April 1964, pp. 4-5.
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overcrowding, by under-education and under-employment, by ineffable
boredom virtually unmitigated by intellectual or aesthetic diversion.
It is not always easy for the African to believe in the circumstances
that political power has been transferred to his brother-Africans. The
middle layer of the pyramid is made up of uneasy, doubting Asians.
who are better placed economically than the Africans, and who use
forms of inter-racial behaviour only slightly more dignified than the
Europeans. But they are withdrawn into themselves and, halfmindedly.
they seek their own security and safeguard their group-identity.
The pyramid, then, embodies a system of race-relations. But it
does much more than that. It establishes and crystallizes a total pattern
of society. That is why it is not feasible to bring into being a more
humane system of race-relations within the pyramidal structure by
making marginal adjustments at particular points of friction where the
races meet and intersect. The essential prerequisite for the establishment of a more humane system is to break up the horizontal stratification by race and pull down the barriers to vertical mobility, to broaden
the top and narrow the base - in short, to rebuild to some nonpyramidal design, compatible with the concept - the peculiarly African concept - of a non-racial society.
Many Africans are greatly concerned to find a workable plan for
dismantling the pyramid, with its rigid racial layers, and for reconstituting it into a new structure of integrated solidarity in which
some positions are undoubtedly more highly esteemed and better rewarded than others, but where such differences are neither caste-fixed
nor so immoderate as to offend human dignity, where social obstacles
are replaced by social opportunities, where each may rise to a level
bounded only by his capacity and his public spirit and where women
participate as fully and as honourably as men.
To open the way to such a new order is indeed the prime African
responsibility, which the new leaders inescapably assumed when they
took political office. It is clear that they have no wish to shirk it. The
new order, however, has to be build out of the old racial components,
only somehow rearranged. These may be undergoing changes of outlook in response to the changing political situation, but they are still to
a greater or less extent conditioned in their thinking and their feeling
to the pyramid within which their first contacts with one another were
made. Before new building plans can be settled. however, responsible
Africans need to take stock of themselves and their own racial attitudes
and situation, as well as to identify the attitude towards themselves of
their co-workers of the other races. This diagnostic exercise is no easy
one.
African-European Relations

"Europeans" 1 provide Africans with the most complex of their
problems in race-relations. It is not that Africans and Europeans find

1

The term is used in its racial not its geographical meaning and includes
Americans.
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it difficult to work together face to face across a table: they actually
do this rather well. It is possible, however, that Africans tend to read
the European as a character who must be holding something back and
who, when obliged, gives out of his superfluity only. It is also possible
that Africans suspect that there is something in the European's constitution which stops him from identifying himself simply and generously
with their cause. He strikes them as empty of contrition for his past and
devoid of sanguine expectation for their future. They seem to expect
Europeans to admit: "We have done enough harm here; it is time we
went". The African of public spirit, who is striving to lay on his own
career and, by his own strenuous deeds, the foundations of a worthy
African order, is apt to write off the entire way of life of the resident
European as an intrusion and perhaps a contamination. The first point
of policy in handling Europeans, then, is perhaps to treat them with
due respect so long as it is necessary to rely upon them.
Because African development -- especially through the Development Plan approach -- makes reliance upon Europeans and their cooperation almost a necessity now and for some time to come, the
end does not appear to be in sight for the much hoped-for self-sufficiency. Technology will continue to advance in Europe; and, until
the day when Africans take the lead in business. managerial and technological know-how, European assistance and leadership would appear inescapable. This situation might not be so untenable if it were
not race-linked, and if the flow of dependability were not too onesided. British and continental European industry are now receiving
great doses of American know-how, manpower. finance and technology. But this is not a one-way affair since American business and
industry borrow from Europe and Britain. The race question does not
enter either because, as defined earlier, all concerned are by race,
"Europeans".
Even so, an element of national pride and self-interest enters the
picture, which culminates in rumblings on all sides against encroachment and domination from America or elsewhere. Therefore, if only
because of self-interest and in order to aid internal development and
reduce undue dependence upon outside powers, African leaders have
a right, and indeed a duty, to take steps that will result in their own
self-sufficiency in manpower and technology. They must not forever
depend on others for their very survival and progress.
When Africans of insight reach this frame of mind. it becomes
clear to them that the first and most vital step towards any genuine
independence (and, for that matter, towards placing relations with
Europeans on a more wholesale footing) is a serious evaluation of the
significance and relevance of western ideas, values and personnel to
their progress and aspirations.? They understand plainly that. the degree
to which they accept the socio-economic and cultural values of the
west will dictate the degree to which the old metropolitan powers will
contrive to sustain, and even advance. their expatriate socio-economic
and strategic interests and relationships. in post-colonial Africa. It also
constitutes a measure of the extent to which the new African leadership
may be misled into identifying African interests with those of the
-
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former metropolitan powers. Such a process could be by way of aid
for development which. in fact, consists of ear-marked financial grants.
training assistance. and presents of various forms - all designed not
so much to promote social and economic growth as to strengthen the
central administration in African territories whose political leadership
is deemed to be sufficiently sympathetic to western ways and ideas to
respond to the treatment in an appropriate manner
It is the revolution away from this treatment that has contributed.
in important ways, to the inspiration of the Afro-Shirazi revolution
in Zanzibar. Something of the same revolution is felt in much wider
circles in the other countries of the sub-region.
Afrcan-Asian Relations

The Europeans could be regarded for all practical purposes as
sojourners. Few will take out local citizenship and few will stay indefinitely, as foreigners. Their numbers will taper off. Only in Rhodesia
are they likely to form a considerable permanent element in the
population. and, there, the time will soon be ripe for settling their
relationship with the other races. The Asian population, on the other
hand. everywhere constitutes an issue which is not a self-liquidating
one. A good number of Asians arc said to have applied for citizenship
already; undoubtedly many more will do so when they come to think
of the future as being less obscure. One way or another the Asians are
in Africa to stay. A pennanent place in the non-racial society has to be
found for them. From the standpoint of the African leadership, it
is Asians rather than Europeans who present the long-term problem in
race-relations.
Superimposed, as they feel themselves to be, by the new African
hegemony, Asians tend to suffer from a peculiar complex situation.
They see that Europeans. who used to be on top. are now no longer
there, so far as political power is concerned. They do not forget that
they themselves used to form the middle layer in the race pyramid.
and they suspect that, now, they may be gravitating towards the
bottom. To them, Independence has brought little sense of liberation.
rather a foreboding that they may have exchanged a relatively more
lucrative situation for a worse one. Their fears seem very unspecific.
except where jobs in the public service or the competition of African
traders is in question. But they have an uncomfortable feeling that
they are about to be handed out the least-favoured-nation treatment.
all around. Their attitude towards the new Africa is a wary, even a
suspicious, wait and see one.
This attitude is understandable enough, but it is doing Asians
little good. Equally understandably, it strikes Africans as ungracious
and unconstructive. Africans have for years borne the brunt of the

1.

The African has been associated mainly with the West in the past. Contact with the East has only begun since independence. This is necessary for
an understanding of African attitude toward East and West.
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political struggle, with not much convincing support from Asians. The
inference is that Asians, who did little to help them in their hour
of need. when a measure of candid co-operation would have been
invaluable. should not look for favours now.
Asians themselves admit that the new Africa does not inspire
them to creative effort. They like to be left alone with good opportunities for accumulating wealth in business and the professions. People
committed to this kind of outlook. who are so untouched by public
hope are, however. not people that African Governments are looking
for, or indeed can usefully employ. in their great schemes for regenerating a continent.
The position is, of course, absurd. In the whole distressing impasse,
two things at least are clear. One is that the Asians are a talented,
industrious and adaptable people who have a limitless contribution
to make to any country which they wholeheartedly adopt as their
home. The colonial system, by its very nature, did not engender such
co-operation, while in the emerging new order. ways have not yet been
found for utilizing this potential. Here is one of the big unsolved problems of East Africa.
The second obvious point is that, in an objective view. the outlook for Asians who truly call Africa their home is rosier than it has
ever been. The real threat to them would come from the failure of
the African development effort. not its success. The helpful enterprise
of Asians towards achieving that success is the strongest safeguard of
Asian interests at large.
Possibly a third point is also valid. What would do more than
anything else to release Asians from their present anxieties is a selfimposed psychological revolution. by which they will cease to regard
and present themselves as a separate cultural bloc, a nation within a
nation, and resolve to live as individual native citizens. Then, they
might feel able to ask themselves, in a searching and positive spirit,
what are the most vital gifts which they are fitted to dedicate to the
motherland that needs their trust and yearns to cherish them.
This may be a hard doctrine for Asians to adopt immediately;
but it is believed that already. some Asian leaders. encouraged by
their home governments, are striving towards this goal. It may be
hard because it expresses the essence of non-racialism. the kernel of
its difference from multi-racialism. But this is also why. in the last
resort, it must be accepted; since, it is into that non-racial society
that the Asians are being incorporated and. of it. they are inevitably
becoming built-in components.

Towards the Ideal of Non-Racial Society
Multi-racialism is the concept according to which distinct racial
communities. as it were. federate into a single political society living
and working side by side (or, pyramidally. one on top of the other).
but preserving each its own communal distinctness and its own cultural
identity. Non-racialism is the concept according to which all citizens
-
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live and work together on equal terms. and where distinctions are made
solely in terms of personal qualities without regard to racial description.
In all the territories of the sub-region, including Rhodesia (though.
here. in a somewhat variant form), non-racialism is established as the
basic principle on which the new order is to be constructed.
Sociologically, there can be little doubt that non-racialism is the
more mature and sophisticated concept. and the one which holds out
better prospects for a smoothly integrated social system. But integration on a non-racial basis entails the disintegration of tight racial
groupings. This may be rough on Asians who are perhaps more
attached than most people to their corporate manners and customs,
and who will be called upon for a more fundamental re-adjustment
than the African majority because of their minority situation. In particular. non-racialism implies the eventual abondanment by Asians of
their geographical. social and occupational segregation; and it will require that they voluntarily break up their exclusive society and mix
freely with the rest of the community. Such a desegregation process,
apart from its desirability on principles of non-racialism is, as it happens. also their best insurance against any future risk of discrimination
or blame.
However desirable this may be. it cannot be easy.What is more,
Asians have a number of other equally genuine reasons for feeling
unsettled. apprehensive and aggrieved. They have been much shaken
by events in the Congo and Zanzibar. and by the mutinies. They have
had a raw deal so far as the public service goes, both in being pushed
out and in being passed over. Indian expatriate officers who had been
recruited direct from India by East African Governments were given
early retirement terms that compared unfavourably with those given to
European expatriates, and the United Kingdom Government made no
contribution to their awards.
The main assets of Asians who are at, or near, the poverty lineare some primary schooling and some acquaintance with the English
language. If they do not make as much of these as they might. the
reason often is that their patrons and employers are Asians. They
are. always in direct competition with the unskiUled African mass.
Again, it seems likely that the traditional Asian small trader is destined
soon to disappear. His job is being killed in the towns by modern
methods of retailing, including supermarkets (which are often Asianowned). In town and country alike. he is increasingly threatened also
by African co-operatives and by individual African traders. To this
extent, he stands in the way of African determination to get an effective
foothold in the private sector.
Such changes in the social structure and in the relationships that
they were used to, will amply account for some alarm and despondency
in people. who by tradition regard it as a virtue to scare easily and to
sit on the fence till the iron enters into their soul. But the outlook
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for them is not all instability and want of promise. In an expanding
economy (and whether the economy expands or not depends in no
small part on Asian endeavour). Asians trained in business and the
professions know well how to make new opportunities for themselves:
and the middle ranks of the Asian community. the craftsmen of the
construction and transport industries. together with the jobbing electricians, mechanics, plumbers and so on, look out on an assured future
with rising prospects.
Outside the economic sphere. there is wide agreement that, in
spite of all current difficulties, Independence has opened up a new era
in race-relations. Many Asians would allow that the phase of rectification, in the public service, was necessary; and they express the belief
that it is really approaching its end. and that, henceforth, East African
Governments will wish to use all available manpower on a genuinely
non-racial basis.
African and Asian schoolchildren. boys and girls alike. mix
happily at work and play. The issue of educational integration is well
on the way to being settled. Asian parents. many of whom are still
blinkered by conventional taboos and by ideas more appropriate to
a cast system than to contemporary Africa. are beginning to open
their eyes to the need of adjusting themselves to the disposition of
non-racialism. They begin to savour the public hope that is sweeping
the continent, and to calculate how they might benefit by enlisting its
banner. They are aware how ironical it would be if they, who have
complained so bitterly about enforced segregation in the past, were
now to insist upon a self-inflicted segregation.
Many Asian business men agree that it is right for Africans to
seek to enter the world of business. They acknowledge that they. as
Asian fellow-citizens, have a duty to coach Africans in business methods and to be ready to advise them on the running of their stores
and co-operatives. Some Asian trade associations have drawn up formal
schemes for promoting African participation in commerce. They see,
of course, that they themselves will, to a greater or less extent, get
crowded out of trading as Africans come in; but they also see that,
in gear with this process, there will be a compensating movement of
their own into the sphere of manufacturing industry, and possibly into
large-scale agriculture as well.
At present, both Asians and Africans are given to ostracising any
member of their group who marries or looks like marrying into the
other. But the determination to apply such sanctions already begins
to lose its hold. There may still be many closed minds on the issue.
but the issue itself is very much open. Some Asian exponents of
advanced views actually put it that the future of Asians is to merge
with Africans socially, politically, culturally and genetically. They hold
this to follow of necessity from self-identification with the African
homeland. In several places avant garde groups of Asians and Africans
of the younger generation are springing up. who meet to discuss what
is known to them as "total integration". i.e. social and cultural mergers
of all kinds, including inter-marriage.
-
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It should be said, finally, that those Asians who have most respect
for Africans. generally, are the same who have committed themselves
most fully to the new public hope and to the ideal of the non-racial
society. They report their conviction that the most gifted Africans of
their acquaintance are already disclosing, in their thinking, feeling
and action, a wisdom which is truly their own and which is different
from the Greeco-Romau. the Christian, and the oriental wisdom. Perhaps, history has marked these Asians out as the channel by which a
like conviction is eventually to filter into the minds of the Europeans.

Conclusion
Such, then, are the racial raw materials milling around inside their
pyramidal container and available for the construction of a non-racial
society. The European component (except in Rhodesia, which presents
a special problem) will gradually get attenuated through the natural
force of circumstances. Here, the Africans can for the moment only
watch and wait and accelerate their own manpower training, if they
are to be able to fill the emerging void. The Asian component calls for
more creative handling.
Owing to the Afro-Asian conflicts described above. creative handling on the spot is not yet possible. First. the conflicts have to be surmounted; and. second. much systematic thought has to be given by
both sides to the question of what precisely Asians are going to do in a
non-racial society in which they must not form an encapsulated group
or even. presumably. be called Asians. (Non-racial society will need
a new vocabulary of its own). When that question has been answered.
Asians will have to be given organized encouragement and help in
making whatever transitions are then indicated.

IV. THE NEW ORDER
It cannot be claimed that any consensus has yet crystallized in
East Africa on the basic principles and objectives of the new order.
that all countries of the sub-region are nevertheless in the process of
creating. The process is still experimental and pragmatic - theoretical
formulation lags behind faith and works. Even these have had no
time yet to advance very far. All the same. the shadow of a shape
visibly looms. and its outline gradually takes on identifiable definition.
Some indication of what the emerging shape is can be conveyed by
the points enumerated below. They have little application. yet. to
Rhodesia. whose top political leadership is for the moment more preoccupied with preserving an old order than with constructing a new
one.
-
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The New Order is National and Nationalist
The fundamental endeavour is to harness, for the comprehensive
development of human and natural resources, the same popular forces,
(the same motives of human dignity and self-respect), which were first
mobilized to achieve political independence as a nation-state.
To drop, without loss of driving force or social cohesion, the
rallying-cry of freedom and to replace it with marching orders towards
developed nationhood. is a manoeuvre that severely taxes the adroitness of inexperienced Governments. It encounters all the difficulties met
with by a military high command that seeks to keep its troops in a
state to full mobilization after the armistice has been signed. People
who have just made a supreme effort do not relish being told that their
job has hardly begun in the very moment of their rejoicing at what
they take to be its successful completion. All liberationist movements
have found that lassitude and disunity only too readily set in after
accomplishment, and that such symptoms are just as likely to show
themselves in division within one race as in divisions between races.
Constant stimulation and stirring of fighting zeal are some of the means
so far discovered for holding things together. and sustained efforts on
these lines will be needed in the African sub-region for a long time
to come. There is one important sense in which it is true to say that
all progressive development depends on vigorous popular response to
such treatment.
The New Order is African

The fact that the new Africa is organized into numerous natio, ..
states, many quite small, at least in respect of human numbers. and that
, these states can maintain a viable internal unity only by strong sentiments of local nationalism. does not preclude equally strong sentiments in favour of closer political and economic union on an allAfrican scale; for the order is African both in its organization and l1l
its cultural disposition. Nationalism is. in fact. a three-tier phenomenon. operating simultaneously at a territorial, a regional, and a continental level. It is to this spontaneous arrangement in depth that
African nationalism owes its great offensive and defensive power power that non-Africans who claim parking space in Africa. for their
hearts and their purses, are well advised to come to terms with.
In the colonial system. the sacramental sense of kinship which all
Africans have for one another, even when they hate and quarrel.
and which can rise to superb heights when they agree, was successfully overlaid. Now, with the eclipse of European dominance, it finds
once more a freer play. In consequence, the whole social process in
Africa is. so to speak, being transposed from a minor into a major
key. The tonality of grief and shame at lost manhood and at the
shattered unity of the kin fades out. In its place, strong chords are
struck of age-old African feeling about social coherence, affirming that
the hour of the waxing of mutual trust is at hand, that kin-solidarity
is re-building and can be guaranteed by the day-to-day little things
within the compass of all - good-humoured customs, relations
-
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cleansed of guilt, the plain man's down-to-earth responsibility and
obligation.
The African in power. though his power is for the moment constructed on a European model. is not likely to withold assent from
the long insights of his ancestral culture. He will. at least, perceive
that his best chance of laying firm foundations for his own leadership
among the heterogeneous citizenry of his new state lies in acting in
accordance with the typically African conviction that the true life of
man is an unbroken thing. Social order and human solidarity are
directly related to the order of nature, and as of right, march in step
with the rhythm of cultivation and the cosmos rhythm of sun and
stars.
So, after fire and drought, does the rain of Independence summon
into life a fair promise that the new States may be moving towards
recovery of the wisdom that Africa has not yet had altogether knocked
out of it? The vivacity of African re-animation, the smooth release of
dormant African energies, may well depend on the extent to which
this wisdom becomes effective in moulding the new order; and it is
also in this way that the success of economic and social planning would
be dependent. No plan could prosper unless it showed tenderness
wherever it touched Africa's still inarticulate public hope.

The New Order is Planned
A planned order, where no resources can be allowed either to
rust unused or to run to waste. and where national pride must be
given the basis of healthy, educated. and prosperous people, is at present the urgent preoccupation of all African national leaders in the
region. It strives to make the entire social process one of coherent.
balanced, organic growth. where widening differentiation is matched
by closer integration, and where wholes at one level become parts at
the level above. In it, laissez-faire doctrine, so devoutly worshipped by
the classical economists, has no place - that doctrine which assumed
that the pursuit of their selfish interests by multitudes of individuals
would result in the attainment of the highest good of all in any given
society.
On the contrary, the new order. being a planned order, is all-embracing, It lays down its course in advance, declares it to all citizens.
calls on them all to furnish their proper contribution, and fixes targets.
It proceeds from the dual assumption, (a) that the country will get
nowhere without the discipline and challenge of a plan, and (b) that
it is pointless to have a plan if the country is not prepared to work
as a team in carrying it out.
Driven by an overwhelming compulsion towards the maximum
development of every kind of constructive skill, it can hardly avoid
proclaiming "All who were far off shall be brought near". It is therefore inherently unlikely to become, or at any rate to remain for long,
exclusive in its civic, or restrictive in its economic, tendencies.
-
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The New Order is Non-Racial
It is natural that Africans. who have long suffered under a system
where race was everything. should. in their revulsion. hasten to create
a system where race is nothing. A man. stung by other men's brutal
contempt for his race, seeks a remedy in discrediting the whole racial
factor. The African policy of non-racialism is charged with emotion of
this kind. in much the same way as Christian compassion - when it
is effective - carries the vehemence of wrath. Once again, good feeling.
raised to a supernormal power. points the way to a wisdom that
impartial intellectualism cannot compass. The contrast between the
old-multi-racial ideal (now defunct) and the new non-racial coincides
precisely with the contrast between the tolerant indifference of objectivity and the problem-solving drive of heightened mutual good feeling.
African Governments and ruling parties believe that the principle
of non-racialism can put an end not merely to discrimination based on
the race-factor, but to discrimination in all its forms, They are out
to build a society in which a man's origin will be irrelevant in judging
his capacities and merits, so that it can never be a ground for wilful
disqualifications. They therefore insist that all citizens should not only
be equal before the law. but should also enjoy real equality of opportunity everywhere in the society. It follows from this that only
inequality in natural endowments of individuals can be accepted as
proper ground for distinguishing between them in respect of education,
employment, and socially entrusted responsibility. Distinction of this
kind, since it fittingly accords with natural necessity, cannot be inequitable and should arouse hardly any resentment.
An order so designed. tries to ensure that social preferment should
directly correspond to personal attributes and attainments. with no
weighting for membership or non-membership of this or that group.
whether racial or other. Yet. the aim by no means implies either any
leaning towards a philosophy of individualism in the western sense. or
any undervaluing of the benefits of close identification with a group.
Many items in the African cultural tradition make it virtually impossible that the narrow self-made, self-determined individual who customarily figures in western thinking, should appear as anything more than
an abstraction from the concrete corporate life.
What the aim does imply is. firstly. that all individual demonstrations of real inequality of talent should be compatible with the advantage of the community. Nobody. however talented. is entitled to
disavow public hope or to contract out of public care. There is no
public endowment of private irresponsibility. (The social taker is not
accorded equal rights with the social giver).
The second implication is that there is one, and only one, group
of which it is important to be an active. and fully paid-up members the citizen body.

The New Order Requires Nation-wide One-party Solidarity
After equality, the main emphasis is on the virtues of solidarity,
seasoned with African flavours and carrying overtones of tribal cul-
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ture. In presenting the Tanganyika Five-Year Plan to Parliament. President Nyerere, makes his culminating appeal in these terms: "Perhaps
most important of all, we must also retain the values of brotherliness.
of familyhod, which our fathers had. Our task is to widen these values,
not to eradicate them. This. in fact, is the purpose of all our work
and all our Plans: the creation - through African Socialism - of a
country in which we can all live proudly as brothers". I
Here is the special African concept of the human family tree.
where our brotherhood begins before we are born and goes on after
we die, where living human beings own nothing in fee simple. but are
temporary ex officio trustees for a total kin that includes all ancestors
and all posterity.
Hitherto, African solidarity has been grounded in kinship so
understood. To this powerful bond is likely now to be added an
occupational solidarity, the unitedness of people engaged in joint enterprises of great pith and moment. Feeling for personal rights and health
and well-being and inner harmony may well grow more sensitive and
more widespread. But the qualities of individuals will be assessed in
terms of the quality of their participation in the common effort. To
the Descartes of Europe, the fact that thought-processes went on in his
brain guaranteed his reality as a person; the Descartes of Africa, should
he arise, would amend the famous pronouncement thus: "I am because I participate". Most other Africans would agree with him.
Reciprocal participation first in a brotherbond and then. in co-operative labour. is the rock on which the growing African solidarity is
being built. Rock-built it needs to be. for many perils threaten it.
Consonantly with these attitudes, constitutions are being enacted
which seek to combine with a one-party system the rule of law on the
one hand and wide popular engagement in political life and in policymaking, on the other. The basis of local administration is being transformed by a widespread infusion of commissioners who are tested
party men. Some of the claims made on behalf of a single unified
party in the current phase of African social growth are set out in
Chapter IV of the Country Case Studies. The common western reaction of disapproval to such developments springs from concentration
on their negative aspects, as for example Government control of trade
unions or any other organizations which might form a focus of opposition to the ruling party and the regrettable tendency towards the limitation of personal freedom in some one-party-states. But this is to ignore
their positive aspects, such as the resolve not to let slip the national
freedom that has been won, or the realization that the attainment
of increased prosperity is all-important but can succeed only if peace
and unity are preserved. Governments are determined that their people
shall have a real chance to climb out of poverty without finding their
progress impeded by the self-willed individuals in the community.
It is not, of course, suggested that all the new African states in the
legion are already committed to a one-party system. In fact, only
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Tanzania - Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Malawi and Kenya are so
committed. All, however, are following a line of political evolution
whose internal logic points towards a national political build-up that
is itself an extension of the concept of an extended family.

The New Order Draws its Motive Power From Co-operation
It is the distinction of the western world to have explored to the
extreme limits of ruthlessness the potentialities of mutual rivalry. The
prevalent attitudes in all major sectors of social life, from sport and
entertainment to church and state, are saturated with this principle.
which finds its culminating expression in finance and industry. The
west may be said to exemplify the psychology of competition in its
virtually pure form. This does not, of course, imply that co-operation
is unknown there; merely that. when it appears. its function is strictly
instrumental to the competitive principle. Alliances within and between
groups are formed with the overriding aim of succeding at the expense
of other groups.

Thus, the fundamental political concepts of freedom and order are
interpreted in terms of competitive needs. Every mitigation of mutual
rivalry in the world of business is equated with loss of liberty for the
entrepreneur. Social order is measured by the stability of a hierarchy
of classes ranked according to competitive strength in a continuing
power-struggle. Even personal freedom is conceived as a complex of
rights to repudiate solidarity with fellow-citizens for the sake of private
satisfactions.
Political attitudes that seem destined to prevail in the new African
states are taking shape upon an opposite principle. It is evident that the
springs of social action are to be fed from a development of the
motives of co-operation as thorough-going as the western development
of those of competition. Equally, this does not mean that African
social life will contrive or even try to cut out the competitive factor.
It is merely that that factor will be relegated to a status of permanent
subordination to the co-operative factor. Competition will be used as a
means, not of putting rival groups out of business, but of improving
the comparative performance of groups that are working harmoniously
to a concerted end.
The qualities in personal and group behaviour that will be valued
and rewarded in these new nations are such as facilitate fluent teamwork at any and every level of organization. The prevalence of a common motivational system of this kind is indeed a prerequisite for carrying out a nation-wide development plan that unfolds in phases over a
considerable period of time.
The New Order Re-develops Human Resources
In the foregoing paragraphs of this chapter no more than a preliminary attempt is made to identify some of the half-hidden currents
that erupt in the swirling surface of current events in East Africa. If
-
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the attempt does reasonable justice to the facts. it is fair to regard
the features as a reflection of particular logic of sentiment and disposition that characterize an incipient system. If, again. one assumes that
the further development of the system is to be governed by a logic
of the same kind, it becomes possible to deduce something of the
character which other elements in the system not yet within the observer's field of vision. are likely to assume.
Politically, the system bids fair to be a novel one not only
because, as we have seen, the sentiment and disposition which it
embodies are distinctive of the new Africa. but also because the
problems that it is being evolved to meet are themselves novel - the
problems, that is to say. of pulling down the pyramid or arbitrary racial
discrimination, and the rehablitation and re-deployment of neglected
and eroded human resources. As has been indicated. their solution depends first on sharply reducing the scope and intensity of European
influence; next. on harnessing the African disposition. thus freed, to
self-expression in the realm of institutions and of the organizing relations of society; thirdly. on opening the way for Asians to the full
social and political contribution which they are well able, but have
never yet been invited, to make.
Needless to say. African Governments are aware that the methods
and concepts on which the colonial system relied are useless for such a
purpose. They should not allow their immediate pre-occupation with
questions of power and "security" to blind them to the fact that in the
long term the crucial relations of the new order will not be relations
of power at all. On the contrary, they will be relations of equal rights,
free communication. and co-operative solidarity. The new order will
treat Government as the art of managing a productive estate by
obedience to the laws of growth. conservation, and ecological balance.
At the productive estate will be viewed as comprising the human
population and its habitat in their full extent and their full organic
interaction.
This outlook has briefly been hinted at in the closing lines of
Chapter II of the Country Case Studies. We may now add that. even
if the new order were not inherently predisposed towards it. such an
outlook would be forced upon it by the issues of manpower and rural
reconstruction that confront it with so exacting a challenge.
It has to be pointed out that African societies, although in some
ways living in relative isolation with special problems of their own,
are also very much fellow-citizens with the rest in a world of technological revolution which nuclear power, electronics, and space exploration are bringing about. Africans. like people everywhere, are
obliged to come to terms with that world. They already have direct
experience of its impact (e.g. nuclear testing and use of communication satellites on the continent). Discussion of any African problem
which ignored this larger context could hardly avoid being outdated;
and the new African societies. precisely because they are new and.
from the nature of their case. haunted by tasks of basic reconstruction,
are in a better position than most others to attach to the larger context the importance it deserves.
-
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PART TWO:
Country Case Studies

I. TANZANIA
A.

Tanganyika

(Independence Day. 9 December 1961)
Population (thousands) 1963
African
European
Asian
Arab
Other

9.656.0
21.1
90.2

25.4
4.9

Growth-rate of African population

2.2 per cent per annum
(average assumed for
1964-80)

Average life-expectancy at birth

35-40 years (to be raised.
according to Plan. to
50 years by 1980).

Source: Statistical Abstract 1963 (Dar es Salaam:

Government

Printer, 1964).

Tanganyika has had a longer experience of Independence than
any other country in the East African sub-region; and it is. perhaps
possible to see more clearly in this country what the permanent racial
composition of the citizenry is likely to be. and how the races are likely
to be distributed at different social levels.
In the Civil Service. Africanization has gone steadily ahead. In
December 1961 the percentage of Africans serving on permanent terms
in senior and middle grade posts was 26.1. By December 1963, it had
risen to 48.9. At that date local officers of all races occupying such
posts comprised 57.5 per cent.
In the private sector, on the other hand, Africanization has proved
difficult and slow; and this has been regarded as one of the most
pressing problems of all. Inevitably it is one which has a potentially
explosive racial content; for, if African participation in business is to
expand significantly, it must do so with the help. and indeed to some
extent on the initiative, of European and Asian fi1J11s.
The Five-Year Plan. which came into force on 1 July 1964, will
provide a certain new impetus. of a predominently African and nonurban kind. One of the chief aims is to develop out of the rather
primitive elements. which already exist. a nation with commercial
-
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network. conceived as a partnership between private traders and cooperative societies, for the marketing of primary produce and consumer goods even in the remotest parts of the country.
During the first two-and-a-half years of independence. then, the
main changes in the social situation of Africans have taken place only
at the top of the scale and in the sphere of government and administration. As is natural and prudent. the prime concern in these early stages
has been with the consolidation of political power. But while in this
matter there will be no relaxation of vigilance. the search-light of
interest is now beginning to probe the area of economic power.
Within the European population sector, considerable shifts have
taken place. During the three years ending December 1963. 8,000 out
of a total of roughly 22,000 or 36 per cent of the Europeans, left the
country. The figure represents some 2,500 senior officials and business
men. with their families. For purposes of comparison it may be mentioned that in 1961 the number of senior and middle grade posts in the
civil service occupied by Europeans and Asians together was abont
3.000.
On the other hand. in the same period, 5,700 Europeans entered
the country to take up residence. The net loss of Europeans was
therefore only 2,200. The outgoing ones were mainly British subjects
who had been serving on permanent terms, while the incoming ones
are of many nationalities serving short contracts of 2-3 years. The
numerical reduction of 10 per cent in the European population is thus
accompanied by a radical change in its composition. It is evident that
the reduction will go on as rapidly as competent Tanganyikans are
trained to take over the jobs now being done by these short-term
expatriates.
The Development Plan lays stress on the government's determination to make the country self-sufficient in manpower in all fields and
at all levels by 1980, in order to free it from the increasingly unpopular
recruitment from outside. The Plan also assumes that full use will be
made of the services of all educated citizens. regardless of their racial
description.
As regards the Asians, the Central Statistical Bureau in Dar-esSalaam reports that 12,000 heads of households opted for Tanganyika
citizenship within the permitted period of two years from independence
Day. On the basis of an average Asian household size of four persons,
this figure would equal 48,000 - out of a total Asian population of
90.000.
There are stated to be a further 5.000 who were qualified by birth
and parentage for automatic citizenship under the new Constitution.
Conceivably, there is a further small group of immigrants too recent
to have acquired the residential qualification needed for naturalization.
Finally, there were those who, though eligible to contract-in
within the two-year limit. had not done so, usually because they held
British passports and preferred to await any possible outcome until
the passports expired.
-
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Accounting for the Asian population in this way. it seems reasonable to estimate that not far short of two-thirds are already Tanzanian
citizens, and that the remainder are likely to apply for citizenship
sooner or later. According to the Ministry of Home Affairs. only 31
Asians had actually applied and been turned down.
Unlike the Europeans. who are likely to remain non-citizens.
the Asians form a settled and abiding element within the citizen body.
The Africans. of course, appreciate well that practically no Asian is
prepared to face the consequences of permanent emigration. They therefore regard the long hesitations of the fence-sitters as pointless and
ill-judged.
Facts like these to some extent reveal the general posture of race
relations at the given stage of development of the new African society.
At times, however, particular episodes occur which throw a more vivid,
if more transient, light on the state of racial feeling. One such episode
is the mutiny of the Tanganyika Rifles which took place between 20
and 25 January, 1964, and which was brought to an end by a party
of Royal Marines who landed, at the request of the Tanganyika Government, in Dar-es-Salaam on the morning of the latter day.
Ostensibly, the mutiny began as a straightforward repudiation of
good order and military discipline, and it was held to spring from
possibly legitimate grievances as to pay and conditions of service.
It quickly took shape as a racial revolt against all European officers
and instructors in the army and then spread into violence, again of a
racial kind. towards elements in the civilian sphere. namely the persons
and property of Asians.
Naturally these events were in a high degree embarrassing, not
to say perilous. to the political leadership in Tanganyika. The official
account of them was that the mutineers were simple men, quite innocent of political ideas, who had become goaded beyond endurance by
frustrating conditions of service. These conditions ought to have been
remedied earlier and then no trouble would have arisen. In the event.
the mutiners, astonished at their own success. had no notion what use
to make of it, once they had thrown their British officers out.
At this point, the official version goes on, other and more ambitious malcontents began to exploit the situation. The mutinying troops
were encouraged to let themselves go on a looting orgy in Dar-esSalaam. A general strike was alleged to have called for 27 January.
by the trade unions; but the arrival of the Marines on the morning of
25 January nipped the project in the bud. Not long afterwords the
Government amalgamated all trade unions into a single trade union,
the National Union of Tanganyika Workers. with the closest ties both
with the Government and with the ruling party, TANU.
It is perhaps significant that the NUTW is affiliated to the AllAfrican Trade Union Federation, whose headquarters are in Bamako,
Mali. One purpose of the Federation is to give the workers in Africa
an organization which is not aligned in policy or structure with either
of the international trade union movements. and which can therefore
-
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steer clear of the quarrels between them. It follows the method and
conception of an African-inspired trade union movement. with which
no foreign interference can be permitted. The corollary to this is that
the Federation withholds recognition from any African country's trade
union movement. if the latter is affiliated to either of the international
movements. Nevertheless the Federation fights alongside all the
workers of the world in a common struggle against all forms of
exploitation of man by man, and for the complete economic and social
liberation of the peoples of the African continent.
The story of the collapse of regimental morale in the Tanganyika
Rifles is a good illustration of a piece of governmental machinery
which, although excellently designed for use in a colonial situation.
could not be turned to the very different purposes of an independent
African Government without it being radically overhauled. The situation deteriorated when the rank and file of the regiment began to
realise that, in view of the political leadership of their country. they
had played a merely negative and hardly worthy role in the independence movement. Pilloried by their friends and relations for following
foreign officers. jeered at as neo-colonial stooges, they were driven to
make some telling demonstration of their Tanganyika patriotism.
Neither the troops themselves nor indeed their Government appeared to be clear what the regiment's role in the new Tanganyika
could or should be. The Government's ideas seemed to oscillate between a small but highly professional military establishment and a
citizen force. Some personnel were posted to Israel for training on
"citizen army" lines; but. on their return, they found themselves at
loggerheads with the Sandhurst-trained group.
In addition to all this movement of sentiment within the regiment, more general political factors appear to have had some tendency
to lower morale. For instance, it transpired that the whole notion of
military force and coersion was uncongenial to the President, who
had suggested in speeches that he looked to a time when Tanganyika
would be able to dispense with such things. Moreover, some members
of the Government had just previously drawn criticism on themselves,
particularly from within the TANU party, by declaring that the phase
of Africanization in the public service was approaching its end.
In order to make sure that there are no further mutinies, the
Government has decided to set up a junior youth league for young
persons between the ages of six and sixteen. Recruitment to the armed
forces will be exclusively from among persons who have been members
of a youth wing of one of the ruling parties, TAND or (for Zanzibar)
the Afro-Shirazi Party, or who are in adult membership of either party.
Thus the basic gualification for selective national service is shifted
from physical suitability to "loyalty and political affiliations", At a
later stage, recruitment into all branches of the public service, and into
skilled jobs in industry and commerce as well, is to be exclusively from
among persons who have done their two years of national service with
the forces.'
1

Statement to Parliament by the Second Vice-President of the United Republic,
Mr. Kawawa, on 30 June 1964.
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Education

In the colonial system education was about as segregated as it
could be. The schools themselves were uni-racial, and each racial
group raised a levy for education from its own members. Administratively, there was a European Education Department. an Indian
Education Department and a Goan Education Department. The Government was content to leave the education of Africans in the hands
of the missionary bodies. and did no more than set up an Advisory
Council on African Education. Today, all these separate educational
administrations are merged in the Ministry of Education.
The new system of racially integrated schooling is based on seven
principles:
(a) All schools are non-racial in the sense of being equally open
to children of any and every racial description.
(b) Local education authorities. not missionary bodies. are now
responsible for primary schooling.
(c) All schools are non-denominational in the sense that if, for
example, a school of Roman Catholic foundation is grantaided and wishes to remain so. it may give instruction in the
Roman Catholic faith to children whose parents ask for it.
but not to others: it must further provide facilities on its
premises for instruction in other faiths. as parents may request.
(d) Only one criterion is allowed for admission to secondary
schools. and that is merit. as guaged by marks earned at the
Common Entrance Examination. Under the old system of
racially segregated schools, parents in some communities used
to send their children on to post-primary departments automatically. without any grading for intellectual ability.
(e) Free (or reduced-fee) places are provided for qualified candidates on proof of need. Thus. there is no substitution of
income-barriers for the old racial barriers.
(f) A unified teaching service has been formed. comprising
teachers of all racial descriptions in all types of school.
(g) As stated above. central responsibility for all types of education is vested in a unified Ministry of Education.
Thus. for the first time, the energy and insight of its rulers have
given Tanganyika the basic machinery required for creating a nationwide educational system of a truly humane and non-racial kind. Nonetheless, the educational problems bequeathed to the country by the
colonial regime remain cruelly daunting. and threaten to impose crippling distortions on the entire structure for many years. Vigorous attempts are, however, being made to come to grips with these distortions.
"First". President Nyerere declares. "we must educate adults. We
cannot use our small resources on education for its own sake; we
cannot even use them to make primary education available for aU".1

I

Address to Parliament on the Five-Year Plan for Tanganyika, 12 May 1964.
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The implication is that, at least until 1980, the main educational effort
must go into equiping grown-ups to understand what the Develop.
ment Plan is about, and to play an intelligent part in carrying out
the social and economic changes called for by the Plan. If they are
not somehow thus prepared quickly, the Plan itself may fail and
wreck every hope of progress.
Given the whole situation in which Tanganyika finds itself, it can
hardly be asserted that the priority to which the President and his
Government are committed is a wrong one.
Children born between 1950 and 1970 will total not far short of
2 million. The most significant use that the Plan can make of them
educationally is to raise the numbers entering Form I from 5,250 in
1964 to 7,070 in 1969, and those entering Form V from 680 to 1.280.
This having been done. the number of students engaged on first degree
courses in the University of East Africa will rise from 435 in 1964/65
to 1,250 in 1967/68. In 1966 there will be, for the first time, more
than 400 Tanganyika students entering the University.
In this way, Tanganyika would build up the stocks of skill and
knowledge which are held to be essential if the development of the
country is to be achieved. The twenty Tanganyika African graduates
now teaching in secondary schools will have multiplied a hundredfold.
There will be a sufficiency of local citizen mechanics, technicians,
factory managers, business executives, public administrators, and professional people. And the manpower trained in these ways will represent perhaps one-tenth of their generation. Of the remaining ninetenths, half will spend four years in a primary school and half will
never see the inside of any school at all. If the Development Plan
succeeds, and if the momentum of the country's drive for self-improvement is maintained in such other Development Plans as may follow it,
it should then be possible to make full provision for all the children
during the 1980's.
Are more than 1.75 millions of school-age children, then, to be
thrown overboard in order to keep 400 undergraduates afloat? Such a
statement would be exaggerated in a number of ways, but it does
highlight, legitimately enough. the contrast between the favoured few
and the disfavoured many of very unequal. and it must be admitted
an unavoidably unsatisfactory, educational structure. However, the
Planners see clearly enough that education is not the only instrument
of development, and they take the view that, in regard to the sector
where development is most neded, a system of formal schooling is
not of the most pressing importance.

Agriculture
The agriculture sector is predominantly of the subsistence Lype 10
which 96.5 per cent of the population make a slender living. To the
vast and thorny problem of raising productivity and living standards
and reducing numbers employed in this activity the Government has
-
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worked out a three-fold solution that embodies much realistic statesmanship. The first concerns the allocation of land. the second. the
improvement of customary African methods of farming, and the third.
the transformation of African land-use and farm-production and.
indeed. of African rural life. by way of village settlement schemes
on new lands. In combination the three approaches are to bring about
a measure of regional agricultural specialization aimed at growing
particular crops in zones which are ecologically best adapted to them.
Some of these crops have not previously been grown in Tanganyika
at all.
The result. it is hoped, will be higher productivity for every crop.
with a consequent decrease in unit-costs of production all round. The
scheme of geographical specialization will lead to an expansion of
intra-sub-regional trade, and a subsequent rise in money incomes and
paid employment. Self-sufficiency in the family farming unit will be
discouraged, and concentration on one or two cash crops urged.
In an articulated programme of this kind. the prime essential
is that some authority should be legally competent to decide what
ecological suitability is in any given context, and to earmark land for
use in accordance with it.The Government has therefore assumed control of all land. and has adopted the policy of registering only leasehold
titles in future. In practice the Government. if it wishes. will itself
allocate any land not in effective occupation and use; and if any
land ceases to be used for the purpose for which it was allocated.
the Government will re-allocate it as it thinks fit.
There is an understanding with the peaseant farmers in tribal areas
that the Government will not interfere with their customary arrange.
ments as regards land. so long as it is used for farming purposes.
For example. there are families amongst the Chagga who have been
working the same holding for generations, and who have therefore
come to consider that their title to it is as good as freehold. In effect.
the Government has agreed not to question this assumption for the
present, and have conceded that changes will come about only by
consent of both parties. The peasants have been informed and are well
aware of the Government's land policy as a whole.At the same time,
they have been partly safeguarded against the threat that fundamental
social changes are about to be demanded of them.
The new Governments of the East African sub-region in general,
and the Tanzanian Government in particular, are aware of the fact that
the economic and racial outlook of their countries will remain bleak
so long as 95 per cent of their population contribute no more to the
national product than a hundred-day year of subsistence farming. They
are all agreed that subsistence farming must cease; but getting rid of
it is on all counts the most fundamental problem that confronts the
new Africa. Unless this issue is faced squarely. courageously and
wisely. the Development Plans can hardly be expected to achieve their
full objectives.
In Tanganyika. the substence farmer is treated with scrupulous
respect. presumably because his patience and traditional reserve might.
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under certain pressures, give way to a rebellious temperament that
could embarrass the government. This is seen distinctly as a measurable risk. and the peasant's susceptibilities are regarded with even more
tender care than those of the private investor from overseas. The
improvement approach. aimed at increasing the output of the peasant
takes the form of guidance and help from both the Agricultural Extension Services and Community Development Services.
These combined services. have also been given a new urge to
persuade the subsistence farmer to introduce changes in the systems
of traditional land tenure and social organization in order to pave
the way to modern agriculture. Detailed procedures of stimulation and
enlightenment to this end are being worked out.
The observer gains the impression that the Planners do not in
their hearts put much faith in the improvement approach. They have.
it seems. little confidence that the newall-permeating influence of the
Party will prove more successful in softening peasant resistance to
modern methods than the old expatriate extension workers did. However. to the extent that improvement actually takes place, the result
will be higher productivity per acre and per man-hour - in a word.
more output for the same input or land and labour. No doubt. more
abundant farm produce is something that Tanganyika can comfortably
use; but unless countervailing measures are taken to absorb any surplus at a reasonable price it will have the side-effect of aggravating
rural under-employment, which will provide a further incentive for
migration to the town and make urban unemployment acute.
The transformation approach is brought in to supplement the
improvement approach in draining off surplus manpower from the
"improved" areas, so that the farmers who remain in them may reap
the full benefit from the rising productivity of their own labour. This
surplus manpower can be employed on fertile lands. mostly in river
basins. which have hitherto lain virtually unused. The transformation
approach emphasizes the adoption of up-to-date farming techniques
that both necessitate and justify considerable investment of capital.
Essentially, it consists of regrouping and resettling farmers on the
most favourable soil, installing there a system of private or collective
ownership with supervised crop rotation and mixed farming to keep up
soil fertility. extensive mechanization and sometimes irrigation. Though
most development of this kind will probably take place outside the
tribal areas, it can equally well take place within them wherever
peasants are willing to participate in schemes of consolidation and resettlement.
Settlement schemes will be established all over the country as fast
as available capital allows. They are envisaged as highly productive
planned and managed village settlement each based upon a comprehensively designed group of economically viable fanning units. Title
of land will. it is thought. normally be granted to individuals. But
farm planning, mechanical cultivation. marketing and general services
are to be organized on co-operative lines. Before receiving title. farmers
selected for the enterprise (and selection is of the most rigorous kind
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from volunteers only) are required to complete successfully a searching
programme of training.
Social and cultural needs, and what may be called the aspect of
civic design, will not be overlooked in the new villages. Planned settlement of this type is calculated to produce far-reaching effects on
the development of the whole countryside and on the level of civilized
life. Each village means not only modern farms; it is also a cluster of
varied families and functions grouped around a common service centre
and laid out to a compact pattern within an area of 200-300 acres. It
expands its network of trading and processing activities and becomes
a focus of social and commercial development.
With its population of 700-800, and out of the gross product of
3.000 acres of well-managed farmland, it will support a road and transport system, a communal water supply, a school. a health centre, a
church, a mill, a garage and petrol station. a farm machinery pool and
repair workshop, a post office and telephone box, a bakery. a cheese
factory, a butchery, a general store. a range of cold-storage lockers,
a dance hall and cinema. a recreation and sports ground with children's
play-garden. trees and shade. The people occupied in these enterprises
will help to support and will be supported by the village community
as a whole.
By such measures, combined with the nation-wide growth of industry, trade and communications, and with the expansion of education, training and social services, the Plan contemplates that by 1980
substantial changes will have been brought about in the structure of
employment and income. The racial pyramid will have begun to alter
its shape. By 1980 the total population, at the average growth-rate of
2.2 per cent per annum which the Plan assumes, wi1l rise to over 14
million disposed as follows:
(a) One million (200.000 farmers with their families) will be settled
in new farming areas of high productivity, through the transformation approach.
(b) The non-agricultural sectors will provide 200.000 new employment opportunities.
(c) The present employment opportunities, which may be reckoned as totalling about 400,000. will remain.
(d) A grand total is thus reached of 800.000 households whose
heads will be gainfully employed - the equivalent of, say, 4
million souls.
(e) There will then remain 2 million households still engaged in
peasant agriculture. say 10 million souls. This figure is a good
deal higher than the present peasant numbers. but the improvement approach ensures that this large group would have
moved quite a long way into the market economy, and have
come to enjoy a healthier. fuller and more productive life
than their counterparts of today.
-
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Zanzibar

B.

(Independence Day 10 December 1963)
Population (thousands)
Zanzibar Island
Pemba Island

1931
137.7
97.7

1948
149.6
114.6

1958
165.3
133.9

235.4

264.2

299.2

Annual rate of growth 1948-58
Zanzibar Island
1.0 per cent
1.6 per cent
Pemba Island
Total population
1.25 per cent
The growth rate of the Asian population is appreciably higher
than that of the Afro-Arab population.
Source: Zanzibar Census 1958.

EDUCATION
Male

December 1963

Female

Total

Passes in School Certificate
and Higher School Certificate
187
87
274
Studying overseas on postsecondary courses
349
85
434
(No local institution went further than Higher School Certificate).
Source: Triennal Report of the Department of Education for 19611963, Zanzibar Government Printer 1964.
Gross Domestic Product
(£ millions)

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

12.0
10.5
10.9
12.1
11.1 (or £37 per head approximately)

Source: The Gross Domestic Product of the Protectorate of Zanzibar
195761. EASCO, February 1963.

Official information about current affairs in Zanzibar was not
easy for a travelling student to come by in June 1964, when this study
was undertaken. The remarks which follow are therefore mainly based
on direct observation, on documents available outside Zanzibar, and
on the testimony of witnesses in Zanzibar who. though authoritative
in their own fields, were outside Government circles.
-
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However candid and outspoken official sources might have been,
the Zanzibar situation would still be impossible to appraise with precision, because two of its chief determinants have been in a fluid state.
These are the island's own internal process of revolution and its
external political union with Tanganyika.
The revolution is in its infancy; and its meaning and purpose have
been variously interpreted. There are two main schools of thought.
According to the first. the revolution is primarily a racial movement,
and the race-factor shapes both its motives and its aims. It is part
and parcel of the crusade of African nationalism which is sweeping
the mainland. It embodies the struggle of Africans to assert their
supremacy over non-Africans, a term which in the Zanzibar context
covers Europeans, Arabs. Indians and Goans.
In favour of this view it has been cited that all the expatriate
members of the old British Colonial Service have been summarily
expelled. Large numbers of leading Arabs and their families have
been deported. In the public sector, a strong Africanizing policy is
being pressed. and preferences have been given to Africans in jobs.
The second school of thought. while not denying these racial
aspects or implications. suggests that they are secondary. It holds that
the revolution is best understood as an anti-feudal movement whose
basic motives and primary objectives have a socio-economic character.
and which is concerned with the distribution and use of land and with
the ownership of productive property.
It is pointed out that in the pre-revolutionary order. the landowners were virtually all Arabs (though not all Arabs were landowners).
Often absentees, the Arab landlords worked their properties with
African labour on a share-cropping basis and under the day-to-day
control of wage-paid Arab overseas. Arab owners were frequently in
debt to the Indian trading class, who were also the money-lenders of
the economy and, as such, held mortgages on much of the land. This
cumbersome and unhealthy agrarian system had become largely unworkable owing to the Arab practice of fragmenting holdings on inheritance. It was not uncommon for individual Arabs to have a stake
in the land represented by half-a-dozen clove trees.
According to this second view, the situation had deteriorated to
a point where the fairest and simplest, if not the only way out was to
take the land into State ownership. This is what the revolutionary Government has done.
The people who got hurt in the process were inevitably the landlords and their field-overseas; but what marked them out for rough
treatment was their socio-economic function as landlords and retainers
of landlords, not their racial description as Arabs; given the function. their fate would have been the same whatever their race. Many
Indian money-lenders also found that the security for their loans had
disappeared overnight; but nobody aimed to inflict losses on them as
Indians: the losses they incurred simply followed from the economic
relationship in which they stood to the dispossessed landlords. Even
the Europeans. whose dismissal might seem a clear case of the working
-
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of racial motives, were thrown out not because they had pale faces,
but because no socio-economic revolution could be pushed through so
long as they remained in office. No doubt their historic group-responsibility for maintaining an unviable agrarian system long beyond its
proper date counted heavily against them. Finally. the chief beneficiaries of the change are certainly the African share-croppers. to whom
the new political leaders have made large promises as to the re-allocation of land. But they, in turn. benefit first and foremost because they
are depressed share-croppers. and only coincidentally as people whose
racial description is African.
Actually the people of Zanzibar. unlike those of mainland East
Africa, are genetically so mixed, and the lines of their race-differences
are so blurred. that it would be difficult to use the concept of race
systematically enough to explain any large and complex social movement there. In any case, according to the second school of thought,
Europeans. Arabs and Indians are by no means banned from the
Government service. What has happened is that some members of
these races have gone out and others have come in.
The important question, today. is not of what race a man is a
member, but what kind of member of it he is. In the place of the
departed British. for example. there have arrived a number of experts
from the German Democratic Republic who are engaged on various
projects of technical assistance, and from whom the Government from
time to time seeks guidance on matters of general policy. A team from
the USSR have been entrusted with the Port and Harbour Administration. That the revolution is by no means hostile to orientals as such is
attested by a strong Chinese presence on the island. Several Ministers
in the Government are themselves describd as Arabs, and mmbers
of any race may and do belong to the ruling Afro-Shirazi party. The
revolution, in short, is willing to use anybody, regardless of race, whom
it considers technically comptent and politically reliable.
In all this, events in Zanzibar, though conducted with greater
violence. follow much the same pattern as in the three territories of
the mainland. Like them. the new Zanzibar is taking shape as a nonracial society and a one-party state. What differentiates it is the socioeconomic revolution to which it appears to be committed. Having
nationalized the land and promised its redistribution to Africans who
from share-croppers are to become peasant-owners, it will honour this
undertaking. At the same time, it contemplates large-scale public enterprises in farming, and it undoubtedly hopes that their predicted
success will sooner or later induce the peasants to form themselves
into collectives or kibbutzim, based upon the Israeli system.
On 6 July 1964 First Vice-President Karume announced Zanzibar's Three Year Development Plan to a crowd of 50,000 people at
Mnazi Moja, Zanzibar. Details released later shown that the Plan
allocated £ 20 million for agricultural development. plus large allocations for health services and education. including a People's University
for the island. Earlier, (in May 1964) in an address to the Parliament
of the United Republic on Tanganyika's Development Plan. President
Nyerere had declared that on publication, the Zanzibar Plan would be
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merged with that of Tanganyika into one Plan for the Republic, after
due agreement had been obtained from the Zanzibar authorities. It was
to be expected, therefore. that development policies in the two areas
would be more closely aligned with each other.
The emergence of Tanzania has been overtly welcomed almost
everywhere. though for different reasons. On the one hand. the fact
of Union is seen as restricting and perhaps reducing Communist influence in Zanzibar. and forestalling its spread to the mainland. On
the other hand, there are those who regard it (with distaste or favour.
according to their political outlook) as furnishing a springboard for
that influence. and as opening an avenue of entry to the mainland.
There are others again. unimpressed by the cold war aspects of the
situation. who think of it as a desirable step in the direction of African
unity. As in the case of general development policy, a common policy
on the racial issue should ultimately be discernible throughout the
Republic.
II.

UGANDA

(Independence Day 9 October 1962)
Population (thousands)
1962

1961

1963

----------------

African
European
Asian
Other

6,751

6.920

11.6

11.2

77.4
4.6

79.9
4.8

7,100 (estimate)

Growth rate of African population: 2.5 per cent per annum.

MIGRATION
New
Permanent Immigrants Permanent Immigrants
European
Asian
European
Asian

1960
1961
1962
Total

1.570
1,429
1,103

4,102

920
1,217
556
2,693

1,038
1.504
2,944
5.486

822
895
918
2.635

Net Loss or Grain
European
Asian

+

532
75
-1.841
-1.384

+
+
+

98
322
362

58

Source: Uganda Government - 1963 Statistical Abstract (Entebbe: Government Printer).
1963: Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost £24.5 per head (all
races).
Source: Uganda Government. Background to the Budget 1964-65.
(Prepared by the Statistics Division for the Ministry of Finance:
May 1964).

The racial composition of the population is much the same in
Uganda as in Kenya and Tanganyika. Racial antipathies, however,
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have never been acute in Uganda. For one thing, the Government
decided, as early as 1916, to cease granting freehold land to immigrants, with the result that today only 0.5 per cent of the total land
area is in the hands of non-Africans, The white settler problem, most
potent of all destroyers of racial harmony in the sub-region is in effect
non-existent here. In the absence of a segregated settler interest, the
usually attendant conflicts ha ve not appeared in any marked degree;
and anti-African discrimination, stopping short of the more hurtful
extremes, has shown itself more in acts of omission than in acts of
commission.
Moreover, when the first Europeans reached the Lake Victoria
region. a century ago, they found, and were deeply impressed by, the
well-developed systems of social and political organization under which
the Buganda and other local peoples lived. These systems, sensibly
modified to meet changing conditions, have survived in good working
order to this day, and still form an important part of the machinery
of Government. A continuous compulsion to admire something
African has thus lain, in an unusual degree and with strangely
beneficial effects, upon every generation of resident Europeans. And
this in turn has given ground for a healthy pride and self-assurance
in the Africans.
Asians began to arrive in Uganda around the turn of the last
century. They came as artisans, traders, and railway clerks. From
the nature of the case, they were people whose situation could best
be described as less of pioneers of a brave new world than as of simple
emigrants from an old one. They were unorganized individuals, seeking
their fortunes, or at least their livelihood. Demographically they began
as aggregations of adult males. All they brought with them was the
manners and customs, the cultural preferences and prejudices, among
which they had been brought up. To these. they clung as the only
moral and spiritual supports which strangers in a strange land could
count on. Unenfranchised and politically untaught in their own country, their concern as inhabitants of Africa hardly ranged beyond a
modest competence for themselves and the families they hoped eventually to found.
Since those early days the Asians as a group have established
themselves on a firm economic base. They have made a solid contribution to the commercial growth of the country. They have been
through many ups and downs. They have weathered hardships with
an adaptability and a tenacity which all must admire. In Africa. it
has never been held in their favour that they were Asians, and they
have often suffered from beng neither African nor Europeon. If anyone
charges that they have not assimilated well, he might reasonably be
asked to state what exactly they could or should have assimilated to.
Only today is it posible for the first time to answer that question. The
answer is that they now have to assimilate to the non-racial society
of a decolonizing Africa.
One consequence of this general set of relationships between the
races is that, when Independence came in October 1962, there was
little formal desegregation to be done. The Ministry of Education. for
-
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instance, could say in mid-1964 that it was several years since the
racial integration of schools had been thought of as a problem. As
regards Africanization there was, and still is, much to be done both
in the public service and still more in the private sector; but Africanization also began long before Independence. It is not being rushed.
It goes forward as rapidly as trained Africans emerge, but not more
rapidly. Very few senior Europeans have been displaced to make
room for Africans. (Asians in the middle grades of the public service
have felt more harassed).
The Prime Minister, Mr. Milton abate, has defined the official
attitude in this: "I wish to make it clear that we are not proposing to
Africanize merely for the sake of Africanization. What we want to do
is to ensure that as soon as possible we get as many Africans in top
posts as are capable of performing the duties of those posts. This
we shall do, but not at the expense of efficiency."!
The position in the Civil Service at the end of 1962, immediately
after Independence, was that out of a total of 1,250 posts in superscales and A scale, 269 were filled by Ugandans; a further 133 Ugandans were in training for such posts; and there were 265 vacancies. Out
of a total of 408 posts in the executive grade, 102 were held by
Ugandans, and there were 106 vacancies. For comparison it may be
noted that in Tanganyika in June 1964 out of 1,156 top posts 600 were
still occupied by expatriates, according to the Five Year Plan.
In the private sector, the number of senior posts calling for university degrees is thought to be about the same as in the Government
service and here again the emphasis is on science, engineering and
accounting.

It is clear that at least until 1971, and probably for longer, there
will be too few Ugandan graduates to replace expatriates leaving the

Government service and those in commerce and industry, as well as
to staff the secondary schools.?
When levels of income. educational provision and medical care
are correlated with racial groupings. the social structure in Uganda,
as everywhere else in the subregion, presents itself diagrammatically as
a pyramid with horizontal layers of white, brown and black. The
pyramid's angles are much the same as elsewhere. For example, the
income of non-Africans is on the average more than ten times as
large as that of Africans. (See Table 2.)
Uganda closely resembles the other territories in the correlation
between racial description and geographical distribution of the population. Europeans are almost exclusively town dwellers. All Asians live
either in towns, peri-urban areas, or trading centres, while only 3.8

1

2

Uganda: The Background to Investment. (Prepared by the Economist Intelligence Unit for the Government of Uganda).
Uganda Government: The First Five-Year Development Plan 1961/621965/66. (Government Printer, Entebbe).
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per cent of Africans do so. The remaining 96.2 per cent of Africans
live in the rural areas.'
Expressed in the simplest terms. then, the problem of social reconstruction which faces the Uganda Government is how to raise.
relatively to the other racial groups. the socio-economic status of
that mass of rural Africans to a point at which the pyramid shape
is decisively altered.
In addressing itself to the task, Uganda starts with a number of
advantages as well as disadvantages. Of the former, one of the most
significant is that the African peasant farmer has already moved a
considerable distance into the cash economy. Food crop cultivation is,
indeed, still the main agricultural activity of the country, and over 6
million acres are devoted to it. But there is a steady increase in the
acreage worked by Africans for their main cash crops - cotton, coffee.
and tobacco - from 1.3 million acres in 1945 to 2.1 million acres
in 1960. Between 1950 and 1960, the total volume of exports from
Uganda doubled. largely as a result of increased production in the
peasant sector.s In fact the bulk of the country's whole output is
produced by the African farmer, and in consequence the economy
has never been dominated by local Europeans to anything like the
same extent as in some other parts of the sub-region. (The machinery
for marketing export crops presents another picture).
Furthermore, there is still plenty of land which is suitable for
cultivation but not being used yet. Such land is said to amount to as
much as 6 acres per head of production." This fact will be of vital
importance if Uganda should decide to adopt the transformation
approach to rural problems.
The second big advantage from the standpoint of general rural
reconstruction is the possession of rich hydro-electric resources. In
terms of altitude above sea level, half of the Nile's descent from
Lake Victoria to the Mediterranean is accomplished within Uganda.
In these circumstances the country's potential for production of electric
power is estimated at a maximum of 3 million kwh." Unlimited supplies of cheap power can thus be provided for the whole country.
It is also a valuable export, and already more than 200 million units
a year are sold to Kenya. Here is a natural resources of considerable
fundamental worth.
In the third place. Uganda has devised. for all branches of economic development, an effective partnership between public and private interests. This was institutionalized in the Uganda Development
Corporation Limited in 1952. with an initial capital of £5 million
wholly subscribed by the Government. The Government remains the
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Uganda Census 1959: African Population (Statistics Branch. Ministry of
Beon omic Affairs 1961).
Uganda: The Background to Investment, p. 9.
Uganda: The Background to Investment, p. 9.
Ibid., page 26.
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sole shareholder, and the value of its investment had risen by the end
of 1963 to just under £9 million. With increasing measures of success.
the Corporation, which is publicly owned but independently managed.
is encouraging and promoting new industries and improving and expanding others. It now conducts or takes part in the operations of 29
associated and subsidiary concerns covering such widely varied fields
as textiles, banking, agriculture, mining. property, metalware, food
products, hotels, steel and building materials. It may be said to
dominate the investment scene. It offers assitance of a very practical
kind to companies or persons who wish to undertake new business
projects, and it attracts both foreign and local capital into useful and
profitable investment in alliance with itself.
Through one of its subsidiary companies (Agricultural Enterprises
Ltd.), the Uganda Development Corporation plays a leading role in
plantation investment. This company is mainly concerned with teagrowing. but it also has interests in cattle-ranching and in market
gardening. The policy is to co-operate in various ways with local
people and local authorities in the achievement of sound economic
growth.
Thus the interest of the local authority in tea-growing is engaged
by exchanging shares in the company for a lease of the land on which
the tea is planted. Similarly, individual African landholders, in exchange for a lease of land, participate in the company either as shareholders, as outgrowers, or. upon occasion, as members of the board.
There are hundreds of African outgrowers producing tea on the
fringes of the company's estates and disposing of their output to the
company's factory. The same plan of exchanging the use of land for
shares in the development of the operating company is followed in
regard to sugar-growing and cattle-ranching.
By such means, and also by initiating programmes of staff training, the Uganda Development Corporation has achieved a good measure of Africanization, both of share-holding and of staffing. in its
industrial and its agricultural enterprises alike. The public policy of
maximum Africanization is in no conflict here with private commercial policy. since it is much more economical to employ local people
than expatriates. In fact. expatriates are firmly pricing themselves out
of the market. The larger private firms find that running training
schools for their local labour force is a profitable investment. Smaller
firms, which are not in a position to run schools of their own, meet
their requirements in the way of skilled labour from the Government
training centres.
Finally, geography has blessed Uganda with a very favourable
location in regard to the growing market of the Lake Victoria basin.
It is not in Uganda alone that population has tended to concentrate
on the fertile shores of this lake. The most populous districts, both of
Kenya and Tanganyika. are their lakeside districts, while immediately
west and south-west of these lie the newly independent States of
Rwanda and Burundi, which are among the most densely peopled rural
areas in Africa. There are also large parts of the Congo Republic
itself which could be more easily supplied from Uganda than from
-
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anywhere within the Congo territory. The potential market encompassed by these areas (not to mention the Sudan across Uganda's
northern border) even now represents a population, including of course
Uganda itself. of some 15 million. Uganda is in the best posible position for taking advantage of this market, since it possesses a rich
variety of agricultural raw materials for processing, a good transport
network by road. rail. lake, and air, cheap power. and abundant
water well distributed.
Uganda is often spoken of as land-locked. as though the term
implied an unmitigated economic handicap. It is, of course, a handicap
to be 650 miles from the sea if one is competing in the same overseas markets with neighbours that stand between the sea and oneself;
but if one's eyes are turned toward a land-locked market on one's own
doorstep, the handicap is at once converted into a substantial advantage. Nothing could serve Uganda's interests better than freedom
from dependence on the world market for coffee. cotton and tobacco.
accompanied by an advance towards the local processing of these and
other commodities for sale within the Victoria Basin.
The Uganda Government and the Uganda Development Corporation are naturally alive to the situation. and see clearly that the economic future of the country is bound up with the development and
supply of the Victoria basin market. To express the vision in terms
of effective policy is, however. no easy matter. Elaborate technical
planning is called for on a scale which comprises not merely Uganda
and the Victoria basin, but East Africa as a whole.
The political and administrative structure of Uganda does not
appear to have been well designed for the planning of economic and
social development. In some important ways, Uganda is a disunited
country, and the solidarity of loyal nationhood there will not be
the product of the immediate future. Two anti-social factors of considerable disintegrating force, which moreover are quite unpredictable
in their operation. are the rivalries of Christian sects and the harsh
humour of tribal affiliations.
In the public attitude towards the former, there is evidence of a
mounting impatience which is apt to take shape as anti-European
animus. There are some who hold the extreme view that if all foreign
priests of all Christian denominations were deported. the local African
churches would quickly arrive at a composition of their differences.
Inter-tribal jealousies also slow the pace of united national effort.
Under the British colonial regime, the Kingdom of Buganda received
considerable preference in the Uganda family, and the best of development. economic and educational, went into it. The jealousy which
this preferential treatment aroused in the rest of the country rankles
today as much as ever; and it seems to spread over into a general
pattern of inter-tribal ill-will which exploits and is exploited by the
Christian faction-fighters. In some quarters. also, the anomaly is resented by which Buganda's representatives in the National Assembly
are returned. not by popular election as are those of other regions.
but by the votes of the members of the Lukiko - the Buganda King-
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dom Parliament.
While all these cleavages, religious and tribal, are not summed up
in anything that could fairly be described as political instability, they
do undoubtedly create an atmosphere inimical to the smooth working
of Development Plans. Added to them is the circumstance that central
control over policy in regard to land use. without which nation-wide
planning is an extremely complicated task, does not exist. On the
contrary, control is strictly decentralized, being entrenched in the constitution itself as a responsibility of local Land Boards.
The effect of this and other factors is that Uganda's efforts in
development planning as a way of organizing social change seem rather
halting, at least by comparison with countries such as Zambia and
mainland Tanzania. Certainly, Uganda has been working to a FiveYear Plan since 1961 on lines recommended by the International Bank
of Reconstruction and Development. A second Plan is already in
preparation which. while seting its targets once again in a five-year
pattern, constitutes part of a perspective plan period ending in 1980.
As a whole the plan represents an improvement approach rather than
a transformation approach. It will no doubt be detailed and comprehensive. as Parliament has been assured, and will be chiefly concerned
with farming, industry, and education."
It aims directly at dismantling the racial pyramid. and its main
strategy is to increase the purchasing power of the agricultural sector,
thereby expanding the domestic consumer market and inducing increases in the output of manufactured goods. Within this frame. special
stress is laid on commodity production. tourism, and formal education. Import substitution is envisaged in a range of manufactures, and
here the private investor, the Uganda Development Corporation and
the co-operative movement will all have their appropriate parts to
play in the investment programme reuired. In all these ways, it b
planned to extend the money sector of the economy.
The industrial programme makes provision for the siting of the
new plants away from Jinja and Kampala and to start dispersal
throughout the countryside. The disadvantage of allowing new industrial development to concentrate at a few points as before is well
appreciated.
All methods of attack on the farming problem are hampered by
the political difficulty of getting any quick change in systems of land
tenure. But the Government is struggling to break away from the
present low standard of small-scale fanning by inducing the African
farmer to expand acreage and increase output. Free insecticide is being
provided as a means of improving cotton yields. At the same time
farmers are under pressure to advance to more rational methods of land
use by the integration of crop and livestock production and by better
planning of their operations in general. They are urged again to im-
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See Speech by Minister of Planning and Community Development in National
Assembly, 29 June 1964.
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prove the strains of their crops and beasts, and by further crop-diversification to stabilize their cash income and to ensure a balanced diet
for themselves and their families.
Emphasis is also laid on mechanising at least some of the basic farming operations, and on measures such as the organizing of group
farms to enable the machinery to be economically used. The pioneer
group farms (there were wenty of them in mid-1964) ran into teething
troubles, but they show promise in that their first yields of cotton
nevertheless came out at about 500 lbs, an acre, which is nearly double
the current national average.f As part of the Second Five-Year Plan
it is further proposed to introduce state farms as well as schemes for
new individual settlement.

Education
Just as Government control of land use is a prerequisite for
proper agricultural planning, so Government control of the organization and development of schools is a necessary condition for proper
educational planning. In Uganda the same Government which shrank
from a confrontation with the tribes on the land issue, boldly faced
the churches on the school issue. It would be interesting to speculate
why they felt able to defy one of these two powerful forces but not
both and why they did not prefer to humour the churches and tackle
the tribes.
However that may be. the Government has in fact plumped
strongly for building a national system of education on a non-racial,
non-tribal, non-denominational basis - a system which is to be methodically used as a means of unifying the nation. In taking this decision. they have got into very hot water with the voluntary agencies
(as the missionary interests are called) who find it hard to conceive
of a school as anything except an instrument for the propagation of
the beliefs of a sect. At this cost, the Government has armed itself
with power to plan the whole educational structure. The control and
management of primary education have been taken out of the hands
of the voluntary agencies and made over to the central and local
authorities.
Because the Uganda planners think of the struggle for national
unity as primarily an educational task and only secondarily as a
political one, their chosen priorities within the structure of formal
education are rather special to themselves. Uganda is, of course, just
as anxious as other territories to reach the point at which it can
manage all its affairs without expatriate assistance - but not at all
costs or at breakneck speed or at the sacrifice of other vital interests.
Thus the planners there do not admit that the target of self-sufficiency
in high-level manpower in all fields must need involve postponing
development of primary schooling. Nor do they admit that half the
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population of primary school age must be kept out of school for
fear of producing a surplus of semi-educated persons to aggravate the
problem of unemployment.
On the contrary, they take the view that it is a mistake to put all
their educational eggs in the high-level manpower basket. They argue.
instead. that the task before their nation is to provide not merely
primary education for all, but much better primary education for all.
"Somehow", they say. "we have to get away from mere rote-instruction
in the three R's and enter the paths of true learning. The entire system
must become child-centered; the welfare of the school child. not of
Government or parents or priests, must be the guiding principle. The
syllabus must be Ugandised: text-books in history. nature study. geography, arithmetic must reflect the life and culture of the people of
Uganda. Unless we lay this sure foundation. we cannot build securely
for the ensuing years."
Questions of organization, responsibility, and control obviously
have great importance in this context, and they have to be suitably
settled before any co-ordinated steps can be taken. But the ultimate
factor that regulates the extent and the quality of the school services
as a whole is the training and supply of teachers. The key to improving the basic primary course, the key that opens the gate to true learning, the key indeed to all development of human resources on a nationwide scale, lies in raising the entry standards and the passing-out
standards in the teacher raining colleges, concurrently with a signifacant increase in their output. 9
Conformably with this standpoint, the principal objects of the
Five-Year Plan, so far as education is concerned, are set out in the
following order:
(a) To provide places in school for all children in the primary
age-group (ages 6 to 12) by 1970. (Primary education can
then be made compulsory).
(b) To ensure automatic promotion, year by year, for all children
throughout the primary school system.
(c) To introduce English as the medium of instruction in all
primary schools.
(d) To re-organize the entire system for training non-graduate
teachers.
(e) To provide places for about 5 per cent of the children of
secondary school age by 1970.
The capital cost of this expansion is estimated at £14.5 million
between 1964 and 1970. Recurrent costs will rise from £6.9 million
at the beginning to £12 million per annum at the end of the period.
Uganda cannot meet these costs without substantial external help
in men and money. If the help is forthcoming. it will be meeting the
country's greatest need, and undermining the foundation of the
pyramid.'?
9
10

See Sessional Paper No. 4 of 1963 (Ministry of Education, Kampala).
See Education Development Plan 1964-1970 (as revised by Uganda Planning
Commission, ]7 February ]964).
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III.

KENYA

(Independence Day. 13 December 1963)
Population (thousands) 1963
8,575

African
European
Asian
Arab
Other
Growth rate of African
population

53
180
35
4

3 per cent per annum (limited
evidence suggests that the rate
is rising)
6 + (assumed in Development
Plan)

Average size of family
1962 Gross Domestic
Product at Factor Cost

£28 per head (all races)'

Permanent Immigration and Emigration
Year

European
Emigrants

European
Immigrants

------------._--_.- - - - _
3,303
5,102
1958
4,681
3,394
1959
3,813
3,628
1960
1961
3.204
6.052
8,379
1962
3.956

....

I

Net Grain or Loss

_ - - . --_.-----_.

-'-

+ 1,799
+ 1,287
- 185
-2,848
-4,423~

Sources: Kenya Statistical Digest (September 1963)
Government of Kenya Development Plan 1964-1970 (July 1964).
Source : Kenya Statistical Digest (September 1963).

The anxieties and the hopes common to all East Africa are
brought to a sharp focus in Kenya.
Real income per head is thought to have been falling there since
1958. Wage increases have outstripped productivity increases. Unemployment and under-employment are substantially greater today
than in 1954. when they were undoubtedly large. The expansion of
output from the education and training system is being outstripped by
population growth. The country has not yet thrown up any prime
mover for rapid economic advance. such as plentiful iron are, coal.
copper, gold, or oil (though the possibility that some discoveries of
the kind may still be made is not ruled out.')
J

Government of Kenya: Development Plan 1964-1970 (Ch. 3) Government
Printer Nairobi. 1964.
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As is to be expected, the Government has approached these
problems with courage and imagination, and seeks through the Development Plan, to transform not only the racial composition of its
administrative machinery but also bring about a revolution in the
country's agriculture, industry and trade; and, through these, to raise
the living standard of the people.
Fulfil1ing the Plan would be the initial step towards dismantling
the racial pyramid. Tables 1 and 2 at the end of Chapters II and III
in Part I delineate the pyramid's shape and show how race is correlated
with occupation and earning. In 1962 the percentage of African taxpayers who had incomes of £400 or more was 0.5. Asian 68.4, and
European 92.2. In the same year the monetary gross domestic product
was £21 per head for the country as a whole; or £9 per head" if
Nairobi and Mombassa were excluded. The least productive and lowest
income areas (in money terms) are those where the concentration of
African farmers is highest.
In this situation, significant economic growth can take place only
if the base of the economy is broadened to ensure much fuller participation by the deprived and depressed African mass. This is another
way of saying that such growth can be ensured only by an unprecedentedly rapidly expansion of the agricultural sector in which twothirds or more of all Kenyan families are wholly dependent on agriculture for their living. Agriculture is manned almost exclusively by
Africans. and accounts for 40 per cent of gross domestic product and
90 per cent of exports.> Hence a cardinal point of Government policy
is to bring about a large extension of economic opportunities for
Africans of all classes. and to see that Africans are furnished with the
education, training and initial resources for exploiting those opportunities. This indeed is the central theme of the Plan, and the point where
the weight of the attack on the pyramid falls.
Such a programme is as unavoidable, socially and politically, as
it is economically necessary. For the clearest meaning of Independence, among all, is that henceforward the prevailing force in Kenya
can only be the weight of African numbers. It is from this basic
change in the pattern of race relations that all secondary changes flow.
However creatively the minority races may contrive to share in the
building of the new Kenya, the shape of the future will be determined
to an overwhelming degree by the beliefs, the desires and the energies
of the Africans.

Some Asians and Europeans understandably feel unsettled at this
prospect and begin to crave guarantees of minority rights. They
also recognize its inevitability, and even concede that it carries with
it far less of social injustice than any other alternative. More still,
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See Development Plan 1964~1970, pp. 34-35. This pattern of development is
common throughout our region. In S. Rhodesia, for instance, the combined
budget of Salisbury and Bulawayo equal two-thirds of that of the central
Government. (See Rhodesia Herald 19 May 1964).
Ibid, p, 45.
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{hey acknowledge that in the past Africans have suffered wrongs for
which reparation is overdue.
While rural reconstruction must over the long-term be given continuing priority. much immediate emphasis is placed on rectification
in the public services and on a suitable share for African enterprise
in commerce and industry.
Africanization of the Kenya Civil Service began in 1960 after the
first Lancaster House conference and more than three years before
Independence. At that time there were some 7.500 posts for which the
qualifications was School Certificate or higher. By mid-1963. the
number of such posts had risen to about 8.200. It is in this area that
the effort to Africanize has been most intense. and most successful.
Together with Parliament and the Ministerial appointments. both of
which are almost completely Africanized, the Kenya Civil Service is
the focal point of African power in Kenya. On 1 July 1960. 1.131
of these posts were held by Africans, but three years later. the figure
was 2,479. The number of Africans in the administrative grade increased from 14 in 1960 to 169 in 1963. whereas that of non-Africans
declined from 400 to 263 during the same period.s Since July 1963,
and particularly since Independence. in December of that year, the
process of making room for Africans has continued at an accelerated
pace. At the end of March 1964. it was estimated that out of a total
strength of about 430 in the Administrative grade over 250 were
Africans.
In the public service, the pace of Africanization can be controlled
directly by the Government. In the private sector. on the other hand.
the Government can only exert influence. Here the first step. as official
circles hold. is to secure a healthy growth of the economy as a whole.
The plan aims at a rate of 6 per cent a year. To achieve this. gross
private investment of some £35 millions a year will be needed. The
Government's part in inducing this is to offer investment security,
financial incentives, tariff or other protection. and financial participation by public funds in particular projects besides closely co-ordinating
all public investment with the expansion of private industry." For his
part. the private investor is expected to identify himself with the
country's general development policies, so that a reasonable proportion of his locally earned profits will be re-invested locally.
The design is to arrive at a working relationship based on shared
interests between the Government and private investors, both Kenyan
and foreign. In this, an important instrument is the Development
Finance Company of Kenya, in which the capital comes equally from
British. West German, and Kenya public funds. The Company will
provide Government capital to encourage and assist private investment on lines similar to those already described for the Uganda
Development Corporation. High on the list of industries with good
prospects of efficient production and a good case for this kind of
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See Table I. Chapter II.
Development Plan, pp. 38-9.
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Government support comes food processing, for whose development
a comprehensive nationwide scheme is being drawn up. Others are
timber and minerals; textiles, including clothing manufacture; assembly
of agricultural machinery, private vehicles. and bicycles; chemical
industries, including insecticides, plastics. and pharmaceuticals; light
metals: and building and construction."
Such, in outline, is one main stream of economic growth whose
flow, it is hoped, will create an expanding industrial work force (together with more supliers and traders to cater for it), new managers
of enterprises. and a swelling cadre of professionals. "Most of these
growth-inspired needs will be filled by Africans, and the share of
economic opportunities open to Africans will increase rapidly."?
A second stream, which is perhaps an even more promising means
of enlarging African participation in the economy, is co-operative
ownership. Already widespread in Kenya, it represents a major sector
of the economy. with a turnover which in 1964 is expected to touch
£30 million. A comprehensive re-organization and expansion of the
movement is now to be undertaken. At present it is mainly focussed
on agricultural marketing, but it will be diversified so as to include
credit. farming, wholesale and retail trade. and industry.'?
The various types of co-operatives will federate into unions at
district level, and into one nation-wide organization at the national
level. District unions will act as bankers for all their constituent societies. provide a centralised book-keeping service for them. settle terms
of employment for and appoint all their graded employees. supervise
their financial affairs, arrange for staff training. and scrutinize all new
applications for co-operative society registrations. The national federation. to function as an advisory body, will embrace all registered cooperative organs in the country, and be spokesman for the movement
as a whole whenever necessary. It is expected that Government surveillance will be needed for a brief period only, and that a responsible
and articulate movement, not merely competent to govern itself but
constituting also a stable and affluent sector of the economy, will
have emerged by 1970.11
For the benefit of African consumers, the co-operative movement will further comprise a chain of People's Shops. A national
trading company is to be established. as a subsidiary of the Development Corporation. to manage the chain. It will be set up in association
with an established chain store organization. and owned jointly by
the Development Corporation and the Consumer's co-operative society.
With the aim of providing markets for African manufacturers and
ensuring lower prices for consumers, the company will also engage
in importing and exporting.'?

Development Plan. p. 41, p 54.
Ibid, pA2.
10 Jbid, p. 84.
11 Ibid, pp. 84~5.
121bid, p. 44.
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All these co-ordinated endeavour to spur on the growth of the
economy. and to secure for the new African Government adequate
control over the country's political and economic destinies. represent a
response, full of courage and insight. to a challenge that might daunt
the stoutest hearts. But indispensable as such measures are, and however fortunate their consequences may be, they can only be of a
secondary order. They pale almost into insignificance when compared
with the primary enterprises to which the Government has set its hand
in the agrarian sphere.
Here Kenya is already much more deeply involved both in the
improvement approach and in the transformation approach than any
other part of the sub-region so far. The latter approach. in turn. raises
issues of race relations in a form which is both acute and unknown
to the other territories. It is possible that similar issues may soon arise
in Southern Rhodesia, if and when the repeal of the Land Apportionment Act becomes practical politics.
In Kenya the improvement approach takes the form of the consolidation of fragmented holdings in the tribal areas. Transformation
will take the form firstly of displacement of European farmers, of
what were once called the white highlands; and subsequent settlement
there of African farmers. In other areas, mainly where land is idle.
transformation will mean the development of such unused land, mainly
under irrigation. Consolidation and re-settlement are both highly complex tasks. and re-settlement is a racially explosive issue. The Government is grasping both nettles with equal firmness, on the principle
that "agricultural development and supporting infra-structural investment must be accorded the highest priority in the allocation of resources during the planning period."!'
The process known as consolidation is a systematic effort to regroup into compact units the very large number of African landholdings which, by the operation of the customary tribal modes of land
apportionment and tenure. had been broken up into tiny uneconomic
parcels. In many places these little plots were neither contiguous nor
large enough separately to be worked by efficient methods of farming.
The consequent confusion caused so much inconvenience to landholders and their families that a form of consolidation. by the voluntary exchange of fragments and the mutual adjustment of boundaries.
has been going on for a good many years. The present official and
comprehensive rogramme has been under way since the beginning of
the Swynnerton Plan in 1955.
In brief outline, the procedure is that an official adjudication
committee decides what is the ownership of every piece of land within
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Development Plan p. 45. Education alone is given equal priority. The longrange objectives for the educational programme are (1) universal primary
schooling (2) enough places at secondary and higher levels to educate those
with recognised abilities (3) to meet the manpower needs of the country.
The main emphasis in the Plan is laid on (2) and (3). A forthcoming first
revision will specify a strategy for achieving universal primary education.
(Development Plan, pp. 101a2).
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a given adjudication section. A record of existing rights is thus compiled which contains details, including the measured area, or each
piece. The commitees next allocate to each landholders land in a
single piece equivalent to the sum of all his previous fragments. These
consolidated holdings are demarcated on the ground in the presence
of committee members and adjoining landholders. and then enclosed
by quick-growing, cattle-proof heldges. Finally, an adjudication register
is prepared which records the details of each consolidated holding by
reference to a map of the whole section. Holdings can then be registered with the local land control board. By such registration, rights
amounting to full individual ownership are accorded legal recognition.
Two reservations are insisted upon. The local land control boards are
made responsible for preventing any renewal of fragmentation among
registered holdings. and for exercising a form of guardianship over all
land in their areas." Within the general machinery of consolidation,
it is an administrative rule that any landholder whose holding is less
than "economic size" four acres) must take it in the form of an allotment around a permanent village.
Ideas about improvement and capital investment simply have no
application to tiny scattered splinters of land. But once the splinters
have been consolidated and enclosed in larger units, the holder can
start farming in the proper sense. He becomes predisposed to give
a hearing to the case presented by the extension service. With its help
and with the provision of credit, he can begin to set the land in
order. modernize his methods, raise his productivity, and send the
greater part of his produce to the market. Once his title is registered,
he is in position to use his land as security for loans from commercial sources, if he wishes. Unless adequate control measures are available. however, this makes him an easy prey to unscrupulous moneylenders. In fact, as early as December 1961, two years before Independence, 180.000 farms comprising over a million acres were so registered,
and the holders had raised loans of over £250,000 from the banks
and £120,000 from central or local government sources.t>
Land which has been consolidated in the manner explained above
is ready to take up its station, as it were, in the money economy. Its
expanded output becomes for the first time available as a base for
industrial expansion also. Kenya's consolidation schemes therefore represent the first necessary step towards an economic growth which is
really nation-wide and not merely confined to the European estates
and the main urban centres. But consolidation is not of itself enough.
As the Development Plan observes, "the combination of co-operative
farming with individual holdings gives the best promise of maximum
prod ucti vity" .16
In the consolidated areas. landholders are turning progressively
towards co-operative organization for marketing their produce. for
14 Land

Control (Special Areas) Regulations 1961.
Homan: "Consolidation, Enclosure and Registration of Title in Kenya."
Uournal of Local Administration Overseas, Vol. 1, No.1, January 1962),
16 The Development Plan. p. 69

15 P.D.
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performing mechanical work beyond their individual resources, for
pooling labour supplies. and for operating the water supply. processing
plants. and dairies. Already consolidation has changed the face of a
considerable part of Kenya's best farming land in an astonishing way.
When the defragmentation process is everywhere finished. and is
matched by fully developed co-operative arrangements among the
individual landholders, the foundations will have been laid for widespread rural reconstruction and modernization. For many reasons it is
also vital that a reformed system of primary schooling should grow
pari passu with consolidation and co-operative farming, so that by the
time these are complete there should be a school place for every child
of schol age in the consolidated farming areas.'?
Consolidation takes time. The expected area fits total coverage
amounts to some 6 million acres; but already work has been completed on half of this area. Work on the remaining 3 million acres is
proceeding at the rate of 150,000 acres a year, and will therefore take
20 years to complete. if the pace is not bettered. It appears that the
present pace is determined by the availability, first, of professional
staff at survey headquarters and then of the necessary funds. The
Development Plan point out that the staff shortage could be overcome by employing contractors.'!
The net costs of consolidation are low. both in relation to the
the total expenditure envisaged in the Plan and to the benefits they
bring to the whole economy. If the pace were increased to 300,000
acres a year, only 1 million acres would remain unconsolidated by
1970. The net cost would be £4 million. or £675,000 per year. over
the planning period. It is hard to think of any better bargain to be
had for the same price in any area with which the Plan deals. No
recurrent costs are involved beyond what are covered by fees.
The average size of a consolidated holding is about 8 acres. When
the programme is complete, there will be approximately 750,000
registered owners of these small enclosed farms. By 1970, assuming
that 1 million acres still remain unconsolidated. there would be

625.000 such owners. Together with their families. these would represent some 34 per cent of Kenya's estimated population by that
year.
This would be an enormous advantage to the country. Only in a
small degree would it be offset by the undoubted fact that the consolidation entails the displacement of a section of the farming community whose holdings, even when consolidated, would be so small
that they would not fit into the new system. Indeed, this fact is itself
advantageous, when it is compared with the alternative effects of
non-consolidation. For where consolidation is needed and does not
take place. many more people drift away from the land because it is
incapable of supporting them.

reference to this point is made in Chapter 5 of Part II.
The Development Plan, p. 68.
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The so-called white highlands were opened to all races in 1959.
The law was changed then so as to remove its racial discriminatory
elements in favour of Europeans. as regards the purchase and ownership of land there. So far as Africans were concerned. however. the
new legislation had no immediate practical effect. The European
owners were unwilling to sell, and Africans with enough money to
buy and work a large farm were extremely rare.
On the other hand, it was evidently vital, politically and economically. that a quick start should be made on the transfer of lands
and assets from Europeans to Africans. The importance of this can be
judged from the fact that the white highlands comprise 7.5 million
acres, or 25 per cent more land than all the consolidation areas put
together; and the European-owned farms, ranches. and plantations,
were producing 80 per cent of Kenya's exported agricultural products.
If even one quarter as many African landowners (proportionately to
the areas involved) could be settled here, as were to be accommodated
in the consolidation schemes. the highlands would absorb a further
235.00 families. or nearly 1.5 million people, not counting the hired
hands that the landholders might employ. In fact. the Development
Plan, at page 70. estimates that, on the average, each landholder will
employ one other African. In that case, full re-settlement of the entire
white highlands would involve the absorption of 3 million Africans.
This figure compares with 1.5 million Africans (250,000 employees)
carried by the same area under European ownership.
The full re-settlement picture serves to underline the crucial importance that Africans attach to pressing on with re-settlement programmes at optimum speed. But, regarded as a target, it is purely
notional. The mixed farming areas in European hands (these are the
areas best suited to African settlement) comprise little more than 3
million acres. Ranching lands are in general not good for organized
settlement; their probable destiny is to be operated either by the Government and co-operatives or by companies and individuals, as circumstances and official ideology may indicate. Plantations. (mainly
coffee, tea, sisal, and sugar) are owned by highly capitalized companies and, being already fully developed. are not very appropriate
for settlement schemes ~ eventually they may be bought and managed
by the Government.'?
In 1960. the European estates in the white highlands comprised
3.600 holdings, the average size of which was about 2,100 acres. There
was. however, wide variation from the average. One third of all holdings were under 500 acres, and another third between 500 and 2.000
acres. About half a million acres were occupied by the big plantations. and the balance by the ranches. The mixed fanning lands. which
would have to be the immediate target of re-settlement. were owned
by something under 3.000 individual Europeans. The task was to
dispossess these individuals in such a way that development and output would both actually increase. a no easy matter, or not suffer a
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decline, since the average capital investment by European interests,
including plantations and ranches, had been running at over £5 million a year between 1957 and 1959.
However, even if white settlers could be found who were ready to
sell, there was no money with which to buy them out. It soon transpired that no foreign sources of funds were willing to finance a transfer of ownership which of itself brought no development. Eventually,
money for land purchase was provided by the United Kingdom Government; and finance for development loans to African settlers was
gathered in from various sources including the World Bank. the Commonwealth Development Corporation. the United Kingdom Government and Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaugbau of West Germany.
While these events were being shaped, the first Lancaster House
meeting on Kenya's independence took place. It became clear that the
days of European political dominance were numbered. This induced
in some white settlers a disposition to sell out and quit. Hence the
Kenya authorities were enabled to get their foot in the land purchase
door. and re-settlement started. After experience had been gained with
two experimental schemes involving about 180.000 acres each, a bigger
programmes involving more than a million acres was prepared and
decisively launched in 1962. By mid-1964. 750,000 acres had been
bought by the Government. leaving 380.000 acres still to be acquired
in order to bring the whole operation to complction.>' Rather more
than 750 white settlers had been prised out. and 17,500 African
families had been settled in. It is expected that 30,497 African families
will have been settled by June 1966 in the so-called High Density
Schemes, and 5,750 in Low Density Schemes. If the Development
Plan is right in assuming that each settler will on average employ
one other African, then the African families living in the areas of
re-settlement will be twice that number. i.e. 72,494. The average size
of family being taken as six, this represents about 435,000 persons."
This formidable campaign. the issue of which still hangs in the
balance, has quite fundamental implications for the future of Kenya,
and perhaps for all East Africa, from the political, economic, administrative. technical, tribal and racial points of view. It is the ODe
direct and full-scale attempt at present being made in this part of the
continent to build anew the structure of society in an African country
on a non-pyramidal pattern. If it suceds, a fair day may dawn for the
new order. If it fails. the disappointments will be immense indeed.
In terms of local politics its importance is two-fold. For the
million-acre (or High Density) Scheme, settlers are selected on no
other qualification than being landless and jobless. This way of absorbing relatively large numbers of distressed Africans in productive
commercial agriculture is godsend to a Government hard-pressed by

N.S. Carey-Jones: Land Settlement Schemes in Kenya. (To be published
in a forthcoming issue of the Africa Quarterly).
11 See Kenya Land Settlement Schemes: 1964/65 Programme and consequent
over-all rephasing, (Departmental memo NSCJ IES. 19 June 1964).
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stubborn problems of unemployment. Secondly. the settlement schemes
are a measure of insurance against another kind of chaos. It was feared
in many quarters that Independence might be followed by a landgrabbing stampede, in which self-selected Africans would move into
European farms en masse, and drive the owners out. Organized
African settlement was devised on the principle that if one is to have
an agrarian revolution, it is good sense to keep it as bloodless as one
can. It is too early yet to say how successful the chosen strategy will
be.
Very real. however. is the risk that party political pressures may
make the speed of settlement too quick - quicker. perhaps. than the
administrative and technical machine can bear. In a complicated
manoeuvre of this kind. there is. to be sure. a law of the situation
which determines optimum speed. Optimum speed depends on careful
advance planning, and on the punctual presence of a large number of
distinct but interlocking factors at different times. If the machine
seizes up through overdriving, or if its gears are stripped, chaos will
supervene. The orderly feeding-in of properly prepared settlers to
properly prepared holdings would grind to a halt. and the entire enterprise would shrivel down to a basis of subsistence agriculture. Then
every economic hope that springs from African re-settlemen would be
destroyed.
The basic economic significance of re-settlement is that (together
with the consolidation programme) it represents the only way that
anyone has so far been able to devise, of raising the purchasing power.
and therefore the social and political status. of the African mass at the
base of the racial pyramid. Wage-employment cannot yet, and will
not soon. be able to do this partly because it has openings for but a
tiny fraction of the mass. and partly because in present conditions
wages and employment cannot increase together; indeed. a rise in one
must involve a fall in the other. Hence a promising feature of the
settlement schemes is that each holding has attached to it a target
net income which. having regard to its size and to the soil and rainfall
conditions, it should be able to produce. If on the average these target
incomes are achieved, the role of Africans in the economy will be
much enhanced. and a long step will have been taken towards higher
production, more employment and a fairer distribution of the national
income.
Each holding in any given scheme is specially designed for roughly
the same target net income. In the Low Density Scheme. for which
the settlers are rigorously selected for previous farming experience and
the possession of some capital of their own. the target is £100 per
annum, (or 10 per cent of capital invested, if higher), after meeting
all debt charges and providing for the basic food needs of settler and
family. In the High Density Schemes for which the qualification is the
negative one of having neither land nor job. target net incomes are
from £25 to £40. though in areas where pressure on land is less. the
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target is sometimes raised to £65-70.22 In the view of the Department
of Settlement. the aim should be to raise this target to £100 as soon
as possible.P
Because target net incomes are similar. holdings differ greatly in
size and shape, according to the peculiarities of soil and climate. On
first-class land the target for a High Density Scheme holding may be
furnished by as little as 7 acres, while other holdings in the same
scheme may rise to 40 acres for the same income. Farm budgets. showing how the income is to be reached, are worked out for each class of
holding. Conservatively framed, the budgets have a number of built-in
safety factors. It is held that any reasonable man is capable of following them successfully, and that a good farmer can do much better.
The best achievement so far recorded is that of a settler on a 15 acre
holding with a target net income of £100. who is making £1,000 after
21 years and is still developing."
It would be a mistake to suppose that re-settlement, administratively and technically, is just a matter of choosing a particular person
and setting him down on a particular piece of land. It is much more
like a co-ordinated military attack by land, sea and air; and for the
commanders it poses rather similar problems. In Kenya, the Department of Settlement soon found out that, in order to carry out the
elaborate tasks which the million-acre scheme involved, it was necessary to set up an operations room. somewhat on the model of a wartime headquarters.

Furthermore, a Department Planning Committee met fortnightly
to gear together in a unified network at various levels, the Surveys
Department (which produced the aerial contour maps), the planners of
the Agriculture Department (who used the maps as the basis of their
plans), the Central Land Board (which bought the farms from their
European owners), the Settlement Department's own field staff (who
sited the schemes), and finally the Administration (who produced the
African settlers).
In short, the whole combined operation is much more than a
resettlement exercise; it is a programme of rural reconstruction as
well. From its experience over the last couple of years the Settlement
Department has been able to formulate a number of practical principles
that have to be observed if schemes of the million-acre type are to
succeed. The principles illustrate well in how wide a context it is
necessary to view a scheme in order to grasp its implications and
direct its working. They are these:
(a) Proper area planning, covering soil conservation, roads, watersuplies, township sites, land for schools, etc. must be carried
out at the start.
(b) Proper land use must be secured at all times.
(c) Only after these requirements have been met can sound eco23 Annual
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nomic planning, which is the basis for deciding target net incomes. be undertaken."
A day will come when many parts of Africa will feel grateful for
these pioneering efforts.

No opening-up of the white highlands to Africans could take
place without serious repercussions on the relations between tribes.
When Europeans first began to move in as settlers nearly sixty years
ago, the lands they occupied. though not in permanent cultivation
by any Africans, had already long been areas of inter-tribal disputes.
The European occupation merely overlaid these disputes for the time
being. Many tribes never ceased to claim spheres of influence within
the European zone. Some, such as the Kikuyu. Luo, and Abaluhyo.
whose own lands were overcrowded. never ceased to regard occupation
of the European farms as the solution to their population problems.
A number of these tribal spheres of influence overlap. In the context
of the million-acre scheme. therefore. the settlement of members of one
tribe within a sphere of influence claimed by another tribe is potentially dangerous.
Administratively, the risk is countered by the arrangements for
nominating settlers. Here the responsibility lies with the Presidents
of the Regional Assemblies within whose territory settlement schemes
are situated. They it is who, in consultation with the Minister for
Lands and Settlement, select the names. This ensures that no Region
(and the Regions are based on the major tribal groupings) is obliged
to accept settlers it does not want, - which means, in effect, settlers
from any other tribe regarded as a rival for whatever sphere of influence the given Region may be disposed to claim. Even so. it
appears to be a fact that the division of the country into Regions has
so far exacerbated tribal feelings rather than assuaged them. The
danger of inter-tribal disturbances in the competing spheres of influence
is not yet negligible. 26
If the crumbling of the European highland-stronghold has revitalized historic ill-feeling between the tribes it has in some ways
had an equally bad effect on relations between races. Africans of all
tribes, even while occasionally fighting among themselves. still have a
strong bond of union in their agreement that the European fanners
must go.

It would at best be difficult for these farmers to run a largescale mixed farm in the middle, or even on the fringe. of an African
resettlement area. Those who try, find themselves continually harassed
in many ways such as by "illegal" timber-felling, and the incursions
of "illegal squatters". The Kenya Plantation and Agricultural Workers'
Union, guided by slogans to the effect that farming must be made
impossible for white people. calls for their mass evacuation and de-
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portation, to accompanying threats of non-co-operation, go-slow, and
spasmodic strikes.P
Within the African re-settlement schemes themselves, the field staff
of the Department of Settlement, if they are Europeans (as the more
senior of them often are). are frequent targets of members of the
Regional Assemblies and other local stalwarts of the party machine.
On the whole there seems to be little African understanding of the
epoch-making character of the enterprise which the Settlement Department is conducting solely for African benefit.
Presumably all these misfortunes are features of the transition, and
no wisdom could have avoided them. Given that re-settlement goes
according to plan and eventually attains its targets, it would be surprising if its final outcome were not greater warmth and sympathy
in relations between tribes and races alike. Meanwhile the rich promise
of the undertaking balances precariously on a razor's edge. swaying
above deep gulfs of possible disaster on either side.
It might have been anticipated that anti-African animus would
show itself among the white settlers, displaced or threatened with displacement. After all. for the sake of the advancement of African interests they are losing their land and no small part of their capital
investment. They have lost their status as a social elite. They have
lost an occupation and a career. They face a future full of doubt. Unlike displaced members of the colonial service, they have been
appeased with no golden handshake.
To be sure, many of them feel. or have felt, bitter. The bitterest,
appropriately, were the earliest to leave the country; but as a rule.
settlers are. it seems. too logical or too magnanimous to project their
bitterness upon Africans. whom they in no wise regard as the authors
of their troubles. They recognize the policy of the settling Africans in
the highlands as inevitable, and in a broad sense as just.
When they leave their farms, they often go to great pains to see
that the African farm-hands who worked with them are well looked
after. If race-hatred raises its head again between black and white in
Kenya. it will not be at the instigation of these men. For they have
looked the wind of change in the face and accepted its effects. in the
best way of Kenyan patriotism: with an equal mind and decent
resignation.
IV. MALAWI
(Independence Day 6 July 1964)
Population (thousands)
J954
1962
African
European
Asian
Coloured
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5.2
7.5
1.0

9.2
11.3
1.6

1963
3.800 (approx.)
8.7
11.5
1.6

See statement issued by Mr. H.A. Oduor, General Secretary of the Union.
on 24 July 1964, and published in the East African Standard on 25 July.
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N.B. Estimates of the African population which have hitherto
been published are no longer considered reliable. Crude
estimates recently prepared suggest a figure between 3
and 4 millions.
Growth-rate of African population
1963 Gross Domestic Product at
factor cost
I

3 per cent per annum (est.)
£15 per head all races (approx.)'

Source: Monthly Digest of Statistics, March 1964.
Central Statistical Office, Salisbury.

In Malawi, the Gross Domestic Product is about £15 per head
(all races); in Zambia. it is £57 and in Rhodesia, £73. Besides the

lowest per capita income. Malawi also has the most unequal distribution of incomes. In Zambia and Rhodesia, the earnings of non-Africans
are about 11 times as big as those of Africans; and in Malawi, they
are 18 times as big. On the face of it, differences in socio-economic
status are determined by race, and assume the familiar pyramidal
pattern. Indeed, it might well be said that racial discrimination in this
form bears more hardly on Africans in Malawi than elsewhere.
In practice, however, Malawi Africans are more favourably placed
where race relations are concerned than would appear from the above
facts alone. Malawi has never been a country of statutory colour bars.
or even of strict conventional segregation, if by that it's meant the
reservation of public amenities for Europeans only. the restriction of
Africans to separate lower-grade privileges in public offices, and so on.
This does not necessarily imply that Europeans have taken more kindly
to social contact with Africans; merely that they have been too sparse
on the ground for the running of exclusive amenities to be an economic
proposition. In consequence, virtually all doors are open to Africans
without discrimination. Even if this had not been the case before
Independence, it would have become so the moment after.
Where segregation survives. it does so as the desire of the Prime
Minister and his Ministerial colleagues. who have in fact decided
against racial integration in what were, and still are, European schools.
They have other and more realistic plans for the development of
African education.
The Asian population, which is only 0.3 per cent of the African,
will hardly give rise to any major problem for post-Independence
Governments. What is the probable, or even the appropriate, role for
Asians in a sovereign Malawi is not easy to say. The question calls
for systematic study in a perspective that is economic and cultural,
not merely political. Asians were given a bad fright by the civil disturbances that led to the collapse of the Federation. Many of them
moved from the countryside into the towns for security reasons. By
no means all of them went back. Some even left the country, and this
emigration has not ceased. Those who remain, and they are the great
majority, have aligned themselves closely with the Malawi Congress
Party. They do not at present appear to seek a share in political
power, and it is unlikely that it would be accorded to them, as a
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racial minority, in any form such as reserved seats in the National
Assembly or the Cabinet. As individuals. who are committed citizens
of Malawi, however, it is open to them to go as far in politics as
individuals of any other race, and in the fairly near future some
Malawi Asians are bound to manifest ambitions of this kind. A few
advanced thinkers in the Asian community are already saying that the
future of Asians lies in merging with Africans socially, politically, and
genetically, and that this indeed is what self-identification with Malawi
means.
The Asian's place in the racial pyramid is also difficult 10 de~
scribe accurately. In a general sense, their socio-economic status remains intermediate between European and African. But they are not
a compact layer separating white from black. Downwards they overlap with the African mass below; and, upwards, they overlap, somewhat, with the European group above. However, in the upward direction, an increasing number of Africans pass through or round their
zone on the way to a standing higher than theirs. While showing little
vertical mobility of their own, they do not impede that of Africans.
Between Asian and African, regarded as racial groups, there seems
to be neither much warmth nor significant tension.
The most encouraging augury for emancipated Malawi is that
the European apex of the pyramid is melting away like a snow-cap
in the sun. This is the direct consequence of de-federation, in which
Malawi was a prime mover. The whole African population hold their
heads higher in consequence. If the Federation had survived, the signs
are that that apex would still be as solid and power-charged as it
ever was. The Malawi leaders showed insight when they perceived
that to topple the Federal structure would be to knock the penultimate
nail in the coffin of white supremacy throughout Central Africa. In
bringing off this coup. Malawi and Zambia guaranteed Africans in
both countries a real chance to rebuild the shrines of their nation.
They also guaranteed the eventual emergence of an African Government in Rhodesia.
There has been and will continue to be an exodus of individual
white settlers. In a long-term view, it seems inevitable that there should
be wider participation of Africans in European owned and managed
enterprises, such as industrial undertakings and large fanning estates.
This change would reflect the realities of the situation, though its
manner and extent cannot be readily predicted yet.
Africanization is being approached with discretion, and is based
on the Government's rule that there was not to be Africanization for
its own sake; and that Africans were to replace Europeans only when
they were adequately trained to do so. Thus, it is Government policy
that even after independence. the Permanent Secretary of every Ministry
shall continue to be an expatriate until a competent African replacement becomes available.
In the Police, in January 1963. the establishment included 145
Inspectors of whom 22 were Africans. In May 1964, there were
71 African Inspectors, in a reduced establishment of 140. Six Africans
-
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had risen to the Superintendent grade. Complete figures relating to
the Defence Force have not been disclosed. but it is stated that fourteen
subalterns are undergoing training in Africa and the United Kingdom
by the same agencies that are training Zambia candidates. and that nine
of them are expected to have been commissioned by August, 1964.
Holding only 9 per cent of posts in the administrative. professional
and technical grades, Africans have a long way to go in the Malawi
Civil Service. At present, expatriate officers are on balance going out
more quickly than Africans are coming in. This run-down of the
service must be expected to get worse for some years before the trend
is reversed and the climb-up with trained African staff begins.
The departure of expatriate officers. while it is no doubt bound to
be accompanied by some temporary loss of efficiency in the administration as a whole, is not all loss. It is a winnowing process as well. The
kind of Europeans whom Africa needs are such as are unselfish. trustworthy, competent, progressive in outlook, long-headed and. above all.
full of both energy and patience. The winnowing now going on tends
to ensure more and more that expatriates who stay on are men who
possess some or all of these qualities.
Nor is it enough to be equipped with personal characteristics of
this sort. The expatriate who stays on must, in addition, accept radical
changes in his status and role within the machinery of government. In
contrast to the day before yesterday, he now gives orders to virtually
nobody except subordinates in his own department. In matters of
policy, he is a consultant to his African Minister. In matters of implementation. he is Executive Secretary to the same Minister. carrying
out decisions in which he may have had an advisory voice. but no
operative vote.
The European officer working in the field is in a corresponding
position vis-a-vis his local African political bosses. and is executive
secretary (in fact, if not in form) to a series of local committees. whose
decisions he may steer. if he is adroit enough. but cannot over-rule.
He has to learn to develop smooth relations with district councils. with
the local member of the National Assembly, with the local agents of
the Malawi Congress Party. If any programme is to be put through
with success, he must be able to carry these people. and often others
too. along with him while appearing simply to follow their behests.

The ready. cheerful. and understanding acceptance of an advisory
.ole by persons long trained to behave very much as commanders in
political as well as administrative affairs. accounts in large part for the
notable improvement in Afro-Euroean relations since the advent of
self-government. these relations have been correct and a little aloof
rather than cordial. In some African quarters. a measure of mistrust
of Europeans in general undoubtedly continues; but there is little
African hostility to them now. At the time of the Emergency, Europeans were inevitably the main target of African animosities and, for
some weeks. there was doubt about where the whole matter might end.
It can perhaps be argued that basically the bitterness was even then
more towards Federation than Europeans as much. Federation, how- ·70-

ever, was hat .d as a symbol of white supremacy; and, to insist that
the hatred was not racial but political, may be perhaps to draw too
fine a distinction.
Africans are capable, at times, of a tameless ferocity of jealous
resentment; but, as though to balance this. they have been endowed
with a marvellous talent for communal forgiveness, simple and artless.
quite unsentimental, owing nothing to the promptings of Christian
conscience. When this is matched on the European side by tacit contrition for some aspects of the past, by plain integrity. and by a primary
will to serve African people and their country, the ground has been
prepared for a rich co-operative harvest. When Africans give their
trust, they discard deviousness and hold nothing back. Africans, in
Malawi at any rate. hope they may trust deserving Europeans in this
way.
The ending of white supremacy was accompanied. and indeed
largely caused, by the rise of the Malawi Congress Party. It is clear
that the country's future for many years ahead rests in that Party's
hands. The Malawi's conception of Party is peculiarly African, and
could be seen in similar forms in Ghana and Tanzania. and may well
come to be adopted as a general model.
It is, in fact, not a party at all in the usual acceptations of the
West. The generally accepted principle of party is cleavage and conflict; but the principle of the Malawi Congress Party is nation-wide
solidarity, first and last. Therefore, it is a non-racial organization.
Asians and Europeans equally with Africans, may and do become
members. No one of any race is compelled to join it. though pressing
invitations are sometimes issued. If one stays outside. one is required
to rafrain from setting up opposition groups.
Regarded as a form of organization whose function is to arrive at
political decisions which the Government will then proceed to implement, the Malawi Congress Party incorporates anumber of features
from the traditional working of tribal life. As supporters of the oneparty system put it, decisions are reached not without haggling. persuasion and compromise. but once reached, the business and raison
d'Btre of the opposition disappears. On other issues, different persons
may assume the role of opposition according to their lights and conviction, but such groups dissolve with the disposal of the issue. An
organized opposition group dedicated to criticizing and attacking the
views and actions of the majority is foreign to many true African
social systems.

Great prestige is enjoyed by the Party and its leaders. The real
spontaneity with which they are acclaimed presents them with a unique
opportunity to mobilize popular enthusiasm for the most difficult
tasks. They stand to the country as Chief Khama stood to his Bamangwato people years ago; they are the leaders who have restored the
broken unity of the kin. The party claims that the new-found solidarity
is a precondition of all national advance. an asset assisting the development of human and natural resources alike, a concentrated force
of public hope and social resolve to which the most intractable of
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economic problems will have to yield. When there are no disputes
about who is to conduct policy, and there is agreement on what policy
is to be followed. so goes the argument, the desired results must come
more readily.
This may not be the way of democracy as it is practised in the
West; but it is a way in which the public interest can be faithfully
served; and. like the tribal system itself, it is not without elements that
may properly be called democratic. The contention that it does not provide for a change of government cannot be sustained. Most Malawi
tribes. as most tribes all over Africa, have their methods of quietly
deposing a chief who fails to give satisfaction, and of replacing him
with some new choice. What is required is to introduce these elements
into the modern machinery of government. If this can be done, and
the right results produced when the vital moment arrives, Malawi, and
for the matter of that, other African States adopting the one-party
formula. may yet have made a notable contribution to the principle
of democratic rule.
If the problems confronting the country are to be solved at all. it
will be due to the wise insights attained. and the popular energies
generated. by the Party. The problems themselves are of the same
general character as those already noted in neighbouring territories.
and may once more be summed up in the phrase 'rebuilding the racial
nvrarnid'. More specifically, they spring from five familiar facts:
(1) The African rural areas remain in great part at or near sub

sistence level.
(2) In the manner of the copper mines in Zambia. the big European estates remove abroad the balance of their incomings
after payment of wages and taxes, instead of using them to
build up and expand the home market in Malawi.
(3) Employment opportunities for Africans are dwindling.
(4) Expansion of secondary industry, though very desirable in

itself, can offer no cure for African under-employment.
(5) The population growth-rate is dangerously high.
How the Malawi Government proposes to deal with this situation
is revealed in its General Development Plan 1965-69, now in the final
phase of preparation. The Plan lays its chief emphasis on the four
fields of agricultural production, cheap transport, education, and manufacturing industry.
The largest single allocation is for greatly improved internal communications, with a view to reducing transport costs. This calls for
an expenditure of nearly £9 million or 27 per cent of the whole development budget. No form of enterprise throughout the country can
fail to benefit by the planned development of this sector.
Education is the second largest item. £8 million or nearly 25 per
cent. By far the greater part of this sum (£6!- million) is to go into
secondary schools including technical education at secondary level,
Teacher Training for secondary schools, and post-secondary education.
-·72-·-

The secondary school programme provides for an annual intake
of 3.700. With the estimated Standard VII output of 33,000 in 1969,
this will enable 11 per cent of these primary school leavers to go on
to various types of secondary schooling. The Junior Certificate examination, as a hurdle in the middle of the secondary course, has
been abolished; and every pupil who enters a secondary school is
already expected to complete the four-year course.
Post-secondary provision in the Plan covers sending 112 candidates
a year for degree, diploma, and other post-secondary studies overseas,
as well as 105 civil and military officers a year, for overseas training
under various africanization schemes.
In spite of the strong emphasis on secondary education, the primary system is not neglected. Here Malawi is in the favoured position
that primary schooling has in recent years been taken out of the hands
of a central Government which did little but subsidize the missions,
and devolved upon the district councils acting as Local Education
Authorities.
Malawi is going to be grateful, and in respect of many other
matters besides education, for the foresight with which a really viable
scheme of rural local government has been devised and put into operation over the last three or four years. The district councils, which are
themselves fully permeated by the Malawi Congress Party, function
as general purpose local authorities on the English model. They are
elected on a universal non-racial franchise and they levy rates on all
races. They have responsibility for the control and development of
primary schoolings which is financed from the rates with the aid of
substantial grants from the Ministry. These are supplemented by additional contributions in kind from the local committees, who often
build school premises and teachers' houses by their own labour and
with local materials which they provide. For primary education purposes, therefore, the General Development Plan is left free to concentrate on the training of teachers.
The policy for the primary part of the system, and it is already
working independently of the General Plan. is that every assisted or
Government school should offer an eight-year course without break as
soon as possible. To this end the qualifying examination at the end of
the fifth year has been abolished. There is a considerable increase in
the number of children entering school, and a decline in the wastage
occasioned by children leaving school before completing the course.
If all these closely interwoven targets can be reached and the
educational part of the General Plan satisfactorily fulfilled. the manpower situation in Malawi will have been transformed by the end of
the decade.
As a pre-requisite for the growth of manufacturing industry, the
Government has attended first to the provision of water and electric
power. In the Blantyre-Limbe area, which is the industrial and commercial centre of the country, ample water supplies have already been
developed. During the period of the Plan, the Nkula Falls hydroelectric scheme will be completed, making ample electric power also
-
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available. With these esential In£rastructural provisions made. a Development Corporation has been set up as the agency through which
the Government will either participate with private enterprise in setting
up new industries, or explore independently fields into which private
enterprise is unwilling to venture. In the whole matter of industrial
growth, the Asians have the resources of finance and of skill alike to
play an invaluable part, and it is evident that a major contribution
awaits them in this field.
The most fundamental and most difficult issue of all is the proper
development of the countryside. This. of course. includes farm pro·
duction, though increased production is only one part or aspect of a
highly complex problem. From the farming standpoint. indeed.
Malawi's position is in many ways unusually fortunate. The conditions of soil and climate are very varied for a small country of its size.
and favour the cultivation of a wide variety of crops. Few countries
of the same size could grow tea. tobacco. cotton. groundnuts, and tung,
as well as the staple food crops of the people. and still have in hand
some unused potential for sugar, coffee, rice, and rubber. Lake Nyasa,
too, is estimated to be capable of a sustained production of 26.000 tons
of fish a year. Furthermore. agricultural research is well developed -ten years or more ahead of practice. Extension and training services
provided by the Department of Agriculture are highly organized, suitably decentralized, and efficiently staffed.
These are solid advantages. On the other hand, Malawi faces
disad vantages also. The country is by no means such a geographic
unit or population unit as shrewd political and economic planners
would have chosen for an experiment in self-government. Its boundaries are a misfortune inherited from a colonial system more concerned
for the pride of empire than for the well-being of Africans. They
make little sense in terms either of material viability or of tribal groupings. whose unification within a single state system would be natural
and proper. Perhaps the new Malawi will be able to compensate in
part for these maladjustments by reaching accords with neighbouring
Tanzania, Zambia, and Mozambique on matters of trade. communications and settlement. But Malawi will always be faced with long lines
of communication and heavy transport cost to export markets overseas, Hence the importance to Malawi of co-operative economic development with its neighbours and the establishment of an East African
market in which demand would be sufficiently large and varied to
absorb Malawi exports.
Mention is sometimes made of pressure on the land in Malawi
but though the population is increasing rapidly. and there is a general
shortage of protein (especially animal protein) and of protective foods
over most of the year combined with local and periodic shortages
even of staple foods, there is in reality no absolute land shortage. It is
true that the scarcity of grazing areas leads to only minimal activity
in beef production and dairying. However the food deficiencies are
more the effect of inefficient methods of land allocation and of a
pattern of agriculture and land use where farming units are small
peasant-type holdings of a new acres, and where the vast majority
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of cultivators operate on a subsistence basis. Extension officers are
insistent that in the case, for instance, of the main food crop. maize,
it would be easy to produce the country's requirements on one-third
of the acreage now used for maize-growing, if a few simple rules of
cultivation were followed. If African farming is to be brought within
the cash economy, the first pre-condition is that a way should be
found of replacing the present tribal machinery of land allocation by
some method which permits and encourages the formation of farm
units capable, when properly managed. of becoming viable economic
units.

A more formidable problem is that of unemployment. The peak
year for employment in Malawi was 1957, when the figure was 162,000.
according to the Monthly Digest of Statistics, March 1964. published
by the Central Statistical Office in Salisbury. Since then, there has
been an uninterrupted drop year by year. The latest figure (for September 1963) is given as 122,000 - almost exactly equal to the annual
estimated increase of the Malawi population. Of these persons. some
85 per cent were paid less than £5 a month.? Against this must be set
the fact that there are 120,000 souls added to the population of
Malawi each year.
If the additional labour force flows into the Blantyre-Limbe area,
.ndustrial wage-rates will be even further depressed. In any case, the
number of Africans employed in manufacturing is hardly more than
10,000 today, and even were the industrial expansion proposed in the
Development Plan to be completely realized. it would have no significant effect on the problem of African unemployment.
On the other hand, if the additional numbers entering the labour
force are merely squeezed into the frame of subsistence farming, they
will increase pressure on the land, depress agricultural earnings, and
to a great extent constitute a drag on progress. And while the population total piles up in such conditions, the quality of manpower will
steadily sink for lack of training and opportunity.
If it is accepted that urban industry cannot absorb the population
increase, then it follows that the burden is to be placed almost wholly
on rural development. But what kind of rural development? A gradual
stepping-up of the traditional methods of African farming may be a
necesary part of the answer, but by itself it is quite out of scale with
the magnitude of the problem.
A mere change-over to scientific high-input methods drawn from
American models is also not likely to help much. even if it were
politically and socially feasible. Such methods imply bigger yields
from less land by more mechanization and fewer hands. What is
more. they require a high level of education among the farmers,
coupled with an efficiently organized research. marketing and extension
services. Malawi's need is for a very special kind of scientific agri-
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From Malawi Ministry of Labour Statistics of Employment and Earnings
for 1963.
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culture. which is labour-intensive and whose output is saleable at a
good profit in export markets.
Tea-production satisfies these requirements rather well. Its labourdemand is for one man per acre all the year round, and it brings in a
cash income of some £150 per acre per year. (By contrast, maizegrowing needs one man per acre for perhaps two months of the year.
and brings in a cash income of say £7 per acre per year). But teaproduction cannot be expanded at a rate sufficient to absorb any
sizeable proportion of the additional labour force.
Malawi appears to confront an imminent crisis of large surplus
of low-level manpower. and its most pressing need seems to be a more
radical and comprehensive attack on the problem of rural reconstruction.

v.

ZAMBIA

(Independence Day. 24 October ] 964)
Population (Thousands) at 31 December 1963
3.460.0
72.0
8.9
2.3

African
European
Asian
Coloured

3,543.2
Growth rate of African population
1962 Gross Domestic Product at
Factor Cost

3 per cent per annum
£57 per head (all races)

Source: Moo thly Digest of Statistics. March 1964.
(Central Statistical Office. Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia).

In April 1964. Zambia was still six months short of independence.
A scent of dying colonialism hung in the air. The wounds inflicted by
the Federation, which had finally collapsed only in December 1964.
were still unhealed.
At the beginning of January 1964, the British Government had
issued an Order-in-Council conferring internal self-rule on the country.
A general election on a universal franchise followed on 20 and 21
January, at which the United National Independence Party was returned with a decisive majority. An African Cabinet. headed by
Dr. Kenneth Kaunda, was formed in place of the old Executive
Council. The Governor, however, representing the rump of the colonial
regime. retained responsibility for defence, external affairs. public order
and public safety. police. and any other matters he might think fit after
consultatioI1 with the Prime Minister. As for the public service. it con---- 76--

tinned to bt' governed by the provisions of the old colonial constitution.
and the new Order-in-Council had nothing to say about it.
In these circumstances. the opportunities open to African Ministers
for rectification. let alone pyramid dismantling, were strictly limited.
A team of United Nations exerts was indeed engaged in drafting
a five-year Development Plan for Mr. Kaunda and his colleagues; but
meanwhile things were marking time and none but the most tentative
and preliminary steps towards reform could be taken until after independence in October 1964.
Morale in the civil service was at a low ebb. and many of its
leading European officials were showing a negative spirit. The Deputy
to the Governor was hurriedly arranging for the promotion of a
number of European officers serving in the Provincial Administration to high posts in central Government. The local press gave the
number as between 40 and 50} It was known that these were opting
to retire at or before independence, that is to say, within a few weeks
or months of their promotion. The promotions were authorized by
the Deputy to the Governor without consultation with the responsible
African Ministry. These promotions were to have the effect of enabling
the promoted officers to retire, partly at the expense of Zambia public
funds. with larger compensation than they would otherwise have had
a claim to.
The Deputy to the Governor, and indeed the promoted officers
themselves. could hardly have hit on a blunter or more vulgar way
of signifying their desire to embarress the Prime Minister and his
Cabinet. Such behaviour was naturally infuriating also to the many
technical officers who found their departments headed by jumped-up
administrators innocent of any technical qualifications.
Similar attitudes had of course, been prevalent earlier in the remnants of the colonial service in Tanganyika and Kenya. They afford
evidence that its members are often unsympathetic or indifferent towards the outlook and policies to which African Ministers and the
political parties they lead are committed. This does not augur well for
[he carrying out of a Plan in which European officials and African
Ministers would need to work together in close sympathy and understanding and with uninhibited vigour and enthusiasm.
It is too late now to hope that the attitudes of such time-stranded
expatriates may change. Many senior European officials find it impossible to dedicate themselves afresh to the public hope of the new
nations. For such persons, the traditions of the old civil service. the
old master-servant complex and their cultural and sociological limitations make it inevitable that they should drag their feet. Even if illwill does not move them, misplaced loyalty to their own ideas and
values do.
It is wiser to retain and import alien manpower to work an alien
machine, or to "naturalize" the machine and convert it to fit the
I

See. for example. Zambia News, 5 April 1964.
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talents that local manpower displays. Is a combination of inexperience
and eager loyalty in the civil service likely to prove more dependable
than the adroit listlessness of the cynical old-timer?
As soon as African Ministers begin to put questions like these to
themselves. only one answer is really possible. This answer is far from
saying that the claims of merit must be over-riden in the interest of
political stability Dr political favouritism. It is merely acknowledging
that no civil service, however meritorious, can work if it is racially
and politically divided against itself. and if there is no synthesis of
mind between administrative officers and political leaders.
The unco-operative spirit of some of the expatriates in the civil
service underlines the need for Africanization as rapidly as it can be
made without damage to the despatch of public business. It is often
assumed that expatriate officials have been invariably efficient. and
that their replacement by local manpower can only result in loss of
efficiency throughout the administrative machine. This is absurd. There
is no need to deny that expatriates, generally speaking. use the administrative methods they have been conditioned to with a certain
conscientious skill, which unconditioned Africans may not command
in the same degree. But this excellence. if such it be. is largely offset
by the fact that the methods themselves are ill-suited to the people
being administered and irrelevant to their social and economic development. If this were not so, and if it had not been so for many years.
Zambia could not now be as desperately short of trained African manpower as it is.
In early 1964, the strength of the Zambia civil service in the administrative, professional, executive, and technical grades was said to
be about 2,812. Of these, 710 were Africans. Looking to the administrative and professional posts alone. Africans were only 38 in a strength
of 848.
In addition to these 2,812 persons, there were the staff of Ministries and Departments formerly under Federal Control. Approximately
5,000 ex-Federal officers were in posts equivalent to Divisions I and II
in the Zambia service proper. At the break-Up of the Federation they
were seconded to the Zambia Government until 31 May 1964. After
that date, they were to be deemed to have resigned and were to be
given three months notice, unless they should have previously informed
the Government of their desire to transfer to the Zambia civil service.
Almost all these officers were on local. as distinct from expatriate,
terms of service. How many were Africans was not apparently known.
In the light of Federal racial policy, it may be presumed that, in
Divisions I and II. Africans were very few.
In so fluid a situation, aU that can be said is that Africanization
of the headquarters administration had hardly begun. At Division I
level it was probably under five per cent by July 1964. The common
pattern in the Ministries at present is that Minister and Parliamentary
Secretary should be Africans, the Permanent Secretary and his senior
assistants Europeans. There will be much greater scope for Africanization after independence. if Zambia repeats the experience of other
-
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African countries, and about half the expatriate strength goes home
within the first year of the early retirement scheme. The problem. soon.
will be to find a sufficient number of Africans at an adequate man
power level to occupy the open spaces left by withdrawing expatriates
and Ex-Federal whites. All competent Africans currently available will
be quickly absorbed.
African Ministers frankly acknowledge that it will take many
years, fifteen or more, to train and maintain the local cadres needed.
What is to be done in the interval? It appears imperative that something conspicuous should be done on grounds of politics and national
morale, if on no other. Luckily. in the territories which came to independence earlier. a wealth of experience has been gathered from which
Zambia can profit.
Six rules have been found essential. The first is to winnow the chaff
from the grain among serving expatriates; that is, to identify the racialists, the incompetent and the slackers and send them packing. Next.
is to ascertain the minimum of really vital posts that must be filled
by Africans if Ministers are to keep control of the administration and
the economy and determinedly. 10 put Africans into them Tlirdly, to
invite those expatriates to stay in posts who on special personal grounds
have earned the invitation. Fourthly, to exploit to the full every device
of import substitution in the sphere of personnel, including job fragmentation and structural alterations to the administrative machine.
Fifthly, to import strictly indispensable personnel not from one country or a few, but from a wide area. and on short-term contracts, not
on pensionable terms. Sixthly, to screen imported personnel for sympathy with the aims of the regime, and to bind them to undertake
properly organized training of African understudies.
Such training, though often talked about, seems nowhere to have
amounted to much in practice. As long ago as 1960, the first Lancaster
House Conference issued a clear call for its systematic development
in Kenya. and spasmodic attempts have been made to develon it
in other territories. The leading idea was that each expatriate officer
who was due for early retirement should by the time he retired, have
trained an African to succeed him in his own post. This call has not
frequently met with adequate response owing often to the evasive
attitude of many of the expatriate officers involved. Thus Africanisation has been retarded by those whose duty it was to speed it up, and
the tasks of the new Governments have been made harder.
In principle. understudy training is perhaps the most promising
and certainly the most time-saving of all forms of preparation for
administrative work. It is particularly appropriate to the conditions
in new African states. In this regard it may be that Zambia will
succeed with short-term imports of personnel, where other countries
have failed with expatriate holders of established posts. If such training could be effectively developed on a general scale, many trick
manpower problems would be on the way to relatively rapid solution.
Probably. some scope for similar methods exists in the policy
service and even in the defence force. In both services any scheme
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accelerates Africanization without letting down standards would
be invaluable. For in neither can service efficiency be the sale criterion
for assessing the optimum rate of Africanization. This is a matter that
has to be judged also in the light of the requirements of the political
situation.
With the growth of the African political movement, the strength
of the police force (always, it has to be remembered. a territorial and
never a Federal force) has grown correspondingly. perhaps even disproportionately. In 1947, when the force was admittedly still depleted
in consequence of the Second World War, the strength was 65 European officers and 1,000 African constables and sergeants. By 1962.
the establishment. and the strength had risen to 790 Europeans and
5,300 Africans.
By April 1964, the 790 were no longer exclusively European, but
were made up of 140 Africans and 650 expatriates. The change indicates the measure of the Africanization that has taken place to date.
The most senior rank held by an African at present is Assistant Superintendent. It is anticipated that about half the expatriate officers now
serving will have opted for retirement on or before independence.
The traditional two-tier system by which Africans entered the
force as constables, and Europeans as assistant commissioners. has been
abandoned. In future, assistant cornmissionerships will be filled by
promotion from below which, in practice, means by Africans.
In these circumstances, full use is being made of the well-developed police training school which the country is fortunate to possess.
Methods and standards of selection both for training and promotion
have been overhauled to place the main emphasis on general intelligence and particular aptitude rather than on formal qualifications on assessed potential as well as on proved competence.
Unlike the police, the defence force was, until the end of 1963.
a federal body. The Federation had no Africanization policy. The
policy of the new African Ministers in Zambia is to Africanize as
quickly as possible.
The defence force at present has a strength of a little over 2,500.
The figure includes 150 commissioned officers. of whom 120 are drawn
from the now defunct Federal Army and 20 are seconded from the
British Army. All are Europeans. Included. also is a corps of instructors, 160 strong, who again are all Europeans. By rank. they range
from Sergeant to Warrant Officer Class I. Most of them are on contracts of 3-5 years service. There are approximately 2.200 other ranks,
all of whom are African. Within the officers' corps. there are vacant
places for 36 subalterns. They are all being kept for Africans.
The training of these prospective African officers is going on as
rapidly as available places at Sandhurst, Aldershot, and the School of
Military Training in Zambia permit.
Fourteen trainees, now at the Zambia School, are to be commissioned on 28 August 1964. and it is planned that this number
shall have doubled by the end of 1965, and reached 34 by March
1966.
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By a scheme of accelerated promotion the new African subalterns
will be captains in two years from the date of their commissions, and

majors in three to five. The rate of intake of African officers will
increase as more training places become available. On current prospects
Africanisation will reach completion in 5~lO years.
Outside the sphere of central government. some early steps towards rectification are beginning to be taken. There are three main
types of local authority in Zambia - full-blown municipal corporations set up on the English model, township management boards for
the less populous settlements. and local councils in the Trust Land
(i.e. tribal) areas. Of these last, the composition is naturally purely
African. except for one or two ex-officio members from the district
administration. The municipal councils and the township management boards are elected by all occupiers of property, whether as owners. lessees, or licensees. irrespective of race.
Out of a total of 130 seats in the eight municipal councils, 68 were
held by Africans and 62 by non-Africans. The racial distribution of
seats in the township management boards was in a like proportion. The
election of African mayors is becoming increasingly common. but town
clerks. heads of municipal departments and their senior assistants are
still predominantly European. In March 1964, the Ministry of Local
Government issued a circular to all councils that all discriminatory bylaws should be rescinded.
For the courts of law. a corresponding process of de-segregation
is planned. The view of African Ministers is that all courts of the
country, including local courts. should be non-racial in character. The
magistrates' courts and the higher courts are only indirectly affected.
since they have always been non-racial in the sense that their jurisdiction was not determined by the racial description of accused. of
litigants, or of witnesses. It is now proposed, however, to change the
so-called native courts into non-racial courts, and African chiefs are to
be empowered to try Europeans.
The change will be part of a general re-organization of native
courts designed to make them a branch of the judiciary, with jurisdiction over all races. They will cover those parts of the country where a
resident magistrate's court would not be economically justifiable. The
Judicial Service Commission will appoint, suspend, or dismiss local
court magistrates. Appeals from local courts will be made to the
magistrates' courts.
Customary African law will still he used in local courts. but its
application to persons from outside the locality will depend on whether
or not they know local customs.
In a country which still suffers from so heavy a hangover from
colonialism and Federation. de-esegregation can only be a gradual
process. Further light on the practical problems is thrown by another
part of the public sector - the railways. Rhodesia Railways are a
joint enterprise of Rhodesia and Zambia. From Zambia's standpoint,
therefore, the colour bar issue is more difficult than if Zambia were
solely responsible for the railways on its own territory.
-
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The joint Railways entered into an African advancement agreement
Jate in 1960. while the Federal regime was still flourishing. As a result.
36 Africans began training as firemen. and were to undergo examination in October 1964 to determine whether they should enter the grade
of fully qualified drivers. Those who pass were to join the body of
600 European engine-drivers and earn the same rates of pay.
Of 387 African railwaymen in the National Industrial Council
grades. 124 were firemen, and thus potential drivers, in March 1964.
Other positions occupied by Africans include shunters. guards, clerks.
dining-car stewards, cooks. and motor-drivers.
Selected African railwaymen are being trained at special nonracial training centres in Bulawayo and Broken Hill under European
instructors. In the current class for learner guards there are 28 Africans
in a class of 43. On the information at present available, however. it is
not possible to determine how many Africans in training, or trained
for. the more responsible posts are drawn from Zambia, and how many
[rom Rhodesia.
Difficulties of another kind arise when African railwaymen apply
to join, for example. the Rhodesia Railways contributory pension fund.
In December 1963. the Southern and Northern Rhodesia Government
signed an agreement on the future of the railways. which included
agreement to abolish all racial discrimination in labour laws affecting
the railways. This, however, does not dispose of the contributory
pension question. If the pension fund is to become non-racial, a further
requirement will be to alter the rules governing the operation of the
Fund.
Again, in regard to medical treatment, this is at present free for
African railway employees. while European employees pay up to 5
per cent of basic salary for their medical fund benefits. If Africans
agree to this levy, they will naturally expect it to be open to them to go
to the same doctors and the same hospitals. facilities to which they
have not yet a general entitlement.
Turning now to the private sector. Zambia displays the same general
discrimination against Africans as well the other territories, that is to
say. total African employment shrinks. African unemployment swells,
while African wages and the country's gross domestic product both
rise with the years. Between 1957 and 1963. African employment fell
from 271,000 to 225.000; and in the latter year the census counted
some 75.000 African unemployed, or about 8 per cent of all African
males over 16 years of age. In the same period GDP rose from 155.2
million to 207.5 million. Average wages for Africans in all sectors
rose from £109 p.a, to £160 p.a.• or by 6.6 per cent p.a. There was
no fall in the number of non-Africans employed, nor any unemployment among non-Africans. The average annual earnings of nonAfricans rose from £1,360 to £1,585. In mining. the best paid occupation for non-Africans and Africans alike, earnings of non-Africans
averaged £2,564 in 1963 as against the African average of £298. 2
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In regard to specific discrimination against Africans in the labour
market. for many years industrial colour bars operated formally on the
mines and the railways and informally in the rest of industry. The
first break in this method of reserving all skilled and supervisory jobs
for Europeans began on the mines only in 1955 and on the railways
only in 1959. Since then the mines. in the interests of desegregation.
have devised new apprenticeship and training schemes open to all
races. in which a proportion of Africans take part. They have also
re-organized work at the stope-face in such a way that Europeans act
as coaches to African apprentices and are transferred to other work
when an African understudy is competent to take over from them.
By exerting continuous pressure on the European trade unions, the
mines have managed to bring virtually to an end the old enforceable
types of colour bar.
Since there is traditionally a fairly high rate of turnover among
European miners. and since there is now no formal ban on the employment of Africans at skilled levels. it is open to the mines to replace
Europeans by Africans as and when Europeans leave their employment. It appears that this is already being done on a small scale. and
may well be done on a larger one in future.
An Economic Survey Mission, which was sponsored by the Economic Commission for Africa. in 1964,3 has. in fact, already recommended that after independence the mines should engage with the
new Government of Zambia "to appoint Africans to the higher jobs
on an agreed time schedule, including technical jobs, providing training and education as necessary. so that the local staff (predominantly
African) would form a majority at all levels by 1975 and constitute
virtually 100 per cent by 1980".
Inevitably the trade union movement followed colour-bar organization of industry itself, and full racial segregation was the rule
amongst trade unions from their first inception until the break-up of
Federation. When during the Federal period, disturbances occurred on
the copper belt and a state of emergency was declared, many leaders
of African trade unions were taken into detention and their followers
reduced to impotence.
A consequence of this is that there is still no integration between
African and European trade unions, (except that on the railways
Africans of the grade of firemen or above can join the European Railwaymen's Union). Present policy is that all workers should have one
voice in the particular industry in which they are employed, and in
one newly registered union (the National Union of Postal and Telecommunication Workers) a determined attempt is being made to include Africans and Europeans in the same organization. In general,
however. the move towards non-racial unions has hardly started.
There is a United Trade Union Congress. to which at present
only African unions are affiliated. There are no Asian trade unions.
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The pre-occupation of the Congress is to rebuild the unions which
were put out of business by the Federal Government. Much of their
current work consists in sending out organizers to re-form branches.
They would prefer this reconstruction to be undertaken from below,
but believe that in existing circumstances they have no choice but to
give a lead from the top. This is not a mean task. since the total
number of organized wage-earners in April 1964 was said to be about
50.000, or only between 20 and 25 per cent of the total of African
wage-earners.
The African trade unions are neither organized nor split on party
political lines or on tribal lines. Support for the present African Government is strong among the African trade unions, and the withdrawal
of this support appears unlikely in any foreseeable circumstances.
Turning to the land question and the need for modernization of
the traditional African agriculture. it may be noted first that there
are three categories of land in Zambia, (1) Trust Land, which is
reserved for Africans and constitutes over 90 per cent of the total
land: (2) Crown Land. which is in theory purchasable by all races,
but of which in practice few Africans have holdings; and (3) Urban
Land. also theoretically non-racial, though in fact urban housing estates
tend to be rather strictly segregated.
Zambia is fortunate in that there is not yet any real pressure on
land anywhere. There i§ still plenty of land in all categories for everybody; nor do soil erosion or exhaustion affect a high percentage of
the land. This is due largely to the regional conservation planning
schemes undertaken by the Natural Resources Board. Aerial surveys,
combined with modern machinery and expert knowledge, have been
used to bring 5 million acres of agricultural land to commercial readiness since 1952. This includes 500.000 acres in African farming areas
for which surveys are now on the point of completion.
Aerial photographs enable the planners to work out the contours.
and they reveal changes in the soil by changes in the type of vegetation.
The results are then checked by a ground survey which selects the
sites for access roads. dams, storm drains, and other conservation
works. All the significant areas of the country from the point of view
of land use are expected to be planned in this way in the next ten
years or so.
The Land Bank, a statutory body now under the supervision of
the Ministry of Agriculture. was founded in 1953. since when it has
lent nearly £18 million to farmers on the security of their crops. Very
few African farmers benefit from such loans. since under existing law,
loans can be made only to persons who show individual title to their
land. Land titles are given only in respect of Crown Land. not Trust
Land.
The policy of the new African Ministry is to transform the Land
Bank into the main, if not the sale, credit institution for all farmers
in the country, operating on a genuinely non-racial basis.
It may be seen then. that there are no major obstacles, either
natural, legal, or political. to the rapid advancement of African agri-- 84-

culture. What is rmssmg is an administrative will to such advancement and an official policy of development. The transitional colonial
Government is evidently em pty of constructive ideas and a coherent
comprehensive plan will have to await the deliberations of the United
Nations Economic Survey Mission.
For historical reasons, into which there is little point in entering
now. both the human resources of the African population and the
natural resources of their habitat have remained virtually undeveloped
throughout the seventy odd years of the European occupation. The
colonial system consisted of remarking particularly profitable portions
of the land and developing them for enrichment of Europeans. To
European human resources also it gave careful attention, and since
the early 1950's even has a modicum to spare for other non-Africans.
though this last was only extended to the sphere of secondary education as late as 1960. For all non-African children schooling was compulsory between the ages of 7 and 15.
The state of non-African education when the Federation was
dissolved at the end of 1963 may be expressed thus in tenus of school
enrolments."
18,064
Europeans
3,440
Asians and Coloured
-----

21,504

The cost of this segregated non-African system was about £90
per child at school in 1962.
The parallel, but separate, system of African education covered in
1963 rather more than 350,000 Africans, of whom some 6,000 were in
different kinds of post primary education. Its average cost in 1963/64
is officially estimated at £ 11 per child at School.
The system as operated entails that, of every 100 Africans who
start primary school 82 reach the fourth year, 42 the sixth year, and
21 complete their full primary course. Of this 21, six continue into
post-primary schooling, of whom three enter the senior secondary
level. Two end up with a school certificate." According to the Preliminary Report on the 1963 Census of Africans. there are some 50
per cent more African boys than girls in school.
Viewed in a historical perspective, the segregated system has as
one of its results the fact that, of all living Africans now over 16
years of age, 75 per cent of the men and 93 per cent of the women are
illiterate in the sense that they have never completed four years primary schooling. Or, as the Minister of Labour and Mines, Me. Chimba,
has put it. in 75 years of colonial rule about 60,000 Africans has
passed Standard VI, and about 6,000 Form II.6
--------

Monthly Digest of Statistics, March 1964. (Central Statistical Office, Salisbury).
5 See Report on UN/ECA/FAO Economic Survey Mission to Zambia. Ch. VI.
6 Rhodesia Herald. 4 May 1964.
4
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The discrimination against African children was full of discriminations of its own. For instance, provision on the Copperbelt and
around Broken Hill has for some time been more extensive than elsewhere. In those areas the bulk of African children get six years
of primary schooling. Facilities are available for Standards V and VI,
and even secondary education is provided on a considerably more
generous scale than in most other parts of the country. In general,
the towns make a better educational showing than the rural districts.
During Federation, the factor of racial discrimination in the educational structure was emphasized by making non-African education and
all higher education a Federal responsibility and African education a
territorial responsibility. With the ending of Federation and the coming
of an elected African Government in Zambia, the era of segregated
education also came to an end, at least on paper. All schools are now
formally open to children of all races. It will take time. however. for
practical changes of real significance to come about. There is massive
work to be done in the way of equalizing standards of staffing, premises, and equipment. But at least the way has been opened to a
genuine national system of education. The decision to charge fees at
the old non-African schools. while possibly not intended to replace a
race-barrier by an income-barrier, is hardly likely to become a permanent feature of the new system. The movement of Africans into feepaying schools has inevitably been minimal so far. The planned expansion of places in non-fee-paying secondary schools (i.e. the old
African schools) over the next three years is indicated by the Ministry
of Education as follows:Year

Form I

II

III

IV

V

1964
1965
1966
1967

3,150
4,095

2,975
3,150
4,095

1,080
1,925

840
1,080
1,925

600
840
1,080
1,925

All the disjointed snippets of information presented in the preceding pages are evidence of the negative effect of Federation in respect
of African development, and of the absence of plan-consciousness in
the Northern Rhodesian administration hitherto. They also exhibit
the great practical difference betwen a constitution for internal selfgovernment and one for full independence, even where internal affairs
are concerned.
No one would claim that the thinking of Federal politicians and
administrators encompassed anything that might be dignified by the
name of enlightened policy, let alone development plan, for African
development. One consequence is that Zambia today is perhaps ten
years behind the other East African countries in the degree of its preparedness for viable reconstruction.
The preparations that were made towards the formulation of a
plan were due to the initiative and imagination of Mr. Kuanda and
his colleagues. Once a date for the end of Federation was fixed, the
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African leaders caused a request to be addressed from the Northern
Rhodesia Government to the United Nations for technical assistance.
The technical assistance was to take the shape of an Economic
Survey Mission manned jointly by the Economic Commission for
Africa and the Food and Agriculture Organization. Their work resulted in the outline of Zambia's present Development Plan which
readily received the general approval of Mr. Kuanda's cabinet, and
was to give the planning operation its momentum on the attainment
of independence.

VI. RHODESIA
Population (thousands) 31 December 1963
3,830
222

African
European
Asian
Coloured

7.7
11.8

Growth rate of African population 31- per cent per annum
(Estimated for 1962)
Percentage of Africans under age 16 49.3
1962 Gross Domestic Product at factor cost £73 per head
(all races)
Source: Monthly Digest of Statistics, March 1964 compiled and
issued by Central Statistical Office, Salisbury.

The racial pyramid is as conspicuous in Rhodesia as in any of the
other countries considered in this report. It can be fairly said. therefore
that the social structure follows one and the same fundamental pattern
throughout East Africa. Several features, however. distinguish the current social situation in (Southern) Rhodesia from the rest of the subregion.
It is the only country of the six where the racial distribution of
political power still hangs in the balance. Local politics are now in the
condition which always arises when an irresistible force meets an
immovable object: something has to give.
The ratio of Europeans to Africans being much higher in Rhodesia, and with the racial quarrel at its bitterest and raging now
furiously over the issue of distribution of political power now almost
exclusively held by the Europeans, it is to be expected that the absolute
numbers of Europeans of narrow vision and illiberal feeling are highest here also. At the present, the voice of this group is certainly more
audible in local public affairs than that of those Europeans who have
a long-sighted and magnanimous view of the situation. But it must
not be forgotten that the latter type in turn are more numerous in
Rhodesia than elsewhere. Indeed, it would not be a rash guess that
they outnumber their counterparts in all the rest of the sub-region, by
many thousands. This generous quota of European enlightenment.
-
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temporarily outweigh ted by European reaction though it be, may prove
a stabilizing factor of great importance in the event of an African
majority government assuming office.
The European section of the population is not only larger than
in the other countries; much of it is also permanently settled on
Rhodesian soil. The problems raised for Africans throughout the
region by the presence of Europeans among them have been discussed
in Chapter III of Part One. There, they have been regarded as largely
self-liquidating problems which will cease to be of major importance
when the African countries attain self-sufficiency in high-level manpower, somewhere about 1980.
In Rhodesia, these problems are of the same general character
as elsewhere, but they differ in being neither self-liquidating now, nor
likely to become so even when political power reaches the hands of
the majority. The European population stood at 222,000 at the beginning of 1964. The transition to African hegemony may entail some.
may be temporary, diminution of European numbers by voluntary
emigration; but numbers will not diminish to a point where there is no
longer an urgent need for African and European to learn to live
together in equality and amity. It is even conceivable that Europeans
will increase beyond their present total. once some stable balance
has been struck in the political sphere.
This is the circumstance which imparts to Afro-European relations here their unique quality, making rectification more than ever
vital for Africans, and the prospect of it more disturbing for Europeans. This is because the Europeans are no expatriates who can be
induced by a sufficiently golden handshake to leave the country for
the country's good. Nor are they short-contract, quick-turnover visitors,
whose total numbers may remain constant while actual personnel is
continuously changing. They are Rhodesians, born and bred. who
firmly desire and resolutely intend that their posterity shall be no less.
There is no need to appeal to them, as though they were Asians in
East Africa, to identify themselves with the country. They have long
been committed to its service, as citizens in their full right. No
observer can perceive them and their situation accurately who does not
first grasp, with heart as well as head. that this is how they perceive
themselves.
Human resources, it has long been recognized. develop only to
the extent to which they are actively engaged in the development of
natural resources. In Rhodesia, outside the tribal areas. the development of natural resources has been carried farther than anywhere else
in the sub-region. except the Copperbelt and parts of the Kenya highlands. In so far as Africans have played a part in this process. albeit a
menial part far below their true capabilities. they have necessarily risen
to a manpower level higher than that of Africans in other countries
who have never been exposed to so searching an experience. Doubtless, if the objective had been the direct development of African manpower and not merely profitable production for the market, the development could have been much more effective and economical than
it actually was. It could be a mistake, however, to blink the fact that,
-
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as a side-effect of profitable production. some development of African
manpower has taken place. This circumstance might be of great value
in the future not of Rhodesia alone. but of the whole sub-region. In
1963 Africans in paid employment represented 15 per cent of the total
African population in Rhodesia. For Zambia and Kenya. the corresponding percentages were 6.4 and 5.6 respectively. This is a significant difference. which. taken in conjunction with Rhodesia's much
larger European population. means that the average level of manpower
there is considerably higher than in any other of the six countries.
Closely related with this is the more diversified and more extensive industrial sector which has been developed in Rhodesia, and
which puts that country even further ahead of the countries to the
north than the contrast in trained manpower alone would imply. What
is important in this context is neither the horsepower embodied in the
industrial machine by itself nor the human skill that operate and
manage it by themselves, but the combination of horsepower and
manpower in a productive process by which they mulitiply one another.
In this sense. the degree of industrialization achieved in Rhodesia is a
priceless asset from which the entire sub-region might benefit in vital
ways. if appropriate trading relations could be established.
Rhodesia is not at present pursuing any Africanization policy. One
of the main slogans of the Government of the day (October 1964) is
NO FORCED INTEGRATION. Public policy, it is claimed. is based
on the simple requirement that jobs are to go to the best qualified
candidates. Merit is decisive; race is irrelevant. In face of this strictly
non-racial principle, a purposeful Africanization drive in any walk of
life can. it is argued. be no more than pointless at the best, and no less
than injurious at the worst. It need hardly be pointed out that the
competition between Africans and Europeans for higher-paid jobs is
rendered uneven by the inequalities in education and general acquisition of skills that exist between these groups.
This, however. by no means implies either that African disabilities
are not being removed. even if only in a half-hearted fashion until
recently, or that the central administration is not alive to the need for
African development in many of the sectors which this report treats
as crucial, notably the rural habitat, industry and commerce, and the
structure of African education.
On the contrary, a series of policies and programmes have been
worked out in all three spheres. as also in others not here discussed.
Great efforts. spurred on by grief at the ending of Federation, are being
made to carry them into effect. It has to be understood. even by those
who deplore recent political trends in the country. how much wholly
admirable work for African advancement goes on in a number of the
Ministries. It has also to be understod that this work is continually
being reinforced by the requirements of the economy itself.
As regards the African tribal areas - and those hold the key to
balanced development of the whole economy -- the approach is along
two converging lines. the increase of production from African lands
and the construction of a new kind of local government structure for
the African rural population.
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Political1y and financially, the Government is giving high priority
to its unified programme for the development of African tribal areas.
Its sense of economic urgency has already brought about the integration of European and African agriculture within the province of a
single Ministry. This step, a departure from the practice of the Federation. is clearly a wise and just one, for it acknowledges that in regard
to agricultural extension and research services. marketing opportunities
and credit facilities. African and European interests are best treated
on one and the same basis. Community development (the name given
to the programme of local government reform) is likewise officially
expounded as applicable to the whole population and is intended to
be applied to all races - though not necessarily to mixed populations.'

In quality the agricultural extension service, together with its
supporting research organization, is probably second to none in the
sub-region. At present there is one extension officer to every 500
African farmers, and it is proposed to raise the ratio to one to 250
over the next few years.? Marketing arrangements also form a comprehensive and coherent system for all the main farm products. They
are in the hands of statutory bodies such as the Cold Storage Commission, the Maize Control Board. and the Tobacco Marketing Board.
These bodies fix minimum prices and handle European and African
products without discrimination.'
Until lately. the difficulties of extending credit facilities to African
farmers in tribal areas seemed insuperable. But a recent Commission
made a determined attack on the problem and recommended innovations by which a fanner. without having to show title to his land.
may borrow money. on his own credit-worthiness as assessed by local
loan committees, to meet such production costs as spraying and, purchase and application of fertilizer. Such loans are chanelled through
cooperative credit societies wherever possible.
The new scheme of African local self-government in rural areas
is distinctive for its ingenious attempt to construct local authorities out
of the procedures of community development. Beginning, as community development programmes normally begin. with small local
groups or associations that undertake to identify and formulate local
felt needs, the largely spontaneous groupings are to federate into larger
local government councils, each of which is to be large enough to

J

Owing to the element of doubt on this later score. the sponsors of the programme have come under criticism as segregationists at heart, and community development itself as a Rhodesian euphemism for apartheid.
This will not be easy, since the same personnel are being keenly competed
for by both the agricultural extension and the community development
services. (In the European farming sector one Extension Officer is assigned
to 50 - 60 farmers).
A special Native Development Levy is, however. raised from African farmers
in Tribal and Purchase Areas. The Government buying agents deduct so
many shillings per bag from the price they pay for certain products. e.g,
at 1 May 1964, maize 3/3d., millet 2/2d., shelled groundnuts 7/-d. (Government Notice 332 of 1964).
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justify an office and a secretary, and to assume the responsibilities of a
grant receiving body that deals direct with the responsible Ministry.
In the early stages the council chairman will be the District Officer
(a European) he will train his Vice-Chairman (an African) to succeed him. and himself withdraw at a suitable moment into the wings.
The councils are to be trained in careful budgeting. The guiding
principle is that. within the framework of available finance. public
affairs of local scope should be managed by local people in their own
way and in accordance with priorities settled by themselves. The affairs
of local scope include African courts of law as well as social services
such as clinics and schools. and environmental services such as roads.
bridges, and village water-supplies.
It is planned to earmark licence revenues for the councils. and
some services, such as schools and clinics. will qualify for Government grant-in-aid. In certain cases councils may receive a block grant
for their general purposes.
As an integral part of. the community development policy, the
Government is carefully training as many as three hundred Community
Development Officers (Africans) over the next five years. These are
the people who will come in direct contact with the local associations
and who will assist them by calling in expert adviser from the technical departments of Government as and when they are needed.
The position and outlook of secondary industry and commerce
in the urban centres is even more illuminating than the Government's
approach to African rural development. Its case-history since 1958 is
worth tracing in some detail. The account that follows is drawn from
the 1961 Report of the Secretary for Labour and Social Welfare.
On July 1. 1958 the Division of Labour. Social Welfare. and
Housing was set up to carry out a new policy in respect of industrial
labour. It has been brought home to employers that the old industrial
labour policy was hampering the growth of the manufacturing sector.
The old policy had in fact grown up almost by accident to meet
the increasing demands of European farmers and mining enterprise
for labourers. By the middle fifties. in term of agreements entered into
with neighbouring territories. more than 100,000 migrant African
labourers were entering Rhodesia each year by free transport especially
provided for them. An equal number made the return journey in
the same way. The system indeed supplied labourers to employers who
needed them and it kept wages down. But it also involved a labour
turnover of 100 per cent p.a., and made it impossible for the migrants
to undergo continuous training or acquire any but rudimentary skills.
Moreover. it gave rise to an acute social problem by separating men
from their families for long periods.
If these features of the situation had remained veiled in the
obscurity of the countryside and the mining areas. they might have
passed without comment. But the pull of wages in secondary industry
and commerce and the attraction of urban life itself. brought about an
unmanageable influx of unskilled migrants to the towns seeking work.
The kind of manpower the migrants had to offer was not what
industrial employers wanted. The employers wanted not unskilled
migrants but a stable labour force of Africans trained or trainable
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for semi-skilled and skilled work. In effect their requirements entailed
the integration of a settled African labour force into the European
industrial economy. And since secondary industry was located in the
towns. if further meant that African industrial workers should take up
residence in the towns.
In human terms. integration of this kind was bound. at least at
first, to be an uneasy process. Language. law, manners and customs.
social habits, racial prejudices. educational background. general knowledge, the entire outlook on life - all were at variance. one with
another as between the two races. Neither shared any significant cultural experience with the other. There was virtually no communication between them save at the most superficial level.
Such integration. moreover, was repugnant to European sentiment
and convention, and was forbidden by European law. By long tradition. the races were used to working in segregated spheres. Europeans
doing skilled work. Africans unskilled. with the Asian and the coloured
people somewhere in between. The very jobs themselves had taken on
a pigmentation. and were classified as black or white.
All this was endorsed legislatively by the Industrial Conciliation
Act of the time which applied only to European. Asian and coloured
workers. Administratively, it was endorsed by the existence of two
public works departments, the Federal Public Works Department, employing European labour in defined European areas. and the Southern
Rhodesian Engineering and Construction Department doing the same
kind of work with African labour in "native areas" at much lower
rates of pay.
As regards urban residence, the law did not countenance permanent residence for any African. even if he had been born in the town
and had lived there all his life. It required that if an African could
not find employment within a few weeks of his arrival in a town, or
if he lost his employment. he must thereby forfeit his eligibility for
accommodation. and return to his tribal reserve.
Meeting the needs which pressed on manufacturing industry in
1958 therefore involved driving a coach and six through a complex
entanglement of racial discriminations long sanctioned and sanctified
by convention and law alike. In this case, the dictates of hard economic facts prevailed against the promptings of racial prejudgement
and achieved in a twinkling such a throwing-off of African burdens as
no amount of pleading by liberal voices had been able to bring about
in a generation. With masterful authority business interests had shown
that the principle of segregation was expendable. The main changes
were these:
(a) In 1959 a new Industrial Conciliation Act was passed. It
formally marked the end of the old Native Labour Boards
(which had previously governed the conditions of African
workers) and of trade unionism based on colour.
(b) In 1960 the Land Apportionment Act was amended to give
Africans the rights of obtaining freehold title to their homes
in any of the African townships contiguous to European towns.
(c) The flow of migrants from outside the Federation was reduced
by terminating both the migration agreements with neighbour-
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ing territories and the free transport service, and by barring
foreign Africans from accepting employment in certain declared areas.
(d) Efforts were made to increase African wages to a level at
which a married man and his family could afford to live in the
town on tolerable minimum standards. The average wage in
1958 did not permit this. The minimum wage for all undertakings in urban areas was £6.10.0 a month on January I,
1958, having risen from £4.15.0 a month in January 1954. The
Industrial Boards were therefore set up under the new Industrial Conciliation Act to fix minimum terms and conditions of
employment industry by industry. As a result minimum wages
in urban areas were raised from a miserable £6 a month to
between £8 and £11 in 1960.4
(e) The result of measures to improve the living condition of
urban workers was, in the Governments view. still unrealistic
in relation to the current value of money and the basic needs
of African workers. The Services Levy Act of 1960 had
been passed with a view to raising a levy on employers in
respect of all employees, in order to subsidize the earnings of
married Africans. The greater part of the money thus raised
is spent to subsidize transport costs of Africans, within a 16mile radius of the larger towns, thus leaving only a small
part for subsidizing African urban housing.
In the sphere of African education, plans have been worked out
which envisage full eight years primary education for all by 1974.
There would in addition be an output at the levels of Junior Certificate
and School Certificate commensurate with the estimated absorptive
capacity of the labour market.
The pattern of enrolments for 1962 was as follows:-

4

Educational level

Numbers enrolled

% of age-range

Lower Primary
(61- - llt years)
Std. 3 & below
Upper Primary
(lIt - 14t years)
Std. 4-6
Junior Secondary
(14t - 16-!- years)
Senior Secondary
(16t - 18} years)

491,000

95.1

70,000

26.5

8.000

4.1

2,200

1.4

A Commission appointed in 1956 after a bus boycott protesting against high
fares, commented that it was not reasonable to expect men earning £5 per
month to pay £3 per month on transport between their homes and their
jobs. The Minister of Social Welfare in 1959 and 1960 (Mr. Abrahamson)
often insisted that the poverty line for the African urban family of average
size was at that time expressed in money terms as £14.10.0 per month.
-
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The results aimed at by current plans are .For 1965
Of 118,000 first enrolled in 1961 88,000 will be in Std. 3.
Of 114,000 first enrolled in 1960 51.000 will be in Std. 4.
Of 104,000 first enrolled in 1958 29,000 will be in Std. 6.
[Places in Form I of Secondary schools 4,700]
For 1972
Of 163,000 first enrolled in 1968 142,000 will be in Std. 3.
Of 157.000 first enrolled in 1967 131.000 will be in Std. 4.
Of 143,000 first enrolled in 1965 101.000 will be in Std. 6.
[Places in Form I of Secondary schools 11,000]
Source: Departmental Memo. Ministry of African Education, 1962.

This is an ambitious programme for making the difficult transition from basic literacy for all to full primary education for all. It
represents an assessment of the needs of Rhodesia in the light of
proposals for the development of African education set out in the final
report of the Conference of African States which was held in Addis
Ababa 15 - 25 May 1961. If carried out. it will keep the country
somewhat ahead of the Addis Ababa schedule so far as the provision
of school places is concerned. It certainly corresponds with what
African parents want and are willing to help pay for. At present
African parents already contribute the school buildings. furniture. and
books, together with housing for the teachers, at a cost (in respect of
rural Lower Primary Schools alone) of £17.500 per 1,000 pupils in
order to provide primary schooling for their children. For every senuine improvement in African education. they will no doubt be ready
to dig deeper into their sadly shallow pockets.
The areas of African development, namely. agriculture, community development-cum-local government, manufacturing industry, and
education have been described to illustrate the comprehensive scope.
the present flexibility and the adaptive power of administrative thinking
in Rhodesia on matters which touch the racial question. From the policies and programmes at which we have glanced. from the inventive
machinery devised for their implementation, many great results might
well be expected.
And yet it is impossible to escape the impression that the entire
operation is stalling on all fronts. In some instances. it appears that
the Government has carried through certain important reform measures
for promoting African development in a fit of absent-mindedness.
Implementation has been half-hearted in some cases, and the racial
hurdle has been too high for both European and African to clear in
order to arrive in the pleasant fields of meaningful co-operation beyond.
The result of all these is that. so far. the hoped for breakthrough for
Africans has nowhere come off.
-
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In the new agricultural credit scheme. which in many ways is
the linch-pin of the whole operation. the loans which actually get
through to the African farmer are still a mere trickle that meets but
a fraction of the need. Partly for this reason, the movement of African
farmers into the cash economy remains painfully slow. and they do
not seem to do much better when they get there than they did before.
This progressive type of farmer receives an average net return which
is still hardly higher than a labourer's wage.
In community development the stumbling-block is more clearly
traceable to the racial factor. Here, it is not too much to say that. in
the current climate of race relations. any recommendation thought to
originate from Europeans generates so resolute a negativism in the
Africans, at whom it is aimed. that its rejection follows as a matter
of course. And on the official side, the response tends at once to be
to fall back on compulsion. The Community Development and Local
Government News Bulletin (a Government broadsheet) observed in an
issue of April 1964 that the administrator's role would be authoritarian.
"Though he may be able at times to put his orders in the form of
suggestions", it said, "Jet no one be deceived into thinking the suggestions are not in fact orders." There is a note of desperation in that
comment which, one would surmise, sounds the death-knell of the
new policy for African rural self-government.. It certainly is a flat
negation of every principle of community development as previously
expounded by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
For the same kind of reason the imaginative Native Councils Act
of 1957, which some years later was so favourably assessed in the
Report of the Magwende Commission, did not in practice fulfil its
early promise, as the Commission also clearly indicated. The Chief
Native Commissioner's report for the year 1962 regrets that "the present Native Council system has further deteriorated". There is reason
to think that the community development schemes. conceived as a
means of repairing the situation and still largely at the drawing-board
stage, are likely to go the same way as the Native Councils.
The efforts that have been made to raise the living levels of
African urban workers also seem to be ill-starred. In the years 1957-62
the proportion of the total African population working in the money
economy declined by 2.5 per cent. according to the Director of the
Central Office of Statistics. Yet these were years over which the Gross
Domestic Product increased by 19 per cent.
And since 1962. the proportion has fallen at an increasing rate.
The actual number of Africans employed in early 1964 was 581,000,
though it is estimated that if the capital-labour ratio had stood fast at
its 1946 level. there would have been employment openings for well
over a million Africans by 1964. From the facts it seems to be the
rule that as industrial output increases. so African employment opportunities per unit of output decline, due no doubt to increasing
resort to automation. At the same time, the number of indigenous male
Africans aged 15 - 59 is increasing by 18,000 a year.
It must be pointed out. that unless internal purchasing power is
developed through stimulation of economic activity in the reserves.
-
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particularly in African agriculture, and unless a larger export market
is found for Rhodesia's advancing industry, the unemployment problem
among Africans will remain intractable. In the nature of the case, it is
inconceivable that the existing Government's efforts in these matters
can be crowned with success.
The mere fact that the accelerated programme of African education is the product of a Ministry of African Education, segregated
(rom the Ministry of European Education. is in the present state of
race relations enough to cause concern among the Africans. To this
extent. the Government have forfeited the interest of Africans from the
outset, without which no such scheme can get far. Even in the towns,
where in many ways the educational prospects are more favourable,
the Government seems to be falling behind its own planning schedules.
In Bulawayo, for example, against target figures of 34 primary schools
and 8 secondary schools in the municipal townships, fulfilment has
reached only 24 and I respectively. Between 1962 and 1963, the
secondary school enrolment rose by only 3; compared with a rise in
the primary school enrolment of nearly 5,000. Double sessions in
primary schools have become the rule rather than the exception.>
And menacingly suspended over the scene of African education
throughout the country is the annual increase of 120,000 new souls
for whom additional provision is a necessity.
Full, then, of promise though the plans appear in agriculture,
in rural local government, in industry, and in education. a kind of
course is laid upon the full execution that might match the promise.
The course is the direct outcome of the pattern of relations, both psychological and material. between the two main races. It is thus firmly
embedded in the very edifice of Rhodesian society. What can lift it?
If one tries to comprehend. in a single vision, the history of East
Africa over the last fifty years. if one strives to identify in it any
relevant lessons to which it unmistakably points, one would be driven
to reply that only the ending of the political hegemony of Europeans
can satisfactorily lift this course. While that lasts, all races are deemed
to sterile bitterness among themselves. and poisonous enimity with
their neighoburs and the world.
It cannot be that political power is worth this price. nor can it
be that human relations, when they go wrong, are ever set to rights
by measures that rely on power. Yet the retention of power at all
costs is part of the basic creed of many substantial number of Europeans in Rhodesia. The creed is held. not only with uncritical tenacity
but also with naive sincerity, and is regarded by its adherents as the
most adequate intellectual position which they have been able to
reach in maintaining their position in social circumstances of extreme
difficulty. Listening to it as many Europeans propound it with seemingly disarming sincerity and passion, it is impossible to accord it

5

Report of Director of Housing and Amenities, Bulawayo 1963.
-
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some sypathy, even though one feels deep down in one's heart that
they have got it all wrong.
Historically, it is an elaboration of the slogan attributed to Cecil
Rhodes, Equal Rights for All Civilized Men. His special position as
the country's own founder-father no doubt enhances its authority.
Rhode's pronouncement is indeed unexceptionable so far as it goes.
None but the wilfully wrong-headed would deny that all civilized men
ought to enjoy equal rights. Difficulties arise, however, as soon as it is
asked by what tokens a civilized man is distinguished from the rest.
They become almost unlimited when it transpires that no European
in Rhodesia is ever relegated to the uncivilized category. At the same
time, definition becomes impossible, if it is remembered that all the
criteria by which Africans are to be rated as fit or unfit for equal rights
and non-racial treatment arc arbitrarily settled by Europeans in accordance with European preconceptions.
Having cleared his mind on these points, the detached observer
begins to wonder whether the ideology compressed into Rhode's slogan
is really anything more than a rationalization of the preference of
Europeans for the racial status quo, of their reluctance to dilute their
political power, and of their fear of social change - in short, a device
for restricting the entitlement of Africans to equal standing. He finds
evidence in support of this possibility as mucJh in what the ideology
omits as in what it contains. Omitted, for example. is the thought that
civilization may be something wider and deeper than those items
of European culture that happen to be in vogue at a given place
and time. Also omitted is the thought that if Africans are to be justly
assessed, their potential. no less than their attainment should be taken
into consideration. From the nature of the case, their attainment can
scarcely be less meagre than is warranted by the educational opportunities that their European rulers have accorded them.
Perhaps the saddest feature of the white ideology is the insistence
that relations between European and African are, as it were by natural
necessity, non-reciprocal. It is this which cramps the European's style
of humane dealing to a point where he takes pride in not communicating with Africans. It is this which treats, as merely laughable. the
notion that the African people might conceivably hammer out a distinctive contribution of their own to a global civilization, or even that
they might have some wisdom to impart to the European which has not
reached him from any other source. Like all forms of privileged exclusion, this one most injures those whom it is designed to protect.
Here is the reason why the Rhodesian interpretation of the nonracial principle is so different from that expounded in the other countries of the sub-region. True. the full citizen everywhere. Rhodesia
included. is accorded equal rights without regard to race or colour.
In the other countries, the full citizen is anyone who satisfies certain
conditions as to birthplace and residence. In Rhodesia, the full citizen
is one who, over and above these criteria, satisfies a means test and
an education test fixed at levels that exclude the massive base of the
racial pyramid. and thus. the majority of Rhodesia-born Africans.
Rhodesian non-racialism is in fact rooted in the soil of racial discri-
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ruination," or if the phrase be preferred, of a discrimination which is
100 per cent race-linked; and its operation is localized at the apex
of the pyramid.
Perhaps the greatest tragedy of the Rhodesian situation is that it
is so wasteful and self-defeating: it is certainly stultifying much of
further development of either human or natural resources. Though
the economy's progress has been notable in recent years, one cannot
resist likening it to a four-engined jet aircraft flying on only one or two
of its engines. It would be unkind to suggest that there are any
Rhodesians today. even among the most bigoted Europeans. who
would prefer to see the aircraft crash than fly efficiently on all its
engines.

6

An illustration is the Land Apportionment Act. Much controversy has surrounded this measure. which forms in effect an essential part of the organic
law constituting the present Rhodesia. It divides up the land of the country
between the races. It is scheduled for early repeal as soon as a majority
Government takes office. However, whatever the grounds on which it may be
defined, they cannot be those of non-racial principle.
-
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